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ABSTRACT

Much has been written about patchwork quilts as a 
reflection of women's social and cultural status. However,
I focus on the quilting process as a paradigm for women 
finding their own voices in an androcentric society when 
more traditional forms of communication— speaking and 
writing— were not freely available to them.

The first chapter traces the history of 
marginalization in patchwork quilting in North America, 
from its eighteenth century beginnings to the present. I 
argue my case in the next two chapters through readings of 
texts that directly refer to quilting. The second and third 
chapters, which form the heart of this work, explore the 
implications of the first and last parts of the quilting 
process. In chapter two, I focus on the first step through 
a reading of The Color Purple, while in the third chapter,
I examine the significance of the last step in the process, 
the quilting bee, through a series of inter-related texts 
on quilting. These two chapters complement each other in 
that they describe the process of first taking apart the 
ruling order, the existing fabric, and then reconstructing 
the pieces in another pattern. This constitutes one 
effective way for a marginalized people, women in this 
case, to create their own discourse.
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In chapter four, I analyze three contemporary quilting 

groups— the NAMES Project, the Boise Peace Quilters, and 
Suzanne Lacy's Crystal Quilt— that use their quilts to 
speak to their societies about issues that otherwise go 
unheard. Because these quilts are consciously made to be 
read, I have employed Bakhtin's theory of the novel to 
elucidate the textual quality of these textiles.

To widen the scope of this study, I explicate Between 
The Acts and Waterland in the last chapter. Neither novel 
directly mentions quilting, but they both illustrate how 
the ideas I have developed so far can be applied to other 
texts dealing with the marginalized voices of women.

Because this dissertation concerns women finding 
their voices, I begin the work with a personal essay that 
illustrates the inter-relationship between quilting and 
writing in my own life.
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PREFACE

Rocky Road to Kansas,
Job's Troubles,

Crazy Ann,
The Double Irish Chain,

The Tree of Life;
this quilt might be 

the only perfect artifact a woman 
would ever see, yet she did not doubt 
what we had forgotten, that out of her 
potatoes and colic, sawdust and blood 
she could create; together, alone, 
she seized her time and made new.

Marge Piercy, "Looking at Quilts”

We can read quilts as textile texts. Women who make 
quilts have always known this. Indeed, much has already 
been written about patchwork quilts, the finished product, 
as a reflection of women's social and cultural status. 
However, there is little research on the quilting process 
as a paradigm for women finding their own voices in an 
androcentric society.

The process of quilting is therefore the focus of this 
study, both as an art and as a figure for textuality. I 
explore what that process tells us of the maker's 
construction of her self and her reality for I believe the 
process of making a quilt parallels the steps a woman takes 
to find her own voice as she establishes her sense of self. 
Teresa de Lauretis writes that "Identity is not the goal 
but rather the point of departure of the process of self
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consciousness"(9). Quiltmaking offers an appropriate 
paradigm of that journey to self-hood for women because 
identity, like a patchwork quilt, is not sole and whole but 
a conjoining of a multitude of differences:

What is emerging in feminist writings is . „ . 
the concept of a multiple, shifting, and often 
self-contradictory identity, a subject that is 
not divided in, but rather at odds with, 
language; an identity made up of heterogeneous 
and heteronomous representations of gender, race, 
and class, and often indeed across languages and 
culture, (de Lauretis 9)

Quilting is an art and a craft that countless women 
have found satisfying and worthwhile, felt driven to do, 
been devoted to beyond the need to cover a bed or make 
something beautiful. I believe this is, at least in part, 
because quilting has proven an effective form of self- 
expression and communication for women when more 
traditional forms of communication— speaking and writing—  
were not freely available to them. This study is therefore 
an examination of quilting not only as a general model or 
trope for woman's discourse, but more specifically, a form 
of discourse appropriated by the marginalized.
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The first chapter traces the history of patchwork 

quilting in North America, from its eighteenth century 
beginnings to the present, in terms of marginalization both 
of the craft and those that made quilts. Today, quilting 
continues to serve as a vehicle for marginalized groups, 
both male and female, whose voices cannot find effective 
expression in language. In chapter four, therefore, I 
analyze three contemporary quilting groups— the NAMES 
Project, the Boise Peace Quilters, and Suzanne Lacy's 
Crystal Quilt— that use quilts to speak to their society 
about controversial social issues. These three projects act 
not only as a powerful reinterpretation of the purpose of 
quilts and quilting in contemporary Western society, but 
also constitute a way for marginalized groups to find 
center stage. Their quilts are consciously made to be read, 
so I have employed Bakhtin's theory of the novel to 
elucidate the textual quality of these textiles.

The second and third chapters, which form the heart of 
this work, explore the implications of the first and last 
parts of the quilting process. In chapter two, I focus on 
Celle's process of self reconstruction in The Color Purple, 
which she begins by taking fabric apart. In the third 
chapter, I examine the significance of the last step in 
the process, the quilting bee, through a series of inter
related texts on quilting. These two chapters thus
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complement each other as they describe the process of first 
taking apart the ruling order, the existing fabric, and 
then reconstructing the pieces in a new pattern. This 
constitutes one effective way for a marginalized people, 
women in this case, to create their own discourse.

I have focused entirely on quilting and texts that 
refer directly and reflexively to quilting up to this 
point. To widen the scope of this study, I explicate 
Between The Acts and Waterland in the last chapter. Neither 
of these novels directly mention quilting, but they 
illustrate how the theory I have explicated so far can be 
applied to other texts dealing with the marginalized voices 
of women.

I was concerned, when I began this work, about an 
apparent disjuncture between theory and practice, and found 
myself asking is there a theory in this practice? I felt 
faced with what de Lauretis describes as

the difficult relation of feminist scholarship to 
the practice-oriented component of the women's 
movement, a relation often summed up (falsely, in 
my opinion) as an Opposition of theory to 
practice; or the even more insidious opposition 
between theoreticism and empiricism, where 
accusations of jargon, bad writing, or elitism 
from one camp are met with counter accusations of
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essentialism and unsophisticated thinking by the 
other. (7)

Would quilters find their own truth in my theoretical 
concerns? In order to begin to bridge that gap, I wrote 
about the relationship between quilting and writing in my 
own life. Indeed, I realized that this study not only 
concerned other women finding their voices, but also my own 
process of finding a voice and affirming my identity.

The result of this speculation is a personal essay 
entitled "The Dissertation Quilt," which illustrates the 
inter-relationship between quilting and writing in my own 
life over a period of a few months when I began work on 
this project. In drawing together the seeming opposites, 
"the critical" and "the personal," I seek to make explicit 
the ways the two modes continually inflect each other: 
critical writing is always, at some level, 
autobiographical, and autobiography is also a form of 
criticism.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION; THE DISSERTATION QUILT

Before I would be able to move on and make my 
work my own —  to approach it as self-expression 
rather than a command performance— it was 
necessary to shift gears and "come home." To 
become an amateur —  one who loves; herself, 
others, her work. ...Do what you love...Pursue 
your life...Know your own. "Doing what you love" 
means knowing yourself well enough to be able to 
answer the question, "What would you love to do?" 
and loving yourself enough to ask it. (Sara
Ruddick, Working It Out)

Reading about guilts, thinking about them, looking at 
pictures of them, I find my imagination sparks with ideas, 
my fingers itch to start stitching again. So I pull out my 
fabrics and lay them all over the living room floor. I look 
at them, arrange them, feel the crisp cotton weight of 
them, rearrange them, leave them out over night and 
rediscover them the next morning. Then I pick out the 
pinks, reds, blues and mauves; the warm colors. The last 
few guilts have been shades of brown and beige. Cool safe 
colors that take no risks. That's where I was. Safe, cool, 
unwilling to declare myself, remaining neutral. But now I 
want colors that say I am, and that I am rich and vibrant. 
These colors have been waiting for me, lying on the
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cupboard shelf for three years until I am finally ready for 
them.

Oh, the indecision of designI How will I cut and piece 
these fabrics that are me so that they speak me? I leaf 
through my quilting books until I reach back to the first 
book I ever bought on patchwork. Dover press. Quick and 
Easy Patchwork Blocks, ordered and bought to fill the empty 
winter evenings in Fredonia, Arizona. Was I inspired by 
being in the heart of Mormon country ? I can no longer 
remember why I, who hated sewing, bought that book. But I 
do remember the first block, made with a borrowed sewing 
machine from scraps given by friends. The wonder of the 
finished block, beautiful beyond any promise of the 
individual pieces. Look at my creation! The block turned 
into a top, the top into a quilt.

And here I am, ten years later, in a place I never 
dreamed of then: out of the marriage, into graduate school, 
turning and turning in the spiralling gyre, back to that 
first book, drawn to the simplest pattern, returning to the 
roots of my craft with a log cabin pattern. It's my design, 
I know it instinctively. Rational understanding comes 
later:

Log Cabin pattern [is] the most archetypal, 
profound and symbolically significant of all 
guilt designs. It can be found in the swaddling
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of infants, the wrapping of corpses, and in the 
inscriptions on sacred entrances. It can be read 
as either phallic or vaginal,depending on whether 
we see it as a projecting pyramid or a 
depression. (Showalter 235)

Where to begin? The hardest part of quilt and 
dissertation. The first time I take scissors to fabric, 
that first cut, commits me to this quilt, this unknown, 
unshaped quilt. And as I cut, I make a commitment to 
dissertation, this idea, unknown and unshaped, that 
quilting is women speaking. I cannot tell now what the 
guilt will look like, what the dissertation will say. It's 
a leap of faith. Faith in the fabrics, faith in the ideas, 
faith in my skills, faith in me; trusting the process.

I am trying to draw disparate elements of my life into 
a balanced, harmonious whole.I start by placing a deep red 
square at the center of the first block, my female center, 
and then build strips of pinks, blues and reds around it. 
Light and dark; warm feelings; cool reason; male and 
female. I am also trying to work towards the essential, 
learning to hone away the rest, to live simply. Log cabin 
is the image of a rough hewn house, a shelter from the 
bitter Texas winds, a small disturbance on the horizon of 
the vast open plains. I live more comfortably than those 
women, but we are both pioneers. I am adventuring into
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becoming myself, and I am setting out into the unknown and 
hazardous country called Dissertation.

I machine one strip to the next, I read one article 
after another. I finish the block, I talk out my ideas with 
someone else. I iron the block and return to the library. I 
think about my quilt when I'm reading; I think about my 
reading when I'm quilting. There are evenings when I set up 
the sewing machine, turn on the computer, and move from one 
to the other. When I run out of things to tap into my 
verbal patchwork, I return to the material one. Making the 
quilt as I read, think and write is a way to ground myself, 
to stay with the material world of the senses. I come to 
the spiritual world through the physical one. Physical and 
non-physical are, for me, a continuation of the same thing.

It begins to take shape. One block, on its own, looks 
flat. The second one hints at a bigger pattern, two more 
and the quilt is coming to life. The blocks together make a 
pattern they hardly suggest on their own. I use the faith I 
have in this quilt, the beauty that I know will emerge, to 
keep faith with the dissertation. Piece by piece, I build a 
delicate balance between my vision and the intention of the 
thing itself. It knows its own shape, can call its own name 
before I know how to do it. And naming is what this quilt 
is about. I am named in its shape and pattern, in its very 
being.
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There is that which is not seen, too— the space 

between the words on the page, like Virginia Woolf's 
ellipses leading to unwritten, invisible words. That which 
is not seen is the memory of where I worked, the thoughts I 
had as I sewed, the places I took the guilt to work on it. 
Only I can look at the last quilt, a Navajo rug design, and 
see a 30 day boat trip in it. The sun is quilted into the 
design, but I lived under that sun, meandering through Utah 
on the last trip of my marriage, stitching in the evening 
light beside a small fire, listening to the river washing 
by our camp, the BBC on shortwave radio, the murmurs of 
other people in a camp across the river. Or during the long 
hot mid-day stillness, our boat caught in an eddy, 
patchwork piece in hand, I marvelled at the great carp 
mouths rising to the surface to catch the crumbs from 
lunch. All those memories are stitched into the quilt.

After a week of enthusiastic sewing, I have seven 
blocks finished. I am eager to see them together. But what 
disappointment when I place them next to each other on the 
floor. They're not the same size! They won't fit. Bloody 
guilt! Who did I think I was to whiz up and down the seams 
on my sewing machine, making blocks three or four at a 
time, immune to the real world of detail that trips 
everyone else up? Where is it written that I should get 
away with sloppy work? At first I'm so depressed I do the
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only reasonable thing— leave them on the floor and go out 
to a party. My frustration mars the party for me, but at 
least I have put a distance between me and the problem.

For three days I look at the seven blocks lying on my 
floor, arranging them in every configuration I can imagine, 
but there's no way round it. Only two are the same size so 
the whole set won't fit together neatly. I get out my 
quilting books and look up log cabin quilts to see if their 
corners match. Yes, they do, effortlessly. I manipulate the 
edges of the blocks to cover up my ineptitutude but there's 
a dishonesty in that. Patchwork is such a demanding craft. 
The corners match, the points point, the edges meet, or 
they don't and there's an end to it.

For three days I chastise myself for arrogance, 
hastiness, and sloppiness. Finally I capitulate. I must and 
will rip out seams and restitch more accurately. Rozsika 
Parker talks of the "stereotype that patience and 
perseverance go into embroidery— but little else"
(Subversive 11). Patience and perseverance, yes, but so 
much more. Hope, discipline, faith in myself and my idea, 
hard work, constant disappointment. All the qualities, 
indeed, that I find hardest.

This is the point at which I realize the quilt, is not 
going to be perfect. The idea was perfect, but my execution 
of it is only human. So I make the conscious choice to love
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it anyway, in spite of and because of its imperfections, 
because it is me and mine. It's enough for the moment that 
this is what I do and who I am. I choose to valorize my 
work rather than trivialize it:

Merely to speak,out, to describe the daily ways 
of your life, turns out to be political. To say 
that you make a bed, cook a meal, live with 
someone you love, care for a child, that you 
cover windows and clothe your family— to say 
these things is to redress the trivialization of 
women1s experience. (Schapiro Working 300)

I was hoping that I would reach a stage where I’d be 
so adept in this art that each project would be perfect and 
perfectly simple. But I know, after all these years doing 
it, that each project is no more than a series of problems 
to be solved, problems that absorb me completely, demanding 
all my intelligence, knowledge, inner strength and 
determination.

Listening to Dukakis and Bush slogging it out in their 
first presidential debate, I begin to unpick the blocks, 
one by one. They take as long to take apart as they did to 
make. Neil Sedaka’s words echo in my head, "Slow down, you 
crazy child; You're too ambitious for a juvenile." As I 
undo them, I feel peace again and the next time a friend 
asks how the quilt is coming along, this juvenile guilter
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can laugh at herself as she says, "Bloody quilt! I'm 
undoing most of the blocks because they won't fit 
together»" Saying it aloud, undoing them, persevering 
anyway is the real acceptance of my imperfection. I take 
comfort in quiltmaker Lucille Kilty's words:

There is room for less than perfect quilting when 
one is learning a craft. It says something about 
the integrity of the quilter when she insists 
upon having a part in all of the processes. I 
personally feel that a person loses credibility 
as a quilter if she does not perform all of the 
steps in making a quilt. (16)

Will the dissertation, too, take shape this way? I ask 
myself. I am beginning to understand what Sylvia Plath 
meant when she wrote, "perfection is terrible, it cannot 
have children . . .  it tamps the womb." (Ruddick 329)

I draw strength from my friend Ann’s collection of 
quilts. She says, almost apologetically, that her fifteen 
Texas quilts are, "Country quilts, not museum quality." She 
means that they are imperfect —  imperfectly made, or 
imperfectly preserved, often both. Those she has now are 
the remains of years collecting selling, giving and 
receiving them from relatives.

"Come over and see my guilts," she says.
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That's an offer too good to miss. Her house is beautiful; 
private, spacious, white walled, furnished by someone who 
has an artist6s eye. We go through the rooms admiring a 
Victorian fan quilt in dark, rich velvets, hanging above 
the fireplace; a faded wrinkled Star of Texas on the guest 
room bed. We look at the simple railroad quilt with its 
rich red background, ("My favorite," Ann says), and the 
bright green Grandmother's Garden quilt Dan's mother made 
for him.

"She always thought his favorite meal was her pot 
roast, and really it's her baked chicken. She 
thought his favorite color was green and really 
it's blue."

She laughs and then sighs.
"I love this guilt because she made it, but it's 
so ugly. Maybe I should give it to my oldest 
grandchild."

Most of the quilts are folded and stacked in a 
wardrobe so as she pulls them out, we lay each one on their 
double bed. The sanctum of their bedroom seems the 
natural, appropriate place to be. She stands on one side of 
the bed, and I stand on the other. We utter words of 
admiration as each quilt is unfolded, stepping back to see 
the overall design. Then we come close to look at the 
stitching and, most important of all, we run our hands over
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the top and then feel the quilt between our fingers. These 
old guilts are particularly satisfying to feel. They are 
soft and wrinkled, a myriad of tiny furrows that speak of 
years of use. We are participating in a quiet ritual, 
paying homage to these quilts and to the lives that speak 
through them. As she talks about the quilts, I learn about 
Ann's life, for each quilt is connected to a memory. She 
tells me who made it or where she bought it, who she'll 
give it to or why she likes it.

These guilts bear the marks of time and use. Some of 
them have one fabric that is rotting away through sheer 
age, or a corner that has a small hole, a frayed binding, 
or a stain that won't shift. They're all perfectly 
beautiful in their imperfection. They are perhaps like 
their makers, women who also bear the marks of time and 
experience. Indeed, the beauty of old women lies in their 
age, their wrinkles, their imperfections. Paying homage to 
those guilts was also paying homage to the women who made 
them, and by extension, to all women. We were acknowledging 
our womanhood, our inherited if unknown female ancestors, 
and paying respect to their statements of self. We were 
saying, though not in so many words, women growing old are 
beautiful and graceful. And we, too, will be beautiful and 
graceful when we grow old.
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For two months now I have been reading about quilting 

and feminist discourse. I take notes, write down quotes, 
file my pieces of paper, and then move on to the next paper 
or book. I'm like a caterpillar, eating my way hungrily 
through the leaves of knowledge. Until one day, I look up 
and feel overwhelmed by all these disparate notes. When 
friends ask me what the dissertation is about, I can't give 
them a clear answer. I mumble about it, apologize and 
change the subject. I know it's time to gather up my notes, 
my quotes, my thoughts, and start to patch the pieces 
together to see if they make sense. I feel like the woman 
interviewed by Cooper and Allen who described her fabric 
collection, all sorted out and ready to use:

I put every scrap of material I think I can ever 
use into them piece bags till I can get to 
sortin' it. Then I put it into those boxes. Kinda 
on file. I got my boxes fixed up neat in case 
anything happened to me. Someone could tell where 
everything was and what they could make use of. 
Each box is labeled with the colors of pieces 
inside, and then some is labeled with plaids and 
stripes and the kind of pattern if they's already 
cut. I like to keep my pieces up. Don't do to 
have lots of little worthless pieces lying 
around.„(100).
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It certainly doesn't do to have those worthless little 
pieces lying around, so I start the gathering process.
First I go through each page of notes, sorting the quotes 
and ideas into separate topics— fixing my boxes up neatly—  
and that takes a week to do. Then, and this is the hardest 
part because the truth of the work is about to emerge, I 
sew the pieces together in continuous prose. I take the 
quotes and the ideas, these pieces of mental fabric, 
spinning out a strong thin thread from my imagination, and 
spider like, I weave the pieces together. Some pieces are 
well cut and fall into place in a satisfying pattern, 
others need reshaping, rethinking and even when they're 
cobbled together, they don't sound quite right. But this is 
an exercise in process and imperfection, so I let the good 
fall in with the mediocre, assuring myself that, "All shall 
be well,And all manner of things shall be well" (Eliot 56). 
It may not be well now, but I will trust the process.

Much of my writing is done by gathering fragments of 
other people's work together in the form of quotes and 
arranging them in a pattern of my own making. My words are 
the stitches holding the quotes together, and although the 
fabric is borrowed, donated, stolen from others, the guilt 
I construct is mine because only I will put these ideas 
together in this way to make this statement.
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I try to make whole days free to work on the 

dissertation, thinking that a continuous block of time will 
enable me to take giant steps forward. What actually 
happens is that I take an hour here, two hours there, 
snatching time from all the other commitments in my life. 
The illusion is that complete days would hasten the work, 
make me more productive, but in fact I discover that 
fragments of time, patches of time, are my most productive 
time. I burn out if I have a whole day. I get up to wash 
dishes or call a friend, and end up slowing down to a 
snail's pace. Whereas, the hour here and there is an 
intensely productive time even though or maybe because it's 
so short.

I am afraid of the fragmentation because it seems 
chaotic, out of control. But I would do better to 
acknowledge it, relax into it and accept its blessings.
This is the way my life goes, this is the way the 
dissertation will be written, and it's completely 
consistent with what I am trying to say theoretically in 
the dissertation.

Eventually, I finish my verbal quilt.The writing 
amounts to 20 pages. Even I am impressed. I make four 
copies and drop them into my committee's mailboxes just 
before Thanksgiving. I need a week off to put a distance
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between me and my work in case they hate it and criticize 
the ideas and presentation.

I realize that I am part of a quilting bee even though 
I don’t sit at a frame, needle in hand. My bee is one 
composed of language, much broader than the activity of one 
room. Every time I talk about my dissertation, I elicit 
some sort of personal response: "I have a quilt that my 
mother made out of my father’s work clothes . . .  I know 
someone who made a panel for the AIDS quilt, would you like 
to meet her? . . .  My mother made me a quilt. I grew up 
under it.” I listen, I admire, I share, I support, I go to 
see guilts, I finger them and listen to the stories 
attached to them.

Over the Thanksgiving break, I go to a craft fair with 
my friend Sue where I am inevitably drawn to the guilt 
stands. I stop and talk with each quilter, admiring their 
work, talking quilts with them. When I reach Darlene 
Pettet’s stall, I am attracted by some simple tied quilts, 
made of squares of old denim jeans, pockets and all. I feel 
their heaviness, their crude, rough workman quality. These 
are guilts to keep warm under.

”How much?” I ask.
”$45,” she replies.

The guilts cry out, like puppies at Christmas time, for a 
loving home. I can’t resist. I buy one because, well,
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because I like the quilt, I like Darlene, and it's cheap. I 
don't need another quilt, that’s for sure, and I feel quite 
embarrassed when I tell Sue what I ’ve done. Fortunately, 
she’s a good enough friend not to raise her eyebrows. I 
bring it home and spread it on my bed. I will sleep under 
it to make it mine and welcome it to its new home. It will 
be a good winter quilt, thick and warm. The first night 
under it, I am warmer than I’ve been in a week and I sleep 
solidly. Confirmation that it was a good purchase.

There’s something good about living with someone 
else’s quilt. It’s a mystery to me. Where was it made, and 
how long did it take? What parts did Darlene enjoy doing, 
what seemed tedious to her? I see it, feel it, experience 
it quite differently from my own quilts. For one thing, I’m 
much less critical of it. I slept under it for three nights 
before I looked closely enough at it to realize that the 
corners often don’t match. Moreover I don’t care.This new 
quilt I respect with a certain distance, as I would a 
friend coming to stay in my house. The next day, I 
rearrange my quilts to make room for the new one. The 
orange and green nine-patch on the study wall comes down, 
the sampler that was on the bed goes up in its place.

In school, I begin to approach my dissertation 
committee about the writing I did for them. I have been 
working on this project on my own all semester and I am
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diffident about their reaction to it. Will it seem 
pointless, restating the obvious, superficial to them? To 
my surprise, they like the ideas, and encourage me to keep 
going. I feel deeply satisfied by their response and then 
foolish to have been so hesitant about it. Of course they 
like it. How could they not? This comes from the true 
center of myself. This is the best I can give, it is honest 
and vibrant. As long as I continue to move from that 
central place, the work will grow and prosper.

It's the end of the semester for everyone else, a 
finishing time. But for me, it's time to start again: 
explorations into new readings suggested by my committee. 
The next step forward. At times, I feel nervous about the 
pleasure I take in the work, the gentle, natural way in 
which it is beginning to take shape. It should be 
difficult. I ought to labor under the dissertation rather 
than dance with it. This surely can't be real work if I 
like doing it. It's just play. Then I remind myself that my 
commitment is to process, to what is truly in me, and I 
remember Nietzsche's words: "I know of no other manner of 
dealing with great tasks than as play;. . . this is an 
essential pre-requisite.''
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CHAPTER TWO

HERSTORY; QUILTING IN NORTH AMERICA

The quilt, that most anonymous of women's art, 
rarely dated or signed, summarizes more than any 
other form the major themes in a women's life—  
its beginnings, endings and celebrations retold 
in bits of colored cloth. In bridal quilts, 
patchwork coverlets for daily use, parlor quilts, 
"album" quilts, (made collectively to honor 
relatives, friends or local notables)— even in 
widow's quilts — a woman said everything she knew 
about art and life. (Mirra Bank, Anonymous Was A 
Woman)

Berenice Carroll, in her introduction to Liberating 
Women's History: Theoretical and Critical Essays, defines 
feminist history as "resurrecting and reassessing the lost 
women of history, individually and collectively"(ix). The 
process of recovering guilt history has already been 
started by such scholars as Pat Ferrero, Elaine Hedges and 
Julie Silber (Hearts and Hands), and Gladys-Marie Fry 
("Harriet Powers: Portrait of a Black Quilter.") I aim to 
contribute to that reassessment by retelling the history of 
quilting and patchwork in North America as an art practiced 
mostly by those who were denied a voice.1 This 
marginalized group, women, found expression and self
definition through their quilting. However, just as their 
voices were unacknowledged, so was their art.
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Quilts have traditionally been viewed in the 

stereotypical terms Ludy Strauss describes as
made from necessity (pioneer grit and ingenuity 
overcoming hardships), of scraps (virtuous 
thrift), and unique in concept (American know- 
all) , all examples of half-truths pressed into 
the service of myth. (7)

Such a perspective reduces quilts to two dimensional 
historical artifacts, museum pieces. I wish to reify quilts 
by treating them as textile texts, embodying the voice and 
story of the quiltmaker. Quilts can thus connect women to 
their foremothers, and restore women's past. As Carolyn

) I
Heilbrun observes:

What matters is that lives do not serve as 
models; only stories do that. And it is a hard 
thing to make up stories to live by. We can only 
retell and live by the stories we have read or 
heard. We live our lives through texts. They may 
be read, or chanted, or experienced 
electronically, or come to us, like the 
murmurings of our mothers, telling us what 
conventions demand. Whatever their form or 
medium, these stories have formed us all; they 
are what we must use to make new dictions, new 
narratives.(37)
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Terms and Definitions

The word "guilt"' came into English from the Old French 
cuilte which is derived from the Latin culcita. meaning a 
stuffed mattress or cushion, (Holstein Pieced 10) Quilts as 
functional objects to keep people warm have existed for 
thousands of years in one form or another. Jonathan 
Holstein, a leading quilt historian, says that

There seems little doubt that the quilt as it has 
been defined, that is, two pieces of cloth with a 
filler between, the filler held in place with 
some kind of stitching, has been warming 
humankind for many centuries. ("Block" 16) 

Holstein traces the quilt back to our earliest ancestors: 
With the animal1s skin against his own and the 
hair out, it acted as a "blanket." With the hair 
in, the animal skin became, in effect, an 
unstitched quilt— his skin and the animal1s 
forming the two outer layers, the hair between, 
the insulating medium. (Pieced 13)

Historically, quilting and patchwork date back to 12th and 
13th Century Europe, and earlier than that in China and 
India. ("Block" 17) My focus here, however, lies with North 
American quilting that serves purposes in addition to
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bedcoverso Before we go on, though, we need to define what 
constitutes a quilt. 9

A quilt is composed of three layers of fabric. The top 
layer, the patchwork, is made by stitching together 
different fabrics, often in a geometric design. Batting 
constitutes the middle, insulating layer. The bottom layer, 
which completes the guilt sandwich, usually comprises a 
single piece of fabric. OUiltino itself is a series of 
small running stitches penetrating all three layers, 
holding the guilt together securely, while at the same time 
imposing a second design on the patchwork top. The quilt 
thus replicates the "double-voiced discourse" that 
Showalter associates with feminine rhetoric ("Wilderness" 
263) .

Patchwork or pieced quilts constitute the most common 
type of quilt. Traditionally, we view this kind of quilt as 
serving a utilitarian purpose:

The important motivating force in all early 
American crafts was immediate need and the quick 
response in ideas to meet the need . . .We must 
not forget that American quilts (despite the 
colorful associations they arouse in us now) 
were, like all other early crafts, made under 
tremendous strain and almost unbelievable 
hardship. (Hall 7)
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However, even in its earliest form, the utility-and- 

scraps view may prove a limited conception of quilts;
Pieced quilts never were predominantly a thrift 
medium but were from the beginning an aesthetic 
medium. The notion of our thrifty ancestors 
creating beauty out of their scrap bags is an 
appealing one, but not necessarily correct. 
(Holstein "Block" 27)

The pieced or block quilt (a block quilt is made of a 
repeated module of fabric pieces) represents a peculiarly 
American development, probably not in existence during 
Colonial times;

I know of no American quilts made before the end 
of the 18th century in pure block style.The 
earliest I have seen in any quantity, with firm 
datings, seem to emerge in the first decades of 
the 19th century. (Holstein "Block" 21)

Another type of quilt, first recorded about 1750, is 
the appliaued guilt, which reached a peak of popularity in 
the 1850’s with the exquisite Baltimore Album quilts, made 
more for decoration than utility. Applique denotes the 
process of imposing pieces of carefully cut fabric on a 
larger background, often in a floral design. One of the 
earliest examples of applique is broderie perse which 
Binney describes as, "a technique in which motifs from
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printed fabrics are cut out and then appliqued in a new 
design to a new ground, usually of white cottonee (33) .

The whole piece guilt. a third kind of quilt, has a 
top composed of a single piece of fabric. Some whole piece 
guilts, such as the palampore, are constructed of one piece 
of fabric printed with an ornate design, often the tree of 
life or a floral pattern, while others, such as the all- 
white guilts, consist of one piece of solid colored fabric, 
usually white, covered with quilting. Stuffed Work or 
trapunto uses batting to create a three dimensional effect 
so that quilted trees or flowers stand out from their 
background. This kind of quilt was often made of one piece 
of fine, white, imported cotton on the top with homespun on 
the bottom. The expense of buying sufficient cloth, and 
the time needed to cover the top with a quilted pattern, 
makes this the least common guilt. However, all three 
types are still made today.

Colonial Quilts to 1825

How can women create stories of women's lives if 
they have only male language with which to do it? 
(Carolyn Heilbrun, Writing a Woman's Life)

Although guilts were probably in use from the earliest 
white settlement of North America, there are no remaining
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examples or historical references to specifically American 
made quilts until the last quarter of the Seventeenth 
Century (Holstein 27). Holstein conjectures of this early 
history.

It is my feeling— and I label it thus— that the 
first American quilts were most likely plain 
quilts made of sturdy whole cloth brought by the 
first settlers or imported soon after they 
arrived. (Pieced 26)

However, Orlofsky qualifies Holstein's view:
There is no real evidence that elaborate, 
decorative quilts were not made at the time or 
that quilt making was only a result of need, but 
the economic and physical conditions in the 
colonies was such that during the seventeenth 
century need almost certainly had to be the 
primary motivation in the making of quilts (13). 

These early quilts, made mostly for the utilitarian 
purposes of providing warm bed covers, keeping drafts out 
of the four-'poster bed, and hanging up against windows and 
doors for insulation, were made, used, and used up, which 
explains why we have so few examples left today. (Wells 14, 
Holstein "Blocks" 21)

Not only were w^rm bed coverings a life or death 
necessity in the cold, unheated bedrooms of those first
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houses, the guilts were also constructed of one of the 
Colonists' most prized possessions— fabric:

Every scrap of fabric was scarce and precious, to 
be conserved and reused. Nothing was thrown away. 
Textiles were preserved and used as long as 
possible. Pioneer life was one of extreme 
hardship, and the lack of goods made fabrics so 
precious that this recycling of even the smallest 
scraps was an abiding necessity. Not all of the 
scrap materials were from pieces of worn-out 
clothing; some were remnants from the fabrics 
used in making new garments and household 
furnishings. (Orlofsky 12)

Fabric was highly valued because it was almost entirely 
imported and therefore expensive. Indian chintz, calicoes, 
linens, silks and wools were.all imported, and even cotton 
was not grown as a commodity until after the revolution.

Because of the Colonists' need for quilts, and the 
high cost of making them, we can assume that they were 
valuable household items:

The focus of household decorative attention 
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
often centered on elaborate counterpanes and 
guilts. It must be remembered that beds were 
probably the most important item of furniture in
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the home during this period and were accorded a 
special place of attention in the bedroom or 
living room. (Orlofsky 35)

However, there exist almost no historical records of 
quilts or quiltmaking. Marie Webster's explanation in 
Quilts. Their Storv and How to Make Them, seems an unlikely 
rationalization when we consider how important quilts were 
to those early settlers: "Quilts were in such general use 
and were considered as such ordinary articles that the 
early writers about family life in the colonies neglected 
to mention them" (60). Perhaps more to the point is a 
comment made by Ruth Finley in Old Patchwork Quilts and the 
Women who Made Them that in the eighteenth century "quilts 
were one of the few household items over which women had 
full control and which they actually owned" (20). In a 
man's world, the women's crafts and possessions may hardly 
have seemed worth recording. In its earliest history in 
North America, the quilt, like the women whose art it was, 
seems to have been marginalized into historical obscurity.

Pre-Civil War: 1820-1865

American women have long had hearts and minds, 
but only a very few had voices. (Beth Gutcheon, 
The Quilt Design Workbook)
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Three technical developments in the early nineteenth 

century influenced the development of quiltmaking; the 
construction of cotton mills in America, the invention of 
the sewing machine, and the discovery and use of aniline 
dyes o

The cloth trade between England and America figured 
as significantly in economic terms as steel or oil do today 
(Binney 48). England protected its monopoly on this 
business by imposing a series of economic acts on the 
colonies in the latter half of the seventeenth century that 
prevented Americans from importing textile machinery or 
exporting fabric. Moreover, in the 1760s, direct taxes were 
levied on the colonists which resulted in Americans 
boycotting English goods, replacing them with their own 
"homespun"' fabrics. In 1790, in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, 
Samuel Slater achieved the remarkable feat of reproducing 
from memory Arkwright's English textile machinery, a feat 
that marked the beginning of America's cotton textile 
industry (Holstein Pieced 29). By the end of the eighteenth 
century, America was manufacturing prints to rival European 
fabrics, particularly those made by John Hewson (Orlofsky 
42). An increase in the speed with which cloth was made led 
to a wide variety of printed cottons becoming available to 
quiltmakers between 1825 and 1850, a development that 
deeply influenced quiltmaking; e
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The availability and cost of suitable fabrics, 
and rapid changes of fashion (especially in 
printed cottons), have exercised a continuous 
influence on quilt design in this country. One 
might say that this technical influence occurs 
most purely in quiltmaking, among all the 
traditional American folk-art media, despite the 
overriding factors of regional styles and the 
makers' personal choices. (Holstein 10)

In 1818 or 1819, Elias Howe Jr. unwittingly 
revolutionized quilting when he invented the sewing 
machine. Howe went into partnership with Isaac Singer, 
patenting the machine in 1846;

The sewing machine actually became the first 
widely advertised consumer appliance, pioneered 
installment buying and patent pooling, offered 
interchangeable parts, and revolutionized the 
ready-made clothing industry. (Orlofsky 59)

Sales figures show how popular the sewing machine became. 
Between 1856 and 1860, 130,000 machines were sold; in 1867, 
the number rose to 43,053, and by 1876 the number of 
machines sold was 262,316. This popularity was due in part 
to the Singer firm's introduction of the first installment 
plan in 1846: a $5 down payment with subsequent payments of 
$3 a month. Singer also gave free sewing machines to many
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ministerse wives, "knowing that since those women were the 
arbiters of taste in America's small towns, the other women 
in the parishes would want machines, too" (Hedges 37). 
ironically, although the sewing machine speeded up the 
sewing process, it did not always save time; women often 
did more sewing or more elaborate needlework (Hedges 37).

The discovery of aniline dyes in 1856 constituted the 
third and last technical development:

While it is true that aniline dyes supplanted the 
lovely old colors which give pre-aniline cottons 
their particular subtlety and appeal, it brought 
vibrant new colors in (often) aggressive tones 
and a wider range which greatly increased the 
palette available to quiltmakers. (Holstein 
"Block" 23) 2

The combination of these three technical developments led 
to a period sometimes described as the beginning of the 
golden period of quilting. A wide variety of bright, color- 
fast cotton fabrics could be obtained cheaply and sewn up 
quickly.

By the 1850s, quiIters were experimenting with new 
designs. Technical developments coincided with the growing 
sense of nationalism and independence that led to the 
development of the truly American quilt. Significantly,
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quilts, so long associated with women, paralleled the 
pervasively feminine personification of8"America":

America had established herself as an 
independent, generally self-sufficient nation.
Her people were not affluent, but they were 
comfortable, and the fabrics employed in 
America's quilts during this period reflect that 
ease. (Binney 36)

Independence and self-sufficiency are reflected in the 
patchwork patterns that began to emerge, like "America" 
"herself." Women who made guilts were moving from the 
influence of Europe to a growing sense of national 
independence we see reflected in their choice of quilt 
designs. According to Holstein,

Pieced quilts progress from an Old World to a New 
World style, from the central-medallion quilt to 
the block-style....In terms of design, it was the 
most important period, since after a long 
evolution, a distinctly American style had been 
achieved, and its possibilities were thoroughly 
explored during more than half a century. (Pieced 
60, 117)

What was that American style ? Holstein defines it as 
a traditional, reductive approach to visual 
problems, which tended towards simplification of
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imported forms and the production of unfussy 
native ones; vigorous, innovative forms; the bold 
use of color. (American Pieced Quilts 14)

This describes the simple, vibrant, often geometric 
designs, frequently symbolizing the everyday experiences of 
the women who created them that we recognize as traditional 
patchwork patterns:

They cut bits of cotton cloth into shapes of 
familiar objects or into shapes which somehow 
best expressed their thoughts and feelings of the 
moment. (Wells 39)

Quilters made these patchwork patterns into block quilts, 
which Holstein explains was a natural design choice:

In the circumstances of the New World, as cottons 
became economically accessible to the larger body 
of people who lived in smaller homes, the block 
style of assembly was a rational one. Parts for 
all blocks could be cut at once and the pieces 
stored until needed, then the blocks assembled as 
time permitted. It was only at the end that a 
large textile had to be handled and kept 
clean.("Block" 23)

The women looked around them and inscribed in fabric 
the world that they saw and experienced: gardens, trees, 
leaves, vines, birds, animals, flowers, sun and stars found
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their way into guilts. There are often Biblical references, 
place names, and even political issues. As Elaine Hedges 
says, "Quilt names provide a capsule version of much 
nineteenth century American history"(Image 16). To put it 
another way, quilters were historiographers. Not only do 
we, looking back, see these artifacts as "capsule" 
histories, but they were also actively writing and 
interpreting history in the act of fabricating their 
quilts.

Let us look more closely at some of those patterns. 
Women directly transcribed images from their homes such as 
a cakestand or a wedding band. They made visual 
abstractions of the natural world around them: their 
gardens, the geese they chased, and the tracks those geese 
made, the sun and stars. Buildings such as the log cabin 
and the schoolhouse found their way into quilts, as well as 
connections with men such as the straight furrow, the 
mariner’s compass, and the drunkard's path. Even the Bible 
is represented in such guilts as Jacob's Ladder. 3 As 
Miriam Schapiro says,

Traditionally, domestic creativity has often been 
carried on in kitchen and living-room studios, 
smelling of garlic, cinnamon and camphor, 
littered with colored patches, strands of silk, 
needles, and pins. The emphasis was on intimacy,
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on collaboration, on making beautiful and 
comforting objects with sensuous and tactile 
appeal. The necessity of this kind of work linked 
it closely with women's everyday activities— how 
they talked to each other, learned from and 
taught each other, defined themselves, dreamed 
and planned. Thus into the work crept subject 
matter that spoke directly about women's lives. 
("Cunts/Quilts" 10)

These patchwork designs allowed the quilter a freedom 
of expression she may not have found elsewhere. Her quilt 
served as a vehicle for her to describe her world in her 

own particular way:
There were conscious aesthetic decisions to be 
made all along, each affecting the final result .
. . There were infinite choices to be made. While 
the established format for each design might seem 
limiting, it is obvious that this was not the 
case; rather, the block-style furnished a work 
method and a geometrically based aesthetic which 
was endlessly variable and could be manipulated 
for the most diverse results. No two quilts are 
ever alike, though they often share the same 
pattern. (Holstein Pieced 122)
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In each quilt design, the literal object or idea has been 
transformed into a fabric abstraction, symbols that speak 
of a woman's world in the same way that words work in a 
text: these quiltmakers fabricated a material text.

"Here, it is difficult to tell whether the designs 
were made in response to the event or idea, or the patterns 
suggested the subjects after they were made," Holstein 
observes (Pieced 119). Whether the designs were inspired by 
women's experience or were merely named after their 
creation, these quiltmakers were reacting to and creating 
their environment. Their quilt designs give us a sense of 
what constituted a woman's world at this time, and although 
they were not as overtly political and social in nature as 
the later nineteenth century quilts would be, these highly 
symbolic patterns can be read as women's active 
participation in the history of their times.

However, this distinctive quilting style, covertly and 
obliquely speaking a woman's world, also denotes the 
repression women suffered. As a quilt artist herself,
Miriam Schapiro reads with sensitivity the darker text 
embodied in these geometric block quilts:

Women had been restricted by custom— even 
sometimes by law— to using nonrepresentational 
patterns, geometric abstraction, and decoration, 
and been forbidden to make images of humans and
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of God. For centuries, women had learned to 
express much of their subject matter in covert 
and hidden ways, using color and dazzling pattern 
to signify passion or anger, compulsive stitchery 
and texture to denote frustration or exaltation, 
and as a result had created a distinct female 
visual language. (,e Cunts/Quilts" 11)

The bold, expressive designs represented in these block 
guilts contain, simultaneously, both free expression and 
continued marginalization for the women who made them.

Post-War Period: 1865—1900

Living their lives within the framework of the 
family, where births, marriages and deaths were 
primary occasions, women took the humble, 
utilitarian bedcover, intimately associated with 
all of these major biological and life cycle 
events, and transformed it into a celebratory or 
commemorative symbolic marker. (Pat Ferrero, 
Elaine Hedges and Julie Silber, Hearts and Hands)

Quilt history during the nineteenth century, and 
particularly the post-war period, reflects a time of 
conflict and constriction for middle-class women as male 
and female roles became increasingly separate, with women 
limited to the home while men held dominion outside the
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house»4 Carroll Smith-Rosenberg elegantly describes this 
change as,

Erecting the nonproductive woman into a symbol of 
bourgeois class hegemony. The new bourgeois men 
of the 1820s, 1830s, and 1840s formulated the 
Cult of True Womanhood, which prescribed a female 
role bounded by kitchen and nursery, overlaid 
with piety and purity, and crowned with 
subservience. (13)

Kay Keeshan Hamod's description of the legal and social 
restrictions experienced by Victorian women vividly 
describes the confines of these women's lives;

As a wife, a woman was subject to her husband in 
every respect. She could not own property; she 
could not carry on any legal or commercial 
transaction (if she was hurt in an accident, for 
example, it was her husband who sued for and 
received compensation); and, if her parents had 
not protected her with a marriage settlement, her 
own income or earnings legally belonged to her 
husband (if she was deserted, her husband could 
return to claim anything she had managed to 
accumulate). The Victorian husband had the right 
to rule every aspect of family life and might 
literally imprison his wife in the home if he
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wished (a discipline not prevented by law until 
the 1890s)o The children were legally his 
property; he determined their religion and 
schooling, and if the couple separated, he was 
awarded custody . . .  The objective barriers to 
their independence were matched by a subjective 
barrier— their acceptance of social definitions 
of feminine nature and role. In the 1850s and 
1860s, women might still accept the age-old 
religious justification for women's submission, 
("the Bible tells us so"), or they might become 
absorbed in a newer, more flattering reflection 
of themselves. In the modern mirror, woman 
appeared as "an angel," a creature of superior 
morality. She was sexually pure, as men could 
never bring themselves to be. As a mother, she 
was the never-failing source of self-sacrificial 
love; moreover, her motherly hand was extended to 
all in need— the unfortunate poor, as well as her 
overworked husband. ("Finding New Forms" 4,5) 

Although women were elevated to the socially central 
position of Angel of the House, they were also 
marginalized and disempowered by that status. Needlework,
which represented all that was virtuous in the homemaker,
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which was often a woman's main skill and her claim to 
femininity, also entrapped her. 5

By the time a girl was two or three years old she was 
learning to sew; indeed, it was not unusual to expect a 
child to have completed her first quilt by the age Of five 
(Hedges 18). Quilting, like other needlework, pervaded a 
woman's life from beginning to end, as this 1857 comment 
from the popular women's magazine, Godev's Ladv's Book. 
indicates:

What little girl does not recollect her piece of 
patchwork, the anxiety for fear the pieces would 
not fit, the eager care with which each stitch 
was taken, and the delight of finding the bright 
squares successfully blended into the pretty 
pattern. Another square and another, and the work 
begins to look as if in time it might become a 
quilt; then, as the little girl grows up to young 
ladyhood, the blushes flit across her cheek when, 
as she bends over her sewing, grandmamma suggests 
that making patchwork is a sign of matrimonial 
anticipations; then the mother, exercising all 
her ingenuity to make a pretty quilt for the 
little occupant of the cradle, until we go 
forward to the old grandmother, who finds 
patchwork the finest work her aged eyes and
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trembling fingers will permit her to undertake. 
From the house of the rich mother who finds 
expensive silk sewed in pretty patterns, the 
choicest covering for her darling, to the poor 
hovel, where every rag is treasured to eke out 
the winter guilt for the little ones, we find 
patchwork. (Lindsay 166)

Needlework, then, was viewed not only as a useful and 
practical skill, but also "as creative opportunity, as the 
source of virtue, and as the exemplum of good manners" 
(Hedges 24). The more sinister side of this training, what 
Elaine Hedges designates "the tyranny of the needle"(22), 
is summarized by the text accompanying a recent exhibition 
of Victorian samplers:

The painstaking stitching of rows of letters was 
looked on as a training in humility and 
obedience. The position required for embroidery 
was that of eyes lowered and head bent— a 
submissive attitude. Girls were forced to spend 
patient hours in preparation for a lifetime of 
subjugation. (Stitch That! Oxfordshire County 
Museum, July 1989.)

Conflicting attitudes towards women, simultaneously 
elevating and subjugating them, and women's own conflicting 
desires, are reflected, in microcosm, in the disjuncture
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between the two main kinds of quilts that women made at 
this time. Holstein sees this tension in the difference 
between the highly ornate and the functional, exemplified 
in the contrast between the block style quilt, (an example 
of the functional approach to design) and the applique 
quilt, which was considered a best or show quilt: "It is 
ironic that pieced quilt designs of what I consider to be 
the best sort grew and reached its height as the excesses 
of Victorian design became pervasive" (Pieced 126).

The conflicts of the time are manifested not only in 
these two kinds of quilts but also within a single guilt 
design, the crazy quilt, popular between 1876 and 1920. 
(Hedges 25). The strong, simple, geometric and symmetrical 
designs of the first half of the century were abandoned in 
favor of the highly ornate, unpatterned confusion of 
velvets, silks, cottons and embroidery that constitute a 
crazy quilt. This style of quilting became a passion among 
needlewomen, as this 1883 edition of Doracas Magazine 
indicates:

Of all the "crazes" which have swept over and 
fairly engulfed some of us, there is none which 
has taken a deeper hold upon the fair women of 
our land than this one of crazy patchwork. . . 
Many a woman with strong artistic taste finds no
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other outlet for it than in such work as this.
(Gunn 145)

Women sewed memorabilia, initials, and symbols such as 
hearts and hands, on to crazy quilts which were made 
primarily "to be shown off as works of art" (Gunn 144) 
rather than used as bedcovers. The crazy quilt embodies 
Bakhtinian heteroglossia in its carnival of fabrics. Many 
"voices" jostle together, sometimes in harmony, at other 
times in conflict, in the chaos of a crazy quilt.

The asymmetrical crazy quilt reflects the growing 
influence of Japanese and Oriental art on Victorian 
decorative arts, but there also exists an underlying 
psychological attraction to crazy guilts which even the 
makers may not have consciously realized. This deeper drive 
kept crazy quilts popular among quiltmakers long after the 
high priests of fashion had declared them passe.

The Victorian crazy guilt can be read as an expression 
of confusion and frustration, as a dissipated sense of 
self, expressed in the need to cling to the slightest 
memorabilia of one's life by sewing it into a quilt, in 
what Binney describes as "the quilter's sentimental diary" 
(72). Binney's choice of words and phrases to describe the 
crazy guilt, "sentimental," or "the fussy munitiea of 
late-nineteenth-century pseudo-elegance" (72), are typical 
of the patronizing way with which crazy guilts are written
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off as unfortunate examples of Victorian bad taste, a 
passing fad we smile at today, while missing the main point 
that these guilts so forcibly make if only we look more 
carefullyo

Binney describes the typical crazy quilt as "lush 
trivialities of the Victorian silk quilt" (72), but many a 
crazy quilt represents, rather, a woman's poignant attempt 
to shore up the fragments of her life. Crazy quilts were 
not "lush trivialities" to the women who made them. 
Certainly, we cannot claim that all crazy quilts were 
made as an attempt to express a new vision of self, or even 
that the quiltmaker was necessarily aware of what her work 
might mean, but neither can we discount this odd choice of 
design as no more than a passing fashion.6 Holstein hints 
at the crazy quilt's meaning when he says:

It is perhaps appropriate here to say that I am 
certain that that term, about which there has 
been some confusion, means "crazed" in the sense 
of fractured, the first definition given in 
Webster's Unabridged for "crazy": "full of cracks 
or flaws"; that is having the appearance of 
crazed pottery, broken into irregular segments. 
("Pieced" 62)

But what he fails to say is that women, like their quilts, 
felt fractured, full of cracks, and broken into irregular
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segments. Some crazy quilts are even bordered by dark bars, 
suggesting the prison behind which the craziness was going 
on. The crazy quilt can be read as the fabric equivalent of 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman's story. The Yellow Wallpaper, 
which tells of a woman literally imprisoned by her husband 
as her life falls into fragments.

We can go further to say these quilts reflect not only 
woman as victim, but also represent acts of revolution as 
women set about shattering traditional, constrictive 
structures in order to articulate a disruptive, 
carnivalesque, disjunctive, heteroglossic discourse. Far 
more women, their main schooling in the needle rather than 
the pen, expressed their rebellion against the symbolic 
order that confined them through a crazy quilt than a short 
story. Not only did they have the skills to create this 
text, but they could speak the unspeakable in a language 
that was so unfamiliar to the patriarchy their tracts could 
be hung in the living room, draped over the sofa, and 
indeed, take pride of place in the home without opposition.

If the crazy quilt represents a covert text, the 
friendship quilt has an overt and direct relationship to a 
written text, for sewing and writing are conjoined in the 
quilt itself. A friendship quilt is composed of a series of 
blocks made of the same repeated pattern, pages in effect, 
that are autographed by the maker, her friends and family.
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Each page bears the written and sewn imprint of its maker—  
a piece of clothing, a verse, a signature. While the crazy 
guilt can be read as an expression of a woman"s internal 
fragmentation, the friendship guilt was often made as a way 
to bridge a physical separation between people. Friendship 
guilts were popular and precious parting gifts given to 
pioneer women who were often pressed into the journey West 
against their wills, uncertain whether they would see 
family and friends again. 7 The friendship guilts 
constructed before departure find their parallel in the 
gardens women created when they settled in the new country: 

To escape the psychology of captivity, women set 
about making their own mark on the landscape, 
reserving to themselves the language of 
gardening. "An innocent and delightful 
amusement," Eliza Lucas Pinckney called it in the 
eighteenth century. Neither paradisal nor 
gendered, the vocabulary of garden and gardener 
evaded the disappointments inherent in male 
fantasies. What it offered was a socially 
sanctioned means of altering the landscape while 
delimiting the imaginable scope of that 
alteration. (Kolodny Land 7)
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The horticultural and the fabric quilt allowed women to 
covertly re-create their world when more overt avenues wete 
closed to them.

Not always the best quilting, the friendship quilt 
served as an address book and moment© that received 
different treatment from other quilts in that it was 
preserved rather than used (Otto 25). Because the census at 
that time often excluded women, their friendship quilts 
were sometimes the only living record that these women 
existed (Otto 28)= Reaching across physical distance, the 
friendship quilt connected women with each other just as 
the actual blocks were sewn together with thread, in what 
Ricky Clark describes as a subculture of friendship: "The 
creation of friendship quilts was an important ritual that 
underscored the significance of interpersonal bonds" (80).

White women were not the only ones who textualized 
their lives in quilts. The history of the black quiltmaker 
remains an almost entirely anonymous story for few slave 
quilts have survived. Most slave quilts were made to be 
used, and therefore wore out long before they became valued 
for their artistic and historic qualities. But Harriet 
Powers' Bible quilts, the only documented nineteenth- 
century American quilts with clearly discernible African 
roots, have been preserved even though Harriet herself was 
an illiterate ex-slave. Harriet Powers' quilts have their
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roots in the traditional appliqued tapestries of Dahomey in 
West Africa (Hedges 47). Born a slave in 1837, she 
inscribed her world in fabric, and later interpreted it 
orally to Jenny Smith, the white woman who bought one of 
her guilts. Their story has been rediscovered by a 
contemporary scholar, Gladys-Marie Fry, so that these three 
women, stretching across two centuries, together tell a 
woman's story that would otherwise be lost to us.

Jennie Smith, a white artist and art teacher in 
Athens, Georgia, saw Harriet Powers' guilt exhibited at the 
Athens Cotton Fair in 1886. She was so impressed by it that 
she tracked down its maker to try to buy it. Powers refused 
to sell it until 1890 when she was hard up. Smith not only 
preserved the quilt, but also part of its history:

Last year I sent word to her that I would buy it 
if she still wanted to dispose of it. She arrived 
one afternoon in front of my door in an ox-cart 
with the precious burden in her lap encased in a 
clean flour sack . . . she offered it for ten 
dollars, but I told her I had only five to give. 
After going out consulting with her husband she 
returned and said, "Owin' to de hardness of de 
times, my ole man lows I's better teck hit." Not 
being a new woman, she obeyed. After giving me a 
full description of each scene with great
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earnestness, she departed but has been back 

• several times to visit the darling offspring of
her brain. She was only in a measure consoled for 
its loss when I promised to save her all my 
scraps. (Hedges 47)

Although haggling over the price suggests white 
exploitation of the ex-slave, it did result in the 
preservation of Harriet Powers' guilt.

This most textual of textiles constitutes an historic 
record of a particular cultural world view. The blocks, 
which look like pages, explicate the Bible stories of Jonah 
and the whale, and the crucifixion. The quilt also portrays 
significant dates in Black history, times of unusual 
natural phenomena, such as Black Friday, May 19,1780, when 
forest fires broke out in New England, covering everything 
with soot, and November 12, 1833, when a meteor shower was 
interpreted as the coming of Judgement Day. Her quilt 
encapsulates the world as Harriet Powers knew it in a 
record that, when decoded, speaks as volubly as any written 
document, as John Vlach observes:

The combined presentation of Biblical and local 
events in this quilt may reflect Harriet Powers' 
own sense of morality. The Bible may have seemed 
to her a distant and remote account of God's 
existence, while phenomena like dark days and
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extreme temperatures testified to His continued 
power» More than just a "Bible quilt," this 
second work is a personal statement of religious 
fervor. (45)

Vlach's study of Afro-American crafts suggests that guilts 
made by black quiltmakers challenge marginalization:

What may in the end be regarded as the most 
important feature of Afro-American quilting is 
the apparent refusal to simply surrender an 
alternative aesthetic sense to the confines of 
mainstream expectations. (75)

Black and white, middle-class and slave, all were seeking a 
palatable alternative to the dominant patriarchy.

Yet, the history of quilts, though it often represents 
the work of marginalized groups, is also intimately 
entwined with some of the central historical events of the 
nineteenth century. The civil war, which has its roots in 
the conflict over the cotton trade and the system of black 
slavery, can be viewed as a war over fabric. Black slaves 
were forced to pick cotton, the south's major crop, which 
was then sent to the North where it was made into fabric in 
factories that often hired women, treating them little 
better than slaves. Elaine Hedges comments that "textiles 
were the support, and also the spoils, of war" (81). 8 It's 
not surprising that many women identified with the
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oppression suffered by black Americans and organized 
themselves effectively against slavery, using their needles 
as weapons. In the words of Quaker abolitionist, Sarah 
Grimke, "May the point of our needles prick the slave 
owner’s conscience" (Hedges 72) .

One of their most successful efforts was a series of 
Anti-Slavery Fairs, the first held in Boston in 1834, at 
which women sold handmade sewn articles, including many 
guilts. By 1854, the Boston Anti-Slavery Fair raised 
$5,000, a substantial amount for that time (Hedges 72). 
Quilt patterns were given new names to reflect support for 
the anti-slavery movement: Jacob’s Ladder became 
Underground Railroad, Job’s Tears was translated into Slave 
Chain (Hedges 69). The changed names implies a revisionist 
use of Scripture in the struggle against the white male 
hegemony.

Ambivalence about the role of needlework in women's 
lives pervaded the nineteenth century. Some reformers, such 
as Frances Willard, the inspirational leader of the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union between 1879 and 1898, 
encouraged women to quilt as a way to raise funds, to 
decorate meeting rooms, and to strengthen and unite a 
society that pressed for social changes in Victorian 
society. Indeed, women had been casting their vote through 
their quilts long before the law endorsed their right to
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vote in 1920. Others, like Abigail Scott Duniway, a women's 
suffrage movement leader, condemned quilts as the "primary 
symbol of woman's unpaid subjection," exhorting women to do 
as little quilting as possible (Moynihan 153). This rift 
reflects the two major ideological positions in the first 
wave of feminism in the United States: 9

Domestic reformers called for an elevation of 
women's status in the family, and for increased 
recognition of the contribution that domestic 
relations made to community life in general. They 
did not challenge the relegation of women to the 
domestic sphere, but only the relationship 
between that sphere and the rest of society. The 
demand for suffrage represented a much more 
advanced program for improving the locus of 
women's position. Suffragists recognized that the 
locus of community life had shifted away from the 
family and that women's aspirations for a greater 
voice in the conduct of community affairs could 
be satisfied only by their moving into the public 
realm. (DuBois 17)

There were those like Willard who championed the cause of 
women through their traditional roles. Others, such as 
Duniway, rejected that role in favor of what they saw as a 
better alternative: a move into the public sphere.
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Women used the medium available to them, quilts, to 

effect what changes they could in the nineteenth century. 
As women came to greater self-empowerment in this century 
through language, law and social change, quilts have taken 
on new significance in response to changing needs.

Twentieth Century

Behind the top is the batting, that which gives 
the quilt its utilitarian substance, the 
insulating material that each piece of the top 
shares in common with each other piece: the 
conviction that one can read, write, and 
interpret as a woman. The pieced top, however, is 
that which presents the alternatives. The blocks 
may vary as to pattern or fabric, in structure 
and texture. Wot every block need be stitched by 
a woman, nor are contiguous blocks necessarily 
complementary. Yet even in its theoretical 
difference, each block is stitched to sister 
blocks. They share and make a space, creating the 
feminist critical guilt, offering myriad 
alternatives to androcentric criticism. (Cheryl 
Torsney, "The Critical Quilt.")

The conflicts and tensions Of the nineteenth century, 
resulting in disparity and difference, have become a rich 
diversity for the twentieth century quilter. That diversity 
is the defining characteristic of quilting today, the very

i

lifeblood of the quilt world. Like the feminist critics she 
was describing, quilters engage in what Annette Kolodny has 
called "a playful pluralism, responsive to the 
possibilities of multiple critical schools and methods, but
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captive to none" (161). Just as we "can’t talk about a 
female sexuality, uniform, homogeneous, classifiable into 
codes" (Cixous 309), neither can we talk about a single 
entity called "feminist criticism," or a single craft we 
name "quilting." Insofar as feminism(s) and quilting are 
ways for women to create themselves, and to speak that 
creation, there is and should be glorious, bonding 
diversity.

Self-creation, finding their own voices, has been a 
hard struggle for women; indeed, it still continues as 
women rise out of anonymity to claim their individuality. 
Using Zelda Fitzgerald as a figure of this pervasive 
condition, Carolyn Heilbrun, in her recent Writing A 
Woman’s Life, remarks that

She went mad, confined to what Mark Schorer has 
called her ultimate anonymity - to be storyless. 
Anonymity, we have long believed, is the proper 
condition of woman. Only in 1970 were we ready to 
read not that Zelda had destroyed Fitgerald, but 
Fitzgerald her: he had usurped her narrative.
(12)

If the history of quiltmaking up until the twentieth 
century has been a largely anonymous one, the thrust of 
this century’s quiltmakers has been to claim their names
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and their stories through their quilts. Quiltmaking has 
become a self-conscious art, a form of signature.

One of the most important steps in that direction has 
been the recognition of guilts as a valid form of art. 
Although there have been many displays of guilts, it was 
not until 1971 that a major art museum, the Whitney in New 
York, mounted an exhibition of guilts, entitled "Abstract 
Design in American Quilts. ” 9 Gail van der Hoof and her 
husband, Jonathan Holstein, were responsible for collecting 
the guilts that comprised this exhibition with an emphasis 
on quilts as designed objects. The quilts were treated as 
two dimensional "paintings” as their merits were judged in 
terms of the aesthetics of their design. This led to an 
elevation of the domestic from guilts which were "seen 
opened and proudly spread like paintings on the family beds 
"(Pieced 8), to guilts being hung on museum walls. But the 
maker, the function, and the history were of little 
importance to the curators of this exhibition. It was, 
however, the first recognition of quilts as art rather 
craft by the professional art world.

Why should such a distinction matter? Because the 
recognition and respect associated with quilts as art led 
to a change in status for the quilt. No longer marginalized 
as a "woman's craft," quilts are increasingly viewed as 
highly prized, consciously made works of art.
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Even though he mounted the exhibition, however, 

Jonathan Holstein himgelf disputes the quilt's right to be 
called art. Having drawn a comparison between a painting 
and a quilt, he goes on to says

Intriguing and startling as these resemblances 
may be . . . any direct linking of the two 
mediums would be demeaning to the history and 
presence of both quilts and paintings. Implicit 
in the art of creating a painting is the 
intellectual process which ties the work of an 
artist to his aesthetic ancestors and his peers, 
and places it in the history of objects 
specifically made to be art. This is precisely 
the quality which was absent in the making of 
pieced quilts. The women who made pieced quilts 
were not "artists,” that is, they did not intend 
to make art, had no sense of the place of their 
work in a continuous stream of art history, did 
not, in short, inte1lectua1ize the production of 
handcraft any more than did the makers of objects 
in the vernacular tradition the world over. 
(Pieced 115)

In denying artistic status to quiltmakers, Holstein makes a 
number of questionable assertions. There is, in fact, 
considerable evidence that many quiltmakers were conscious
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artists, as for example, in the time and effort taken to 
make the Baltimore album quilts, suggesting that the makers 
consciously intended to create art. A more practical quilt 
could have been made in a fraction of the time with more 
basic skills. The fact that these quilts still exist, 
hanging in museums, in good condition, also demonstrates 
that they were never made to be used as bedcoverings, but 
from their completion were treated as art to be prized and 
protected.

Little evidence exists that the women who made guilts 
were unaware of the quilt history they inherited. On the 
contrary, one of the main purposes of making a quilt has 
always been to connect one generation with the next, both 
past and future, so that many quiltmakers are acutely aware 
of their work as being part of a continuous stream of 
feminine history. Quiltmakers studied patterns, techniques, 
and old quilts as passionately as any Fine Arts historian. 
What appears to be a lack of aesthetic awareness on the 
part of the quiltmaker may rather be an incomplete history 
of quilts, for quiltmaking is more an oral and material 
record than a written one. As Carolyn Heilbrun observes. 

Unlike the reading of the classics— or of men's 
lives, or of women's lives as events in the 
destinies of men-which always include "the frame 
of interpretations that have been elaborated over
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generations of critical activity," reading 
women's lives needs to be considered in the 
absence of "a structure of critical" or 
biographical commonplaces. It all needs to be 
invented, or discovered, or resaid. (19) 

Therefore, we need to re-view the premise from which we 
make judgments about what constitutes art before defining 
quilting as mere craft, as Joyce Ice, a quilt folklorist, 
suggests in her dissertation, "Quilting and the Pattern of 
Relationships in Community Life”:

But while guiltmaking was not counted as art, 
neither did it conflict with traditional 
expectations of women. It clearly belonged in the 
domestic sphere. Within a group of quiltmakers, 
women were their own audience and critics. 
Therefore a study of guiltmaking must examine the 
activity in terms of women's lives and work. (42) 

Holstein's deliberate separation of the quilt from the 
guiltmaking process, the object from its maker, is an 
artificial distinction that leads him to dismiss quilts as 
unconscious and therefore not art. By focusing only on the 
final product, the quilt, Holstein's exhibition took no 
account of the process of women's lives and work that led 
to those completed guilts. As Michael Jones observes,
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To treat any work of art as simply an object, 
without regard for the processes of production 
and consumption, is to fail to understand the 
meaning of art, or the reasons for the formal, 
material, and expressive qualities that it 
exhibits, (102)

Joyce Ice comments that "When a guilt 'works,1 it operates 
first on the symbolic and social levels and secondarily on 
aesthetic considerations. Divorced from its maker and the 
context of relationships, a quilt's meaning is lost" (59).

The quilt is best judged in a context that might be 
called an aesthetic of connection, by which I mean a 
process of conjoining art and life, maker and product, 
aesthetics and function, giver and receiver, fabric and 
thread, thought and feelings:

The quilting process mediates between life— the 
functional, and art— the aesthetic. It is a part 
of everyday work and fits into the rhythm of 
daily life, blending regularity and 
improvisation, expressiveness and utility. (Ice 
223)

Even those who buy and sell quilts professionally recognize 
an aesthetic of connection, as quilt dealer, Sandy Mitchell 
explains:
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I remember reading Gail Binney-Winslow1s comment 
in The Quilt Digest 2 about loving a quilt 
because of who she bought it from. I'm the same 
way. Sometimes it's who I bought it from, or 
where or who I was with at the time, that makes a 
quilt special to me. I guess it's not just 
graphics and color, is it? I've owned some quilts 
three times. I've bought one, sold it, bought it 
back, sold it to a friends, then taken it back in 
trade. Sometimes I'll remember a quilt I like and 
go out and try to buy it back. (Kile 83)

Annette Weiner, writing about the exchange of cloth among 
Polynesians, describes an aesthetic of connection in a 
parallel situation:

When an object attains some degree of durability, 
its circulation in exchange takes into account 
the actions of individuals who have owned and 
controlled it previously. In this way, the 
strategies and negotiations of each individual 
become part of the object's identity, making the 
object an agent of interaction and a document of 
the histories of these interactions. (6) 11 

Some art critics, such as John Perreault, accept this more 
feminocentric set of criteria:
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From a more enlightened point of view, quilts 
have always been art. Although they may not have 
wanted to verbalize this fact, our great
grandmothers knew this, and so did those in the 
family and the neighborhood who delighted in the 
quilts and enjoyed them. (Art Quilt 19)

Certainly, there can be no doubt that twentieth century 
quiltmakers are fully aware of their place in tradition and 
their roles as artists, though this does not mean, of 
course, that every quilt made is a work of art any more 
than any painting should be hung in a gallery.

Michael James, a professional quiltmaker and one of 
the few male quilt artists today, explains why we need to 
redefine the quilt in terms of art:

The object that traditionally functioned as 
bedcover is for all practical purposes obsolete. 
It serves as art form because there is a unique 
quality about a stitched-fabric surface design 
that can be duplicated in no other medium. It 
survives also because it can be art, enriching 
our daily experience of ourselves and the world. 
(Second 5)

He goes on to describe his own creative process in a way 
that explicitly links textiles and textuality, using 
metaphors of textuality to describe his work:
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When I begin to design a quilt, I want to make 
something beautiful. Beyond that, I make no other 
demands. I can’t afford to. If I do, the design 
will fight me all the way. I begin to juxtapose 
fabric, and then watch and read colors and shapes 
and textures in different combinations. I keep 
what strikes me, but not insistently. I must be 
flexible and defer to the image when it wants to 
go its own way. Since I make quilts simply for 
the sake of doing them and answer to no external 
restrictions or specifications, I am privileged 
to be able to follow wherever that dialogue with 
the surface leads . . . It will succeed for me 
only if it savs that I am here, now, and looking 
ahead. (Second 6— my emphasis)

Inherent in his representation of quilting is an incipient 
poetics of quilting as he works with his text(iles).

Another way to explain this same shift in the way we 
view quilting is the distinction made by Lorre Marie 
Weidlich in her doctoral dissertation, "Quilting 
Transformed: An Anthropological Approach to the Quilt 
Revival." She distinguishes between folk quilting and 
revival quilting, aligning folk quilting with the past and 
revivalist quilting with the present. There has been a 
literal revival of interest in guilts and quilting from
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1970 or so on, a revival which occurred simultaneously with 
the rise of the women's movement, that may explain, in 
part, the growing interest in quilting. Folk quilting, 
according to Weidlich, tended to be part of the unconscious 
expression of female identity as homemaker, but revivalist 
quiIters are more self-conscious about their work. "Rather 
than having grown up with it, they choose it from the range 
of activities available to them" (11). The revivalist 
attitude can be summed up as the belief that quilting 
cannot be taken for granted, like housework, but that it is 
"a creative endeavor to which one is entitled" (262).

Quilting becomes increasingly an expression of self 
worth and creativity— as Kathleen McCrady, one of 
Weidlich's interviewees put it, "Part of the things that 
really impressed me were the value of your self worth and 
the need for you to have something you really wanted to do 
and you do it" (263). Weidlich views both folklore and 
revivalist quilting as an antidote to the transitory nature 
of much of women's work, particularly housework, for 
"quilting, like children, transcends biological life; it is 
a woman's permanent legacy" (285). This self-consciousness 
about contemporary quilting, Weidlich asserts, also enables 
quiIters to look back at older quilts from a new 
perspective and recognize them as art. As T.S.Eliot 
remarks in "Tradition and the Individual Talent," "What
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happens when a new work of art is created is something that 
happens simultaneously to all the works of art which 
preceded it" (784).

Self-consciousness, then, rather than merely past or 
present, is what differentiates revivalists from folk 
quilters:

The self-consciousness manifested by quilters who 
participate in the national level of quilt 
revival culture— either through their own 
attendance at festivals or through the absorption 
of quilt revival culture from other quilters who 
attend—  removes their quilting from the realm of 
traditional domestic work which it occupies in 
folk culture. (Weidlich 289)

However, revival quilters have not replaced folk quilters. 
The small group or quilting bee is the source for a new 
folklore to develop:

On the other hand, folklore is not absent from 
the quilt revival. Rather, the revival provides a 
level— the small group— at which folklore is 
generated. That folklore results from the 
interaction over time of the small group members. 
(Weidlich 289)

Folk quilting and revival quilting, the craft and the art, 
the less self-conscious and the more self-conscious, feed
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each other. Is this any different from quilting in past 
centuries? We can see from their work that there have 
always been quilt artists and quilt craftswomen, but the 
range of possibilities and the freedom of choices makes 
quilting richer and more exciting now than it has ever 
been.

Growing self-consciousness has led many quiIters not 
only to value their work more highly, but also to realize 
more fully the significance of quiltmaking in terms of 
telling stories, or creating and validating the reality 
figured by the quilt and the process of making it. This has 
become a national concern with the Quilt Project, which 
began when a Louisville quilt dealer, Bruce Mann, proposed 
a project to locate and document Kentucky quilts, the best 
of which would be collected for museum exhibition. He died 
before completing the project, but it was continued by 
others who planned a series of Quilt Days throughout the 
state, asking people to bring in their quilts to be 
identified, photographed and recorded. Other states 
followed. Arizona is also participating in this project. 
Between January 1987 and January 1989, members of the 
Arizona Quilt Project went to 26 locations in the state for 
a series of Quilt Days at which time local people were 
invited to bring in their quilts for evaluation. 2,774 
quilts made before 1940 were documented, and the data will
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be used to compile a history of guilts in Arizona, 
accompanied by an exhibition which is scheduled for 1990.

In chapter four of this study I will discuss quilting 
as a social and political vehicle for marginalized groups 
in the 1980s, but I would like to end this chapter with a 
wide though incomplete survey of quilt activity today to 
show the variety of ways in which women (and men) continue 
both the art and the craft. An indication of the guilt's 
continuing and even growing popularity is the attendance at 
the Annual America Quilter1s Society Show held in Paducah, 
Kentucky each April. The fifth show, held in 1989, drew an 
estimated 30,000 people, a gathering that equalled the 
population of Paducah itself.(American Quilter 4)

A growing number of professional quilt artists today 
make a reputation and living for themselves through their 
work. A travelling exhibition, "The Art Quilt," 
accompanied by a book of the same title by Michael Kile and 
Penny McMorris, demonstrates how far quilts have come from 
covering beds. 12 The Art Quilt is published by Michael 
Kile's press, The Quilt Digest Press, which produces an 
annual volume of essays and museum quality quilts by 
leading quilt experts. The Quilt Digest is one of half a 
dozen well researched and beautifully produced books 
published by Michael Kile. Penny McMorris has also 
organized and hosted two PBS series, Quilting I and
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Quilting II which explore guilt history as well as 
demonstrate sewing techniques. McMorris and Kile 
successfully bridge the gap between academic guilt research 
and popular appeal.

Academic research on quilts is also growing. For 
example, an annual journal. Uncoverings. published by the 
American Quilt Study Group focuses on research into guilt 
history, while between 1985 and 1988 Jeanette Lasansky 
edited three books of research papers on guilt history. 
Lasansky's work results from the Pennsylvania Oral 
Tradition Project.

Artists working in other media are turning to quilting 
as an exciting and viable way to develop their art. As 
Deborah Felix, one of the contributors to "The Art Quilt" 
exhibition says, "Painters ask me why I don't paint. I like 
to give Nancy Crow's response to this: She asks them why 
they don't make guilts"(Art Quilt 63). Michael James uses 
his training as a painter to produce his museum quality 
guilts. More artists are combining quilting with other 
media. Feminist artist Miriam Schapiro, for example, uses 
quilting in her collages or "femmages," as she calls them, 
as does Judy Chicago in the table settings of her three 
dimensional "Dinner Table," a celebration of women through 
history. Ludy Strauss orchestrated a project that combined 
quilting and painting by commissioning fine artists to
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design quilts which were then made by quilters. In her 
book. Artists Quilts, she describes the project as "a 
collaboration between masters of contemporary art and 
master quilters working by traditional methods" (21). The 
project was financed by selling one of Strauss*s heirloom 
quilts, so that "Artists quilts have been funded by their 
ancestors"(24). Commenting on the work of contemporary 
quiltmakers, Miriam Schapiro says they

often collaborate with well-known male and female 
artists, and many artists use quilt techniques in 
their work. Jane Kaufman transforms traditional 
patterns into paintings, while Susan Shie makes 
wildly inventive, exaggerated trapunto 
narratives. Faith Ringgold is telling her whole 
life story in a series of painted, stitched 
photomontaged, and written upon "story quilts." 
quilts are made by Native American women such as 
Jimmie Fife, Mae Whitman, and an entire tribe of 
Seminole artists, who make orthodox quilts as 
well as using old patterns in contemporary 
clothing. ("Cunts/Quilts" 11)

Professional quilting has never been so varied, so diverse, 
so exciting.
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Quilting also continues to be a popular craft, and 

more recently a commercial endeavour. Quiltmakers such as 
Georgia Bonesteele have popularized quilting through her 
books and television series, much as David Attenborough did 
for natural history. Most cities have quilt shops which 
offer classes as well as selling fabrics, patterns, and 
books. 13 Many communities also mount local displays of 
quilts. 14 Amish and Mormon communities, who have quilted 
for themselves for generations, are now selling their 
guilts on commission and through stores. And old quilts, 
which used to cost a few dollars, are priced in the 
hundreds by antique dealers who see the market in an item 
that is becoming increasingly highly valued. However, one 
hears of very few quilt millionaires. In a 1981 survey by 
anthropologist and textile merchant, Marilyn Davis, the top 
salary earned by those who make, teach or write about 
guilts was $12,000, while the average was $2,197 (Davis 
48) .

Davis' data gives an interesting and rather unexpected 
profile of the contemporary quilter. Having given out 100 
surveys, she was surprised to receive back 129. Her 
explanation for such enthusiasm is that quiIters have an 
"inherent need to make a statement, to be heard, to give 
something that tells about their lives and who they 
are"(46). Davis assumed that "most quiIters are housewives
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who make quilts for their families, (46)16 but she was 
surprised to discover that 78% were professionals, either 
working or students, and that unlike previous generations, 
only 19% learned to quilt from a family member or friend. 
The rest teach themselves or go to classes. Why do women 
quilt? Davis" respondents gave a variety of answers: as a 
therapeutic and meditative activity, to relax, as an 
expression of love or friendship, to make something 
permanent, as an act of mourning, for continuity of life 
and a sense of history, to bond with other women, and to 
practice a feminist art form as part of the women's 
movement (49-50). There can be no doubt that quilting 
continues to play a vital role in many women's lives. As 
one of Davis's respondents remarked:

Quiltmaking is the emotional center of my life. 
The planning is my most creative outlet and the 
piecing and quilting my meditation. I make guilts 
as an act of love for my friends and family. Each 
guilt is a story which tells of feeling and 
ideas....There is in the process, in its life, 
which is at least a year for a bed-sized piece, 
the evolution of a relationship with the work.
I feel related to the women who made the guilts 
shown in the books 1 pore over. I study their 
work and see into their most intimate
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momentso.„.I am also a participant in the quilts 
my friends make. I share the joy and sorrow I 
know is captured in their work. Quiltmaking ties 
me to my most beloved grandmother. I have slept 
under the quilt she made for me since I was 
sixteen. When I began to make guilts I felt as if 
a central part of me had come home. (15)

Although so much activity in quilting is encouraging, 
quilt scholars need to proceed with caution in order to 
prevent absorption into an androcentric system. John L. 
Oldani, in a proposition paper for a new quilt museum, 
outlined a scholarly approach that appears ideal until we 
look a little closer:

What is needed are clear methodology, proper 
training in the field, archiving techniques, the 
perception of the quilt in context, a real 
understanding of the "maker" in relation to the 
handmade object, and an analysis of the 
collection as historically and sociologically 
important. (73)

Such a statement raises such unanswered questions as whose 
techniques, what is a "real understanding," and what basis 
for analysis? Quilting, if we archivize it his way, will 
be preserved as a closed case, imprisoned in categories.
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Indeed, Oldani's description of his guilt museum sounds 
disturbing where he intends to be reassuring:

The Quilt Archive at Southern Illinois University 
at Edwardsville is a concrete attempt to 
institutionalize the quilt. It collects and 
classifies patterns by name, type and age; it 
documents quilt blocks by name, maker, city and 
state; it cross-indexes materials related to the 
maker and the quilt: the materials of her craft; 
it presents slides as documents for comparative 
folklore.Sociologically, the Archive speaks to 
the American woman's place in folklore and 
folklife. Contextually, it places disparate 
elements of a folklore in a centralized 
depository, subtracting that which is popular and 
vulgar, and adding that which is a vital part of 
a folk tradition. In this real, humble beginning, 
it is congruent with the purposes of the study of 
folklore itself, and it freezes a classification 
before it is lost forever. (76)

Such a museum may serve a useful purpose, but inherent is 
the danger that it may accomplish what it sets out to do: 
put quilting in its place, freeze it through 
classification. Scholars and historians need to remain 
sensitive to the possible appropriation of quilting into a
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linear pattern of thinking. We should choose, rather, to 
encourage an open-ended, diverse, continually changing 
polylogue that liberates rather than imprisons.
Professional quilt maker Radka Donnell-Vogt expresses just 
such an approach when she describes guilts as

good objects— hospitable, warm, with soft edges 
yet resistant, with boundaries yet suggesting a 
continuous safe expanse, a field that could be 
bundled, a bundle that could be unfolded, 
portable environment, light, washable, long- 
lasting, colorful, versatile, functional and 
ornamental, private and universal, mine and 
thine. (Donnell-Vogt 52)

Abandoning the margins in favor of 
institutionalization could be dangerous for the margins 
provide a freedom that the center cannot. As Virginia Woolf 
remarks about her own marginalized status at "Oxbridge":

I thought how unpleasant it is to be locked out; 
and I thought how it is worse perhaps to be 
locked in. (Room 24)

Quilting is most comfortably situated in neither cultural 
center nor margin, but in a playful dance between the two, 
challenging and subverting both.
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CHAPTER THREE

NOTHING CAN BE SOLE OR WHOLE THAT HAS NOT BEEN RENT: 
THE COLOR PURPLE AND THE POETICS OF FRAGMENTATION„

The first question to ask is therefore the following: 
how can women analyze their own exploitation, inscribe 
their own demands, within an order prescribed by the 
masculine? Is a women's politic possible within that 
order? (Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One)

In Yeats' "Crazy Jane Talks with the Bishop," the 
speaker is a wild old woman, a culturally marginal figure, 
who meets the epitome of respectability in the form of the 
Bishop, The Bishop responds predictably to Jane, despising 
her broken body and exhorting her to turn his way toward "a 
heavenly mansion," But social respectability means little 
to her. She answers his reproof in her strong, life 
affirming voice, unintimidated by him or the patriarchal 
law he represents, Her reply refuses the epistemology of 
opposition, showing the Bishop that what seems opposed is 
in fact interdependent:

"Fast and foul are near of kin.
And fair needs foul," I cried . , ,
"For nothing can be sole or whole 
That has not been rent."
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To the Bishop and those he represents, her aphorisms seem 
like non-sequiturs. Yet she makes sense in an untraditional 
way by asserting that wholeness is composed of that which 
it is not: fragments.

"Crazy" is just one label patriarchal society attaches 
to women it doesn't understand, women who won't fit in, or 
who refuse to play the masculinist game. But Jane is not so 
crazy. She speaks a wild wisdom, which while it does not 
coincide with linear reasoning, does show a profound 
understanding of a way of being for the many women who have 
spent their lives being marginalized by a culture that uses 
women for its own convenience. Nothing can be sole or whole 
that has not been rent.

A woman makes the world her own by taking apart the 
patriarchal ways of being to create a space for herself. 
That space allows her to accept her own fragmentation, 
embrace those fragments, and thus validate herself. 
Recognizing rather than denying her pieces is often a 
woman's way to becoming "sole or whole" in a more 
feminocentric way.

Alice Walker's use of the quilt metaphor in The Color 
Purple illustrates just such a journey to self-empowerment 
in the person of Celie. Alice Walker is herself a quilter 
who integrates quilting and writing naturally into her
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daily routine, a mixture of activities that suggest 
cohesive fragmentations

My good days were spent teaching, writing a 
simple history book for use in black child-care 
centers in Jackson, recording black women's 
autobiographies, making a quilt (African 
fabrics,Mississippi string pattern), completing 
my second book, a novel— and trying to become 
pregnant. ( "One" 367)

In "Writing The Color Purple." Walker speaks specifically 
of the integration of writing and quilting in the creation 
of that novelo After searching for a place in which her 
characters were comfortable enough to speak, Walker says,
"I bought some beautiful blue-and-red-and-purple fabric . 
o . and a quilt pattern my mama swore was easy, and I 
headed for the hills"(358). As she waited for the 
characters and plot to take form in her mind, Walker 
"worked on my quilt," finding that it

began to grow. And, of course, everything was 
happening. Gelie and Shug and Albert were getting 
to know each other, coming to trust my 
determination to serve their entry . . . into the 
world to the best of my ability, and what is 
more-and felt so wonderful-we began to love one 
another. (358)
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Quiltmaking, self-fashioning, and the construction of a 
woman's text are all part of the same process, not only in 
Walker’s life, but also in her text.

Whether she uses old clothes or crisp new cottons, the 
quilter begins work on her patchwork quilt by cutting or 
ripping the fabric apart. Indeed, a patchwork quilt cannot 
come into existence without that tearing. This 
deconstructive act is, paradoxically, also one of the 
quilter’s most creative acts— an act of courage, necessity 
and faith. Tearing seems a singularly appropriate place for 
a woman to begin, whether with a quilt or with finding a 
way to autonomy, because being torn is so familiar an 
experience for women, as Walker suggests through her 
representation of Celie.

Celie begins her narrative by writing "I am,” a 
locution she then negates by crossing it out (11), 
indicating her lack of confidence in her self. We learn in 
the first few letters that she has experienced life as a 
series of hearings. She has been torn from childhood by 
”Pa’s” incestuous rapes, torn from the two children she 
bears by him, whom he takes from her, and torn from the one 
person she loves, her sister Nettie, through a marriage 
that she doesn’t want. Her life is a series of sacrifices—
to Pa’s destructive desires, to Nettie's safety, to Mr.--
's needs and brutality. Each time the sacrifice is the
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same: her self, Celle has been rent into pieces that are 
given away to others, mostly at the insistence of the men 
who dominate her.

As if this violation were not enough, Celie is also 
sentenced to carry the burden of her violators' sins. After 
bearing his two children, Celie is condemned by Pa: "He act 
like he can't stand me no more. Say I'm evil an always up
to no good" (13), and Mr.--  justifies beating her by
describing her as "stubborn. All women good for— he don't 
finish. He just tuck his chin over the paper like he do. 
Remind me of Pa" (30). Terry Castle's comment on Clarissa's 
reaction to her rape could as easily be made of Celie:

Clarissa's response is of a piece with that of 
the political victim: self-condemnation, 
demoralization, vast anomie of the spirit.
Lacking consciousness of the sources of her 
suffering, she internalizes guilt. (26)

In the simple process of writing her letters, however,
Celie has unconsciously begun to dissipate that guilt, for, 
as Helene Cixous suggests, writing is a way to replace the 
mis-representation of others with self-creation:

To write. An act which will not only "realize" 
the decensored relation of woman to her 
sexuality, to her womanly being, giving her 
access to her native strength; it will give her
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back her goods, her pleasures, her organs, her 
immense bodily territories which have been kept 
under seal; it will tear her away from the 
superegoized structure in which she has always 
occupied the place reserved for the guilty 
(guilty of everything, guilty at every turns for 
having desires, for not having any; for being 
frigid, for being "too hot"; for not being both 
at once; for being too motherly and not enough; 
for having children and for not having any; for 
nursing and for not nursing . . . )— tear her 
away by means of this research, this job of 
analysis and illumination, this emancipation of 
the marvelous text of her self that she must 
urgently learn to speak. (CixouS 312)

The Color Purple tells the story of Celie learning to speak 
the marvelous text of herself.

"Celie*s fragmentation is most strongly reinforced," 
writes Daniel Ross, "by the way her stepfather presents her 
as less than a whole woman to her future husband, 
convincing him to marry her because "God done fixed her.
You can do everything just like you want to and she ain't 
gonna make you feed it or clothe it* " (75). Celie*s 
enforced sterility has reduced her from person to
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commodity. As a child-bearer, even of illegitimate 
children, Celie has sqme value in her society:

Mothers are essential to its [society's]
(re)production (particularly inasmuch as they are 
(re)productive of children and of the labor 
forces through maternity, child-rearing, and 
domestic maintenance in general). Their 
responsibility is to maintain the social order 
without intervening so as to change it. (Irigaray 
185)

But when that useful reproductive function has been 
eliminated, Celie becomes merely an item of exchange
between Pa and Mr.-- . Pa gives Celie to Mr.—  as very
little more than a labor-saving device, "Men make commerce 
of them [women], but they do not enter into any exchanges 
with them (Irigaray 172)." No wonder Celie has no sense of 
herself. Her society has deliberately stripped her of that 
which would give her value, turning her into a human 
machine, a convenient workhorse— what Walker elsewhere, 
quoting Zora Neele Hurston, called "the mule of the world," 
(Search). Beginning with Celie striking out her "I am," and 
ending with her ownership of a store, a place where men 
and women literally and symbolically enter into exchange 
with her through buying and selling. The Color Purple 
traces Celie's progress from commodity to person.
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Celle's "I am" is more problematic than she can 

imaginei while on one hand what she must learn is the 
ability to claim the first personal pronoun as a sign of 
self hood, there is a deep wisdom in her early refusal of 
that single whole. Given traditional western constructions 
of personhood, if Celie were to ask the question "who am 
I?" (which she never does), chances are that she would be 
searching for a fixed self, some sort of unchanging 
essence. Patricia Waugh, in Feminine Fictions. Revisiting 
the Postmodern, argues that a more appropriate question for 
any woman to ask is "What represents me?" because

This question carries an implicit and necessary 
recognition of alienation: the phenomenological 
perception that "I" am never at one with myself 
because always and ever already constituted by 
others according to whom, and yet outside of 
what, I take myself to be. (Waugh 11)

Identifying with a single "I" is also identifying oneself 
as "other." That single self, that essence, is a dangerous 
illusion for women seeking self-empowerment precisely 
because it is the traditional male model. Jessica Benjamin 
lucidly explains why identity based on self/other is 
problematic s
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Both in theory and practice our culture knows 
only one form of individuality: the male stance 
of over-differentiation, of splitting off and 
denying the tendencies towards sameness and 
reciprocal responsiveness. In this "false 
differentiation" the other subject remains an 
object rather than emerging as a person in 
his/her right. This way of establishing and 
protecting individuality dovetails with the 
dualistic, objective posturing of western 
rationality. To be a woman is to be excluded from 
this rational individualism, to be either an 
object of it or a threat to it. To be a man is 
not merely to assert one's side of the duality, 
the supremacy of the rational subject. It is also 
to insist that the dualism, splitting and 
boundaries between the male and female postures 
are upheld. (Benjamin 46)

That male construction is unnatural for women because it 
is predicated on separation from others as well as within 
herself. The traditional "I" defines itself in the binary 
terms of self/other which inevitably marginalize female 
into other. But even if a woman chose to define herself by 
putting herself in the place of self with the rest of the
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world as other, she would be undermining herself through 
that act of separation.

The single "I" thus forces a woman to make choices, 
not only between self and other, but also among the 
different pieces of herself. A woman in Celie's position is 
not strengthened, but damaged by embracing one part of 
herself at the expense of denying other parts. These 
choices, as Josephine Donovan points out in "Towards A 
Woman's Poetics," are often between bad and worse, leading 
not to completion but rather to its opposite—  
disintegration:

The harassed woman is forced into a schizophrenic 
response: either she can remain identified with 
her body which has been objectified as a tool for 
male purposes, in which case she denies her mind 
and her spiritual self; or she can deny the body 
and consider the mind the real self. The latter 
entails an autistic withdrawal from the everyday 
public world, a silent living thing. (101)

Celie is caught in just such a trap. Her defence against 
the physical abuse of rape and beatings is to withdraw into 
autism, not only from Mr.— -, but also from a sense of 
herself as a person with feelings. "He beat me like he beat
the children," she says of Mr.-- in an early letter, "It
all I can do not to cry. I make myself wood. I say to
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myself, Celle, you a tree. That’s how come I know trees 
fear man” (30) . As a piece of wood, she has no voice of her 
own. All she can do is to echo back the terms of her 
oppression, as we see in the same letter in her description 
of her response when Harpo asks her why she is stubborn.
She replies, ’’Just born that way, I reckon” (30), accepting 
Mr.-- ’s estimation of her.

She has come to deny not only her feelings but also 
to distance herself from her abused body. After two 
children and years of marriage, she admits to Shug that she 
has never enjoyed sex. "I don’t like it at all. He git up 
on you, heist your nightgown round your waist, plunge in. 
Most times I pretend I ain't there” (79). Shug’s 
pronouncement that she is then still a virgin is another 
way of saying that she has not yet identified herself in 
any healthy way with her body. Because she does not own her 
body, Celie views herself physically as well as emotionally 
in irreconcilable fragments. Celie lives an extreme case of 
this, but the problem is common among women, as Ross notes: 

One of the primary projects of modern feminism 
has been to restore women's bodies, appropriated 
long ago by a patriarchal culture, to them. 
Because the female body is the most exploited 
target of male aggression, women have learned to 
fear of even to hate their bodies...Coming to

c

x  •
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terms with the body can be, for women, a painful 
experience. Alicia ©striker, for example, notes 
that although among contemporary poets females 
are more likely to describe the body or to use it 
as a source of imagery than their male 
counterparts are, their images often focus on 
strangulation, cutting, mutilation, or depictions 
of "psychic hurt in somatic terms"(249). 
Consequently, women often think of their bodies 
as torn and fragmented, a pattern evident in 
Walker's Celie. (Ross 70)

Irigaray asks the question that Celie lives with as a 
result of seeing herself in unconnected fragments:

Will woman not be left with the impossible 
alternative between a defensive virginity, 
fiercely turned in upon itself, and a body open 
to penetration that no longer knows, in this 
"hole" that constitutes its sex, the pleasure of 
its own touch? (Irigaray 24)

Celle's lack of connection with her body is a kind of 
"defensive virginity" against her experience of sex as the 
penetration of a "hole." This is Celle's starting place at 
the beginning of the novel.

Since neither living in unconnected pieces nor 
adopting the single "I" make a satisfactory way for woman
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to live, Celle’s way to a healthy sense of self comes from 
neither, but from a route that lies between them. It begins 
by rejecting separation from other women— she has 
experienced the ill effects of that all her life— in favor 
of connection with others, moving towards

the recognition that differentiation is not 
necessarily separateness, distance, and 
alienation from others, but a form of connection 
to others. (Waugh 11)

This constitutes a major shift in perception. When Celie 
begins to connect with other women, she also begins to 
connect the different fragments of herself. Self-definition 
through connection rather than separation is her way to 
salvation. Writing about contemporary women writers, (and 
Celie is a writer both of text and textile), Patricia Waugh 
observes that

it is the gradual recognition of the value of 
construing human identity in terms of 
relationship and dispersal, rather than as a 
unitary, self-directing, isolated ego, which has 
fundamentally altered the course of modern and 
contemporary women's writing concerned to 
challenge gender stereotypes. (12)

Celie1s changing attitude to her physical body illustrates 
this idea.
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If she does not exercise her "female imaginary," a 

changed perception. She is condemned to see her body as 
unconnected fragments:

Must this multiplicity of female desire and 
female language be understood as shards, 
scattered remnants of a violated sexuality? A 
sexuality denied? The question has ho simple 
answer„ The rejection, the exclusion of a female 
imaginary certainly puts woman in the position of 
experiencing herself only fragmentarily, in the 
little-structured margins of a dominant ideology, 
as waste, or excess, what is left of a mirror 
invested by the (masculine) "subject" to reflect 
himself, to copy himself. (Irigaray 30)

Celle's experience of her sexuality parallels the
fragmentation Irigaray describes here. Pa and Mr.--  make
their forced entry, the babies she gives birth to are 
forced out. The fact of her genitals not being whole, but 
parts, has been a source of sorrow for her. Only when she 
discovers masturbation, loving her own parts, with the help 
of Shug does she begin to feel a sense of herself sexually. 
Celie claims her sexuality by making relationship both with 
herself and with another woman. Connection to self is 
integrally bound to connection with others. Irigaray 
explains what Celie discovers intuitively: "this sex which
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is not one,"' always in communication with itself, as the 
source of strength for a woman, By identifying the nature 
of woman's sexuality, Irigaray also suggests what self
hood means to women:

Woman "touches herself" all the time, and 
moreover no one can forbid her to do so, for her 
genitals are formed of two lips in continuous 
contact, Thus, within herself, she is already 
two— but not divisible into one (s) -— that caress 
each other." (24)

Thus Celle's wholeness, paradoxically, is a matter not of 
embracing a single sense of self, but of embracing, 
touching, caressing the different parts of herself.

Who is she? Celie, like any other woman, can't be 
defined in a single word. It's not so much a case of making 
a whole out of the fragments as recognizing and validating 
the fragments. Irigaray, asked what is a woman, replies, "I 
believe I've already answered that there is no way I would 
"answer" that question. The question "What is . . . ?" is 
the question— the metaphysical question— to which the 
feminine does not allow itself to submit "(122). Cixous 
answers the same question by focusing on the melange of 
pieces that constitute a single woman, defying definition: 
"there is, at this time, no general woman, no one typical 
woman . . . what strikes me is the infinite richness of
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their individual constitutions1' (309) . Celle's search for 
feminine identity is grounded in a diversity that prevents 
any simple, close-ended definition.

Composed of fragments that are connected to each 
other, sewn in layers that are in continual contact with 
each other, made by two women in communication with each 
other, the quilt Celie makes with Sofia out of "messed up 
curtains" acts as both the first step and the paradigmatic 
metaphor of Celle's process of claiming herself. Radka 
Donnell-Vogt, a professional quilter, could have been 
describing Celle's quiltmaking rather than her own process 
when she said, "In their [quilts] geometry lie undeciphered 
the record of women's struggle to affirm their anatomy 
against all cultural odds (Radka Donnell-Vogt 50).

Separated within herself, Celie is also separated 
from the women in her life. Bonding with women, whether 
Sofia, Shug, or Nettie, is essential to Celle's process of 
self-reclamation. Her history illustrates Luce Irigaray's 
theory in "Women on the Market," that because patriarchal 
society puts value on women only to the degree that they 
serve the purpose of commodities of exchange between men, 
women must remain separate from each other in order for the 
system to work: •
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women . . .  no longer relate to each other except 
in terms of what they represent in men's desire, 
according to the forms this imposes on them.
Among themselves, they are separated by his 
speculations. (188)

We see this dynamic worked out in the first incident 
in which quilting is mentioned in The Color Purple. In an 
effort to control his powerful wife, Sofia, Harpo asks 
Celle for advice. She repeats the patriarchal attitude: 
"Beat her. I say" (43), thus participating in what Cixous 
calls men's "greatest crime against women":

Insidiously, violently, [men] have led [women] to 
hate women, to be their own enemies, to mobilize 
their immense strength against themselves. (310) 

When Sofia discovers Celie's betrayal she storms over to 
her house to confront her. The scene is set in rupture and 
violence, that between. Harpo and Sofia, that between the 
two women, and that within Celie herself as she thinks with 
shame of the advise she gave Harpo = There has to be a 
better way. Irigaray suggests that

it is essential for women among themselves to 
invent new modes of organization, new forms of 
struggle, new challenges . . . [Institutions, 
hierarchy, and authority— that is, the existing
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forms of politics-— are men's affairs. Not ours = 
(166)

Gelie and Sofia discover such a new mode of organization 
through making a quilt. Quiltmaking suits their task of 
putting their ruptured lives together, for quilting 
privileges "a distinctively woman's craft as the signal 
mode of confronting chaos through a skillful blending of 
patches (Baker 720).”

The honest communication that ensues, as Gelie admits 
her guilt and asks Sofia's forgiveness, is the setting for 
the two of them to begin their quilt making:

The quilt is first of all a speculum by which a 
woman looks into herself, and when she finds her 
Unknown and disregarded beauty, she can find also 
the courage to prevail along with others for her 
share in the world. (Donnell-Vogt 56)

Putting together the fragments of "messed up curtains,” 
torn in a fight between Sofia and Harpo, the two women 
reconfigure their bond. Guilt is transformed into guilt as 
discarded fabric and rejected women are sewn into something 
whole and beautiful.

Gelie's scraps are fabric. For many women the 
fragments are made of time and words. Adrienne Rich 
describes her own process, moving along the same road as
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Celle, but using text rather than textile to reach her "I 
am":

In the late fifties I was able to write, for the 
first time, directly about experiencing myself as 
a woman. The poem was jotted in fragments during 
children’s naps, brief hours in a library, or at 
3:00 a.m. after rising with a wakeful child. I 
despaired of doing any continuous work at this 
time. Yet I began to feel that my fragments and 
scraps had a common consciousness and a common 
theme, one which I should have been very 
unwilling to put on paper at an earlier time 
because I had been taught that poetry should be 
"universal," which meant, of course, nonfemale. 
Until then I had tried very much not to identify 
myself as a female poet. ("When We Dead Awaken" 
2053)

Rich lucidly describes the process Celie is about to begin. 
Her life is in fragments, given away to other people, and 
invalidated. As she acknowledges and accepts the fragments 
as part of her womanhood she can begin to come to autonomy. 
She moves from the outside world’s estimation of her, which 
is negative, to an inner confidence in who she is. As Rich 
says, "The enemy is always outside the self, the struggle 
somewhere else." (2056) The enemy outside, according to
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Rich, is "the Man." Whether the Man terrorizes, as in 
Celle's case, or encourages, as with Rich, the effect is 
the same:

My own luck was being born white and middle-class 
into a house full of books, with a father who 
encouraged me to read and write. So for about 
twenty years I wrote for a particular man, who 
criticized and praised me and made me feel I was 
indeed "special." The obverse side of this, of 
course, was that I tried for a long time to 
please him, or rather, not to displease him. And 
then of course, there were other men— writers, 
teachers— the Man, who was not a terror or a 
dream but a literary master in other ways less 
easy to acknowledge. (Rich 2048)

Sewing is one way for women to begin the process of self 
reclamation because it, more than other activities 
traditionally associated with women, is a powerful and 
elemental symbol of connection. As Rich says in Of Woman 
Born:

The conversion of raw fibers into thread was 
connected with the power over life and death; the 
spider who spins thread out of her own body, 
Ariadne providing the clue to the labyrinth, the 
figures of the Nates or Horns or old spinning



women who cut the thread of life or spin it 
further, are all associated with this process. 
(101)

If, as Ozzie Mayers argues, sewing is not only a means of 
survival for Celie, but also "a redemptive act" (671), it 
is significant that the sewing begins with quilting.
Working with pieces of fabric, Celie begins to actively 
create herself out of the fragments of her life.

Both Celie and Rich journey from accepting an identity 
imposed from without, an enforced and uncomfortable single 
"I," to working from the inside, stitching their fragments 
together in a pattern to suit themselves.

The quilt pattern Celie Selects— "Sister's Choice"—  
indicates that she is on this journey. By simultaneously 
asserting her right to choose and her community with other 
women, Celie takes the first step towards living 
autonomously and integrally. "Sister's Choice" is a 
traditional pattern documented in an exhaustive survey of 
patchwork patterns made by Hall and Kretsinger in their 
1935 classic. The Romance of the Patchwork Quilt in 
America. They write of this pattern: "The simple Contacts 
of everyday family life are responsible for many of their 
quilt names"(71). The familial contact between Sofia and 
Celie may be simple, but it is also revolutionary. They are 
affirming that they are sisters not only through marriage,

103
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but also because they are both women. Their new bond relies 
not so much on the men in their lives, bjit on their 
recognition of each Other as individual women. Their 
decision to work together has monumental political 
implications for they are, in effect, rejecting the social 
order that condemns them to be commodities. Instead, they 
turn the world of commodities on its head. "Commodities," 
writes Irigaray,

can only enter into relationships under the 
watchful eyes of their "guardians." It is out of 
the question for them to go to "market" on their 
own, enjoy their own worth among themselves, 
speak to each other, desire each other, free from 
the control of seller-buyer-consumer subjects.
And the interests of businessmen require that 
commodities relate to each other as rivals. (196) 

Celle's decision to make the quilt with Sofia is the 
turning point in her life because it is the first step she 
takes towards her own empowerment via connection with other 
women.2

Celle's and Sofia's quiltmaking is a process of 
healing, because they are no longer passive victims who are 
torn. In turning being torn into tearing, quiltmaking turns 
object into subject: active creation replaces passive 
victimization as the two women, their sisterhood
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reaffirmed, set about constructing a pattern of their 
choice out of the fragments of their lives» The same 
fragmentation that traps and oppresses Celie becomes her 
way to salvation. A woman begins with what she has, 
acknowledges it, embraces it, and thus transforms herself. 
Celie is not alone in this process as Vera Norwood observes 
of Tillie Olsen's Silences;

Discussing the contrasts between lives of very 
successful male writers and lives of women, she 
describes the fragmentation and diversity in 
women's lives, the repetitive processes that 
suffocate creativity. But, as Olsen goes on to 
note, she first found artistic voice in one of 
the most mundane of women's activities: "It is no 
accident that the first work I considered 
publishable began: 'I stand here ironing, and 
what you asked me moves tormented back and forth 
with the iron.1" While the life itself blocks 
creativity, it is only through that life that a 
voice is defined. (360)

Fragmentation underpins Celie's process of quiltmaking 
(and healing) at every stage in the process. She starts 
with curtains which function through their ability to 
separate; the curtains are torn in a fight between Sofia 
and Harpo, which makes a second layer of fragments. The
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fabric is further cut to make up the patchwork pattern, so 
that the quilt she makes is composed of at least three 
layers of fragments. Celle's quilt becomes a celebration of 
fragments, a recognition and reverence, for pieces. The self 
she is creating, like the patchwork quilt she makes, is not 
so much an integrated whole as it is a vindication of 
fragments, a celebration of multiplicity.

Celie and her situation have not changed, but her 
perception of them has. She is still Celie, the curtains 
are still messed up, but instead of rejecting them because 
they're in pieces, she uses the fragments of her life as 
her way to salvation. This change in perception is 
reflected in two images which embody separation and 
wholeness in their function. The first image is the 
scissors Pa carries with him when he makes his sexual 
advances on the young Celie under the pretense of wanting 
his hair cut. Like the action of a pair of scissors, her 
sex has been sharply separated, cut into by Pa's rape and 
then forced open from the other direction by the birth of 
her two babies. The curtains from which Sofia and Celie 
make their quilt stand as a second, contrasting image. They 
also open and close, fulfilling their function, 
paradoxically, through their ability to be whole while at 
the same time being fragments. They are complete in 
themselves as they draw together or softly separate, unlike
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the scissors which need an object to cut in order to do 
their work. 3 Celie's choice to interact with the curtains 
is the beginning of her identity as a woman in a way we see 
more explicitly set out by Irigaray1s description of a 
woman's sex as two lips in continuous contact with each 
other so that a woman is "neither one or two "(26).
Irigaray warns women not to "renounce the pleasure that she 
gets from the nonsuture of her lips"(30); in other words, 
to transform fragmentation quite literally from fault to 
virtue.

The process of making fragments creates a necessary 
space, one that is often disruptive and destabilizing, from 
which a woman can begin her task of self-creation. "No 
woman can assume herself because she has yet to create 
herself, (593)" says Myra Jehlen, and in the beginning of 
that process "all women must destroy in order to create" 
(583). Tearing fabric apart has the effect of creating 
space between the pieces. This place of liminality, this 
undefined space, becomes a place of creative freedom for 
the quilter, for it allows her to arrange her pieces of 
fabric and thus create her pattern "as a fragment, it 
[patchwork] is also rife with explosive potential of the 
yet-to-be-d!scovered. Like a woman, it is a liminal element 
between wholes"(Baker 706). Radka Donne11-Vogt describes 
that liminal element in her own process of quilt-making:
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The double function of quilt-making, to help 
collect one’s thoughts and provide an image of 
spatial integration that does not freeze one in 
one place as the observation of stationary 
paintings, was essential in giving me a base for 
exploring my situation as a woman and as an 
artist. (49)

Donnell-Vogt is more consciously articulate than Celie, but 
both women are involved in the same business of freeing up 
space for themselves.

The space that Celie or any other quilter creates for 
herself has long been recognized and valued by feminist 
theoreticians. Sandra Gilbert uses the metaphor of the 
sibyl to express in a more mythical and visual way this 
same necessity for women to take the fragments of their 
lives, and, in the space they create, find a way to speak 
in order to re-create themselves. Taking her cue from Mary 
Shelley’s The Last Man. Gilbert imagines the sibyl, in "a 
female space,” a cave. She is "a prophetess who inscribed 
her 'divine intuitions' on tender leaves and fragments of 
delicate bark.” But "the Sibyl’s leaves are now scattered, 
barely comprehensible”(494), like Celie's letters, written 
in Black Folk English, which are barely comprehensible to a 
white culture (or a black male culture) that refuses to 
acknowledge the perspective they bespeak. Quilting with
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words and fabric, Celie is the sibyl’s direct descendent, 
working with a space she has created for herself, "biting 
that tongue with her very own teeth to invent for herself a 
language to get inside of" (Cixous 316), with her letters 
and her fragments of messed up curtains.

In "The Laugh of the Medusa" Cixous describes the need 
for "everywoman" to make such a space for herself in order 
to create herself. She begins her paragraph fittingly by 
literally making a space for herself: "Let me insert here a 
parenthetical remark"(311). Her main point is that woman 
has never had

her turn to speak— this being all the more 
serious and unpardonable in that writing is 
precisely the very possibility of change, the 
space that can serve as a springboard for 
subversive thought, the precursory movement of a 
transformation of social and cultural structures. 
(311)

Irigaray, like Cixous, points to the disruptive potential 
of a woman created space:

For the exploitation of women does not constitute 
a limited question, within politics, one which 
would concern only a 'sector’ of the population, 
or a ’part’ of the ’body politic.’ When women 
want to escape from exploitation, they do not
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merely destroy a few "prejudices,M they disrupt 
the entire order of dominant values, economic, 
social, moral, and sexual. They call into 
question all existing theory, all thought, all 
language, inasmuch as these are monopolized by 
men and men alone. They challenge the very 
foundation of our social and cultural order, 
whose organization has been prescribed by the 
patriarchal system. (155)

Certainly Celie and Sofia, laughing over their 
quilting, are creating a space that "can serve as a 
springboard for subversive thought," as we see in their 
conversation about killing Hr.—

Well, sometime Mr.--  git on me pretty hard. I
have to talk to Old Maker. But he my husband. I 
shrug my shoulders. This life soon be over, I 
say. Heaven last all ways.
You ought to bash Mr.--  head open, she say.
Think about heaven later. (47)

As they sew they talk, plotting the overthrow of the men 
who dominate them. Their revolutionary conversation marks 
the first step towards freeing themselves from the male 
hegemony.

The space Celie creates is undoubtedly a disruptive, 
destabilizing place that makes room for change. We
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recognize it as the "wild zone" Showalter writes of in 
"Feminist Criticism in the Wilderness" (262). Using Edwin 
Ardener"s model of overlapping circles to show dominant and 
muted groups, Showalter labels that part of the circle 
which falls outside the interlocking circles as women's 
wild zone. Outside the patriarchal order of things, it is 
therefore a place where women can move more freely.

In The Color Purple, this subversive feminine space is 
filled with laughter, the most effectively disruptive force 
the women use to defeat those who dominate them. As they 
start making their guilt, Celie and Sofia, discussing how 
to murder Mr.-— -, "laugh so hard us flop down on the step" 
(47). Although writing about the nature of the novel rather 
than about women, Bakhtin describes the ambivalently 
disruptive power of laughter:

Laughter has the remarkable power of making an 
Object come up close, of drawing it into a zone 
of crude contact where one can finger it 
familiarly on all sides, turn it upside down, 
inside out, peer at it from above and below, 
break open its external shell, look into its 
center, doubt it, take it apart, dismember it, 
lay it bare and expose it, examine it freely and 
experiment with it. Laughter demolishes fear and 
piety before an object, before a world, making of
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it an object of familiar contact and thus 
clearing the ground for an absolutely free 
investigation of it. Laughter is a vital factor 
in laying down that prerequisite for fearlessness 
without which it would be impossible to approach 
the world realistically. (23)

Irigaray also recognizes laughter as a way to view the 
world realistically, a woman's world. Laughter gives women 
the freedom to break open the patriarchal shell for "an 
absolutely free investigation of it":

Isn't laughter the first form of liberation from 
a secular oppression? Isn't the phallic 
tantamount to the seriousness of meaning? Perhaps 
woman, and the sexual relation, transcend it 
"first" in laughter? (163)

The space Celie and Sofia create with their patchwork 
pieces, and their shared laughter, indicates a newly 
experienced freedom. This is the way to shake off the 
constrictions of their lives:

In the end, the changed life for women will be 
marked, I feel certain, by laughter. It is the 
unfailing key to a new kind of life. In films, 
novels, plays, stories, it is the laughter of 
women together that is the revealing sign, the 
spontaneous recognition of insight and love and
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freedom . . . Women laugh together only in 
freedom, in the recognition of independence and 
female bonding.(Heilbrun 129)

Laughter is a sign of success. Laughter, like women, evades 
definition, dances joyfully with all the possibilities, and 
refuses the entrapment of one single way: "Besides, women 
among themselves begin by laughing. To escape from a pure 
and simple reversal of the masculine position means in any 
case not to forget to laugh (Irigaray 163J." When they joke
about murdering Mr.--  Celie and Sofia are undoing both
their repression and the fear associated with it. Indeed,
Mr.--- does die, symbolically, to be replaced by Albert.
Mr.— -"s demise is a psychological transformation from old 
to new "self", figured by his change of name from the 
anonymous man to the particular person. The women’s 
laughter affirms not only his death, but his renewed life. 
The possibility of such laughter for altering women’s 
subjugation is elaborated by Cixous through the image of 
the mythical Medusa, so elementally strong a woman that she 
literally and metaphorically petrifies men. Cixous explodes 
fear through laughter, joyfully affirming that "laughs 
exude from all our mouths" (310). Medusa is our sister:

You only have to look at the Medusa straight on 
to see her. And she's not deadly. She's beautiful 
and she’s laughing. (315)
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Cixous undoes Freud’s ’’Medusa’s Head,” in which he makes a 
connection between female genitals, petrifying the male 
observer with castration anxiety, and the head of the 
Medusa. Walker undoes Freud in the novel when Celie 
discovers her sexuality with the help of Shug, both of them 
giggling together.

Again and again we hear the laugh of Medusa echoing 
through the women in The Color Purple. Laughter ripples 
through the novel at the most significant moments in 
Celie's journey towards autonomy. For example, her
declaration of independence from Mr.--  comes in a scene
infused by laughter. At this point of crisis, sitting 
around the family dinner table, the women support her, 
completely baffling the men by laughing as if at some 
secret shared j oke:

Shug look at me and us giggle. Then us laugh sure 
nuff. Then Squeak start to laugh. Then Sofia. All 
us laugh and laugh.
Shug say, Ain’t they something? Us say urn hum, 
and slap the table, wipe the water from our eyes. 
Harpo look at Squeak. Shut up Squeak, he say. It 
bad luck for women to laugh at men.
She say. Okay. She sit up straight, suck in her 
breath, try to press her face together.
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He look at Sofia. She look at him and laugh in 
his face. I already had my bad luck, she say. I 
had enough to keep me laughing the rest of my 
life. (182)

The men have no way to control the women or their laughing. 
The laughter excludes, belittles, resists their authority: 
like the Medusa, it petrifies them.

Making the quilt turns around another kind of tearing 
that is familiar to women— that of interruption and 
discontinuity = Celie's life, like that of many women, is 
composed of fragments of time, mostly allotted by others 
and for others. Virginia Woolf wrote that "Jane Austen 
would slip her writing beneath a book if anyone came in, 
and Charlotte Bronte stopped in the middle of her work to 
pare the potatoes" (69). Adrienne Rich suggests that this 
is not merely a nineteenth-century problem for women:

I was writing very little, partly from fatigue of 
suppressed anger and loss of contact with my own 
being; partly from the discontinuity of female 
life with its attention to small chores, errands, 
work that others constantly undo, small 
children's constant needs. (2052)

Rich shows the relationship between being torn from one's 
writing and torn from oneself: they are extensions of one 
another. But as Tillie Olsen remarks in Working It Out.
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80 interruption becomes a habit even when the circumstances 
change88 (335) » The discontinuity, the space between things, 
the constant interruption becomes a working condition. We 
see this not only in Celle's patchwork quilt, which 
consists of discontinuous pieces of fabric, sewn together 
in the space created between other duties, but also in the 
kind of writing Celle does, Celle's chosen form of self- 
expression, letter writing, consists of short, discrete 
units of discontinuous prose, broken off and interrupted by 
the oppressive demands of her life. Yet Walker makes that 
discontinuity into a shapely narrative, composed out of the 
very stuff of interruption. Celie works with fragments in 
her text as well as her textiles.

Celie takes the materials that are available to her, 
bits and pieces of the everyday. As Teresa Tavdrmina notes. 

The whole novel is crafted from these everyday 
materials, "pieced" from patches of memory, from 
patches woven of different threads and from 
different wear, but brought together so as to 
make a whole meaning from Celle's and Nettie's 
seemingly separated lives. (225)

Quiltmakers have traditionally found their working 
materials in the everyday scraps around them. Patricia 
Cooper and Norma Bradley Allen record New Mexico quiIters 
who took pride in this economy of materials:
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Then we have light weight blankets or electric 
blankets that we pull the electric parts out of 
for the inner lining. Things are so high now that 
we don't buy batting. One lady does the linings 
and sometimes she has to patch and piece to get 
big enough lining. (114)

Geraldine Johnson gives a more extreme example of the Blue 
Ridge Mountain women who "collected the thread to piece the 
quilts and sometimes to quilt them by unravelling worn-out 
socks or feed sacks, winding the thread on the spool and 
using it later in the quilt" (Lasansky 51).

As one who puts fragments together, Celie becomes 
what Levi-Strauss designates a tricolour° that is, a 
marginal figure who transforms the materials the world has 
rejected, turning

back to an already existent set made up of tools 
and materials, to consider or reconsider what it 
contains and, finally and above all, to engage in 
a sort of dialogue with it, and, before choosing 
between them, to index possible answers which the 
whole set can offer to his problems. (18)

But rather than confine her to a structuralist masculine 
model, we can see Celie as one who practices Miriam 
Schapiro's femmage, the feminine equivalent of bricolacre. 
This "process of collecting and creatively assembling odd
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or seemingly disparate elements into a functional, 
integrated whole" (Turner 7), is distinguished from 
bricolaae in that, "Femmage denotes an aesthetic of 
connection and relationships" (Turner 7). Indeed, 
appropriate relationship with herself and others is Celle's 
questo The relationships between the material of creation 
itself, between maker and material, and between different 
makers that develop through quiltmaking reflect the growing 
relationships Celie is generating with her world and those 
in it. By the end of the novel she has successfully created 
her own relationships, though they lie outside social 
norms, of friendship with her ex-husband, her lover, her 
children, and most important, with herself.

As she empowers herself, she discovers that the 
patriarchal system no longer has the control she believed 
it had. This is perhaps clearest when Celie discovers that 
"Pa is not Pa," but a pretender to the position. Celie 
begins the novel believing in The Father, whether it is God 
or Pa or Mr.—— , as the one who knows. but she grows to. 
realize that she herself is the agent of knowledge. Thus 
she can refuse both the father's "no" and his knowing. Pa 
is revealed as not the father, Mr.— - is abandoned in favor 
of a woman, Shug, and Ole Maker is replaced by Celie's 
Sister, Nettie. Men who tear are supplanted by women who
bond.
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The power of the quilt, then, in The Color Purple. 

is to transform a woman's life from disparate fragments to 
a self-^fashioned cohesion of pieces. Quilts also help 
women to join with each other. As we have seen, quilting 
bonds Sofia and Celie, inspiring Celie to adopt some of 
Sofia's fighting spirit for herself.

In a parallel situation, another quilt joins two other 
women, Nettie and Corrine, in Africa. Corrine makes a nine- 
patch quilt which is a basic patchwork pattern often 
incorporated into other more complex blocks, one of which 
is "Sister's Choice." (Tavormina 230) The nine-patch 
hidden in "Sister's Choice" suggests the unrealized 
relationship between Celie and Nettie that, buried though 
it is from consciousness, none-the-less underpins the 
narrative. As with Celie and Sofia, there is a 
misunderstanding between Corrine and Nettie as the dying 
Corrine suspects Nettie of being the mother of her 
children. Nettie proves the truth by finding a quilt made 
of pieces of fabric she was buying when she met Celie years 
before:

Do you remember buying this cloth? I asked, 
pointing to a flowered square. And what about 
this checkered bird? She traced the patterns 
with her finger, and slowly her eyes filled with
tears.
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She was so much like Olivia! she said. I was 
afraid she'd want her back. So I forgot her as 
soon as I could. (171)

This recognition not only brings Nettie and Celie closer 
together as joint mothers of the children, but reunites 
Celie with her babies by Corrine's acknowledgement that 
Celie is their mother. Nettie, writing about the .tilinka 
mothers sewing together, could be commenting on all the 
women in the novel who are bonded through fabric: "it is in 
the work that the women get to know and care about each 
other" (141).

Tavormina takes the idea of the nine-patch 
representing relationships one step further in this astute 
observations

It is intriguing to speculate as to whether there 
is more than a chance parallel between the nine- 
patch (a very common guilt element) and the three 
principal marital arrangements in the novel, with 
their three-fold structures— Celie, Mr.— -, Shug; 
Sofia, Harpo, Mary Agnes/Squeak; and Nettie, 
Samuel, Corrine. (230)

Three pairs of "sisters," Celie and Shug, Sofia and Mary 
Agnes, Nettie and Corrine make choices for and against the 
men in their lives in pairs that also repair with each 
other. The relationships between men and women can
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appropriately be described as "'Sister's Choice" in the 
novel, none perhaps more amusingly than Sofia and Mary 
Agnes who, after their initial dislike of one another, pass 
Harpo back and forth as they choose better lives for 
themselves:

Go on sing, say Sofia. I'll look after this one 
till you come back.
You will? say Squeak.
Yeah, say Sofia.
And look after Harpo, too, say Squeak. Please 
M"am.(185)

The narrator's benediction on these two sisters' choices 
brings the incident and the chapter to an end with "Amen."

The quilt Nettie shows Corrine becomes a vehicle to 
wider issues of connection than marital relations. The 
quilt encapsulates the past, "using the clothes the 
children had outgrown, and some of her old dresses"(170), 
and through the remaking of that history it also makes 
sense of the present, helping Corrine to be reconciled to 
Nettie, Samuel and her adopted children before she dies, 
and thus opening the future possibility of marriage between 
Nettie and Samuel. Corrine's quilt, then, connects past, 
present, and future.

Celie has a similar experience of time connection 
when she works on a later quilt. As she sews, Celie has a
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vision of herself sitting between Albert and Shug, 
quilting, a dream that will come true by the end of the 
novel, but at the moment of writing forms no more than an 
idea. Yet merely imagining such a reunion is revitalizing. 
As Celie Says, "For the first time in my life, I feel just 
right"(61).

Stitching time together is more, though, than 
connecting past, present and future— it constitutes a 
rewriting of history, or rather "her" story, for the same 
reasons Cixous suggests: that it will give woman back her 
"native strength," give her back her self. And by revising- 
-literally re-seeing and remaking--history, one also 
revises time itself, as Tavormina explains:

To see linearly is to limit one's seeing, Celie 
does not receive Nettie's letters as soon as they 
are written, and Nettie does not receive Celle's 
at all; neither of them "answers" each other's 
letters in the usual sense of the word, yet their 
letters clearly "answer" to each other. The art—  
Walker's art— is not only in the creation (or the 
transmission) of the two lives, but also in the 
arrangement that juxtaposes and interlocks 
moments of revelation in Africa and in America 
(146-68), that shows both sisters coming to 
similar understandings of the nature of love and
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of God, and so on. Letters, like quilts, 
transcend time's boundaries. Scraps from 
childhood shirts border on bits of maternity 
smocks, patches from kitchen curtains lie 
alongside faded pieces of a Civil War uniform.
"No matter how much the telegram said you must be 
drown, I still git letters from you" [233]. (226)

Nettie and Celie demonstrate the possibilities of 
connection through space— not only geographical and 
temporal space, but the space of not knowing.

Corrine?s quilt also becomes a means for reunifying 
several centuries through its connection of American 
heritage and African roots. Nettie writes,

The Olinka men make beautiful quilts which are 
full of animals and birds and people. And as soon 
as Corrine saw them, she began to make a guilt 
that alternated one square of appliqued figures 
with one nine-patch block, using the clothes the 
children had outgrown, and some of her old 
dresses. (170)

The guilt represents the subtle conjoining of the two black 
cultures with its alternating blocks of African and 
American designs:
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Corrine's quilt is an icon dense with history—  
personal, familial, artistic, national, racial, 
human— and with union and reunion. It brings 
together differences without denying them or 
subjugating one to another— here a flowered 
square, there a checkered bird. Like the full set 
of both Celie's and Nettie's letters, it 
preserves, juxtaposes, and connects; it creates a 
meaningful, functional beauty out of a variety 
that admits both pain and happiness. (Tavormina 
227)

Like Celie's quilts, Corrine's is a revision and rewriting 
of both personal and social history.

As a novel. The Color Purple is a revision and 
rewriting of literary history. Walker reinterprets the 
authority implicit in the traditional literary canon and 
the controlling role of the author. By writing the novel as 
a series of letters, Walker is appropriating the major 
tradition of the epistolary novel, and, in particular, 
subverting the first novel in that tradition, Richardson's 
Clarissa, a story of another woman who, much like Celie, is 
abducted and raped. There are some significant similarities 
and differences between these two novels. Clarissa's story 
ends with a rape, Celie's begins with it. What for Clarissa 
is the end of her world, metaphorically and literally, is
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the beginning for Celle. The rape that destroys Clarissa is 
the act of abuse that catalyses Celle into writing. Both 
Clarissa and Celle take up letter writing as a way to come 
to terms with a painful and chaotic world. As Terry Castle 
says, letter writing is a way to inscribe oneself:

The prolific scribblings of Clarissa, Lovelace, 
and the others reflects a will to define 
experience, to transform the elusive moment into 
discourse . . . it is a way of capturing the 
truth of the personal, suspending oneself and 
one's sense of things— in language. (20)

However, Clarissa's letters are constantly obstructed, 
interpreted and condemned by other characters. Castle reads 
Clarissa as a tragedy precisely because her words have no 
authoritys

The excruciating situation Clarissa dramatizes is 
that a rhetorical system is not "powerful" unless 
grounded in political power. Clarissa's "story" 
everywhere lacks underlying authority. It is 
without social and material force. Hence it 
remains a fragmentary, futile utterance subject 
to the radical incursions of a more potent 
collective rhetoric— the patriarchal discourse of 
the Harlowes and Lovelace. (25)
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This would seem to be Celle's situation, also. Her letters 
are addressed to those who cannot answer her, first God and 
then the supposedly dead Nettie. The letters drop into a 
void as damaging to their authority as the undermining 
criticism Clarissa receives. Any positive response, in the 
form of Nettie's replies, is suppressed by M r . ™ .  But 
Celie has support that Clarissa did not, in the form of 
other women. Shug helps her to claim her sister's letters 
and thus begin a correspondence that will strengthen her 
and the bond she feels with Nettie.

Her author is also determined to validate those 
letters. Walker's comments in a 1973 interview illuminate 
this crucial shifts

My women, in the future, will not burn themselves 
up— that's what I mean by coming to the end of a 
cycle, and understanding something at the 
end „ . . Now I am ready to look at women who 
have made the room larger for others to move in. 
(Washington 23)

Celie is just such a character, moving from the confinement 
of the patriarchal prison to the room large enough for 
others to move in, a step Clarissa was never able to take. 
That metaphorical, and ultimately literal room is a place 
where she keeps sewing and speaking and claiming her own 
power. Revising the fiction of the "fathers" of the English
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novel, The Color Purple is a black, feminocentric Clarissa 
which ends not with the death but with the rebirth of its 
female protagonist.

Clarissa’s voice is censored by her author, who 
organizes her life into seduction and death. Walker, 
however, subverts the author's traditional role as 
controller to create a more reciprocal relationship with 
her characters. She gives up her dominance in the role of 
author by acknowledging in the epigraph that some other 
power, "the spirit," was necessary for both the book and 
herself to be written. By ending the text with thanks to 
"everybody in this book for coming," she becomes the self- 
named medium rather than the controlling author. Walker 
recognizes that both she, as author, and Celie, as 
character, are the readers, writers, and therefore also the 
creators of their own lives.

Celie speaks, if haltingly, with her own voice. The 
novel validates a marginal form of English in Celie's Black 
Folk English, at the same time as validating Celie as a 
person. She speaks her own truth with her own vital 
language in a way that acts as an example of what Irigaray 
calls women's style or writings

This "style" or "writing," of women tends to put 
the torch to fetish words, proper terms, well- 
constructed forms. This "style" does not
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privilege sight; instead, it takes each figure 
back to its source, which is among other things 
tactile. It comes back in touch with itself in 
that origin without ever constituting in it, 
constituting itself in it, as some sort of unity. 
Simultaneity is its "proper” aspect— a proper(ty) 
that is never fixed in the possible identity-to- 
self of some form or other. It is always fluid, 
without neglecting the characteristics of fluids 
that are difficult to idealize: those rubbings 
between two infinitely near neighbors that create 
a dynamics. Its "style" resists and explodes 
every firmly established form, figure, idea or 
concept. Which does not mean that it lacks style, 
as we might be led to believe by a discursivity 
that cannot conceive of it. But its "style" 
cannot be upheld as a thesis, cannot be the 
object of a position.(79)

Textmaking and quilting are not far apart. Irigaray1s 
description of women's writing, with its emphasis on the 
tactile, and the connection of pieces as whole-and-still- 
pieces depicts quilt construction as well as Celie's form 
of expression.
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Quiltmaking, then, is a paradigm for how Celie goes 

about reinscribing her life. What begins with quilting 
messed up curtains, culminates in facing up to Mr.-— .
Celie takes all the pieces of information that haven't been 
acknowledged before, and pulls them together in a whole 
that adds up to this (con)summations "You a lowdown dog is 
what's wrong, I say. It's time to leave you and enter into 
the Creation" (180). Creation, of course, is also self- 
creation. When she examines her life, her fragments are 
parallel in worth to those cast off curtains: "I'm pore,
I'm black, I may be ugly and can't cook, a voice say to 
everything listening. But I'm here" (187). That last 
affirmation is the whole that those pieces are sewn into. 
Cixous sums up that process in "The Laugh of the Medusa":

If she [woman] is a whole, it's a whole composed 
of parts that are wholes, not simple partial 
objects but a moving, limitlessly changing 
ensemble, a cosmos tirelessly traversed by Eros, 
an immense astral space not organized around any 
one sun that's any more of a star than the 
others. (317)

This flexible, ever changing "whole" is always also pieces. 
When the patchwork guilt is finished and complete, the 
pattern stands as a constant reminder that this whole is 
constituted of many fragments.
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Although the novel is primarily concerned with 

Celie's individual move from fragmentation to wholeness, 
that change suggests a revolution in social relations that 
is only just beginning. Unlike the traditional patriarchy, 
which puts a price on everything and wishes to own not only 
things but people, the quilt that Celie and Sofia make 
belongs to neither and to both of them. It is jointly made, 
the process of making being more important than who 
eventually owns it. In an act of love, Celie gives the 
quilt to Sofia when she leaves Harpo, for "I don't know 
what her sister place be like, but we been having right 
smart cold weather long in now. For all I know, she and the 
children have to sleep on the floor"(69). The quilt 
represents a new kind of commodity. Not the greedy 
possession that maintains the autonomous "self," but the 
open-handed giving as one woman considers her sister's 
particular needs.

This renunciation of singular ownership is extended to 
family relations, in terms of how Albert, Celie and Shug 
relate to each other at the end of the novel. They live as 
an undefined but loving family of three, having created the 
space that allows them to give and take love freely. 
Ironically, when the characters replace owning with sharing 
they find that they own everything they want. Celie has a 
house, a store, the love of Albert and Shug, and
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eventually her children— significantly referred to as "our 
children"— as well.

The habit of femmage, creating relations between 
fragments, becomes a way of life for Celie by the end of 
the novel for it has been and continues to be her way to 
empowerment:

Me and him and Shug sitting out on the porch 
after dinner. Talking. Not talking. Rocking and 
fanning flies. Shug mention she don't want to 
sing in public no more— well, maybe a night or 
two at Harpo's. Think maybe she retire. Albert 
say he want her to try on his new shirt. I talk 
about Henrietta. Sofia. My garden and the store. 
How things doing generally. So much in the habit 
of sewing something I stitch up a bunch of 
scraps, try to see what I can make. (249)

What she is making is her own life.
A sign of her success in that process of self

creation is her ability to incorporate Albert back into her 
life. Exclusion is a characteristic of the traditional male 
model of autonomy, a model that no longer works for Celie; 

For what is important is to disconcert the 
staging of representation according to 
exclusively "masculine" parameters, that is, 
according to a pha1locentric order. It is not a
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matter of toppling that order so as to replace 
it— that amounts to the same thing in the end—  
but of disrupting and modifying it ,starting from 
an ''outside" that is exempt, in part, from 
phallocratic law. (Irigaray 68)

The best kind of life comfortably blends differences, a 
vision reflected in Shug's idea of heaven:

The old disparities are transmuted into a vision 
best captured by the scene that Shug suggests to 
Celie: "But, Celie, try to imagine a city full of 
these shining, blueblack people wearing brilliant 
blue robes with designs like fancy quilt 
patterns." The heavenly city of quilted design is 
a form of unity wrested by the sheer force of the 
woman quiltmaker's will from chaos. (Baker 720)

. By the end of the novel, Celie has reached heaven on Earth, 
a place of holy fragments, where life is stitched together 
from a multiplicity of pieces.

Celie's struggle to that place is more dramatic than 
most women experience, but it is a familiar one. All of us 
in academia, especially those involved in feminist 
studies, are quiltmakers, making a space for ourselves in 
order to gather up our fragments into the construction of a 
pattern to our own liking. Cheryl Torsney elaborates:
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Multipatterned and multicolored, stitched by 
women and men from various racial and national 
cultures with various critical predispositions, 
the feminist critical practice forms a sort of 
critical quilt, an alternative to the critical 
methods of the past. Moreover, like a pieced 
guilt, feminist literary criticism is clearly 
meant for everyday use, in readings of all 
genres, in all periods.(191)

Diversity and fragmentation become not a limitation but a 
trademark, a strength, a defining characteristic of 
feminist critical theory. Like Celie, we are getting in the 
habit of stitching up a bunch of scraps to see what we can
make.
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CHAPTER FOUR

WOMEN IN COMMUNITYS THE QUILTING BEE

And the sorority of quiltmakers, fragment weavers, 
holy patchers, possesses a sacred wisdom that it hands 
down from generation to generation of those who refuse 
the center for the ludic and unconfined spaces of the 
margins„ (Houston Baker and Charlotte Pietce-Baker, 
"Patches: Quilts and Community in Alice Walker's 
'Everyday Use'")
To put it simply, we must begin to tell the truth, in 
groups, to one another. Modern feminism began that 
way, and we have lost, through shame or fear of 
ridicule, that important collective phenomenon. 
(Carolyn Heilbrun, Writing A Woman's Life)

The Textile Bee
In the last chapter, I focused on the initial steps a 

quilter takes to begin her works making fragments out of 
her fabric in order to create the space that allows her to 
devise her pattern. This chapter is concerned with the last 
step in the process— the actual quilting of the patchwork 
top. The two chapters balance each other in that they focus 
on the beginning and ending of the quiltmaking process.

Beginning and ending cannot, however, be kept 
separate. The fragments with which a quiltmaker starts are 
still evident in the finished patchwork top. The quilt 
itself is a reminder that beginning and ending are both
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integral parts of the same process. That process begins 
with the cut pieces which the quiltmaker sews into a 
patchwork top. This top, the bottom layer of fabric, and 
the insulating batting lying between top and bottom, form a 
guilt sandwich. "Quilting" refers specifically to the 
little running stitches that pierce all three layers of the 
quilt sandwich, holding the guilt together while often 
imposing a second design on the patchwork top.

A non-quilter is primarily drawn to the patchwork top 
of a quilt whereas a quilter tends to take as much time 
examining the quilting. An experienced quilter runs her 
hands over the top to feel the quilting. Then she turns the 
quilt over to see if the quilting is pricked evenly into 
the bottom fabric, for the quilted pattern should be as 
clearly evident on the underside of the quilt as it is on 
the top.

Quilting is quiet, slow, meditative work. The quilter 
centers on the regular, rocking movement of the needle, and 
feels the subtle ridges of cotton that form under her 
fingers. She focuses on her needle, her fingers, her 
thread, her breathing, and the detail of her quilt.
Quilting is tactile, sensual, spiritual work.

Traditionally quilting, because it is such a long and 
labor intensive process, is done by a group of women 
working together. The basted quilt is stretched on a frame
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around which the group of women sit to quilt the three 
layers of fabric together;

Taking its name from the busy honeymaker, a 
quilting bee was held for the purpose of quilting 
the finished quilt top which was stretched on a 
large quilting frame. If the size of the house 
would allow it, a number of frames, each with its 
quilt top in readiness, might be set up awaiting 
the expert hands of the quilters who would arrive 
in sleighs, wagons, or carriages if coming from a 
distance, while nearer friends arrived on foot. 
(Bacon 81)

According to Lenice Bacon’s nostalgic account, a bee was a 
social occasion following a particular pattern of events: 

Having an important bee meant much planning on 
the part of the host and hostess— providing 
hitching and stable room for the horses and 
vehicles, cooking and baking in advance for the 
supper, shining the pewter and brass, having 
plenty of candles ready, and, of course, laying 
out the best quilts on the big four-posters. Then 
the hostess was ready to welcome the people of 
the countryside, the guests came early, got right 
to work, and stayed until all the quilt tops were 
completed. The menfolk, dressed in their best,
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joined the party for a bountiful supper, and the 
evening ended in a grand frolic of games, 
singing? dancing and courting. (80)

Within that larger social context, the quilters at the 
frame gathered in more intimate relationship with each 
othere Seated in a circle around the frame, the women drew 
physically closer together as they completed the quilt. As 
Elizabeth Wells says, the intimacy of the conversation 
mirrored their physical proximity:

When the twelve women— arranged three on a side 
of the quilt frame— started out to quilt, they 
were wide apart; indeed, they were nine feet 
apart. But as the sides were rolled up, they came 
closer and closer together until, when the quilt 
was finished, they were face to face. The 
conversation would be very general when the quilt 
was started— the crops and the weather were safe 
subjects, also politics which, as we see, 
actually entered into the names of quilts. At 
first the talk was loud enough to be heard by all 
but as the quilters came closer and closer 
together, the conversation became correspondingly 
more intimate. (Wells 57)

The inward motion, a drawing together of the quilters as 
well as the quilt, parallels the discursive move from the
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world of official, "acceptable,11 public utterance to the 
distinctively female realm which must often have included 
discussion of issues literally unspeakable in the public 
arena. The quilters thus enter what Showalter designates 
"the wild zone," a place

of a genuinely women-centered criticism, theory, 
and art, whose shared project is to bring into 
being the symbolic weight if female 
consciousness, to make the invisible visible, to 
make the silent speak. ("Wilderness" 262)

Work around a quilting frame is an example of one of the 
uniquely female rituals historian Carroll Smith-Rosenberg 
describes as a vital but secretive gathering of women: 

Uniquely female rituals drew women together 
during every stage of their lives, from 
adolescence through courtship, marriage, 
childbirth and child-rearing, death and mourning. 
Women revealed their deepest feelings to one 
another, helped one another with the burdens of 
housewifery and motherhood, nursed one another's 
sick, and mourned for one another's dead . . .  
Female rituals rigorously excluded male kith and 
kin, rituals so secret that men had little 
knowledge of them, so pervasive that they
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patterned women's lives from birth to death.
(Smith-Rosenberg 28)

Such rituals make space for "Woman1s Time," a cyclical 
alternative to the (patri)linear codification of time, an 
idea we will see explored more fully in the texts under 
discussion here.1 Pat Ferrero argues that quilts are 
ritualistic markers when she says:

Living their lives within the framework of the 
family, where births, marriages and deaths were 
primary occasions, woman took the 
humble,utilitarian bedcover, intimately 
associated with all of these major biological and 
life cycle events, and transformed it into a 
celebratory or commemorative symbolic marker. 
(Ferrero 28)

However, the process of quiltmaking is as important a part 
of the ritual as the final product, the quilt. The quilt 
frame was often the locus for marking the important events 
lived within the "framework of the family." The quilting 
bee, then, was a physical and emotional place where female 
ritual could take place.

All the important events in a woman's life were 
associated with a quilting bee. For example, there would be 
a special quilting bee to announce a girl’s engagement at 
which time her family and friends would help her to quilt a
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Bride's Quilt, an elaborate quilt full of symbolism 
connected with love and marriage. "The quilting in those 
days was considered the most solemn and important 
recognition of betrothal"(Beecher Stowe 246):

That Bride's Quilt! In this day of mass 
production and machine-made articles, it's quite 
staggering to consider the thought, time and 
effort that went into its making. The choice of 
the pattern alone was of great moment. Many 
carried variations of the heart motif, such as 
hands-over-hearts or hearts in a four-leaf clover 
arrangement. Other sentimental designs included 
Lovers' Knots, Linked Wedding Rings, Love Rose, 
Cupid’s Arrowpoints, and Crescent Moon, 
signifying virginity. (Bacon 83)

The Bride's Quilt demonstrated that a woman was 
sufficiently skilled in homemaking skills to become a good 
wife*— she had fulfilled her apprenticeship. A well prepared 
bride would have a dozen guilts in her collection, her 
Bridal Quilt made last, with which to set up house. This 
guilt may also have been one of the few ways a woman could 
empower herself as she entered into the bonds of marriage 
for whatever the reality, her Bridal Quilt was a way for a 
young woman to visualize her marriage as harmonious and 
fulfilling. Such a quilt might be pricked with doves to
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represent femininity, pineapples for friendship and 
swastikas for fortune and fertility. She could sew the life 
she desired even if she could not live it.

The bee also became a farewell ritual for the women 
about to set out on a pioneer trek West. 2 Quilting a 
friendship quilt in a bee signified the loss of a precious 
community. The bees

Often served as ceremonial leave-takings. Women 
might be seeing friends and kin for the last 
time, severing ties with a female world inside 
which they had lived all their lives. (Ferrero 
52)

Death was also marked by a quilting bee:
In the nineteenth century when four out of ten 
children died before the age of six, quilts and 
quiltmaking played an important part in the 
rituals that surrounded death and dying. Quilts 
were made at bedsides during final illnesses.
They Were made as linings for caskets and even 
served as burying clothes on overland journeys. 
Widows in mourning even made guilts out of black 
and white fabrics. The process of quiltmaking 
helped women reconcile themselves to the loss of 
someone they dearly loved or depended upon. A 
quilt could take many hours to makes and during
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this time, a woman remember, mourn, and 
eventually find comfort and resolution. (Ferrero 
52)

Women supported each other in grief through the quilting 
bee i

When I was about four years old the neighbor's 
baby died, and all the women was called in to 
help. Mama knew what her part was because right 
away she took some blue silk out of her hope 
chest. I remember that silk so well because it 
was special and I got to carry it. When we got to 
the neighbors some of the women was cooking and 
men was making a casket. Mama and three other 
women set up the frame and quilted all day. First 
they quilted the lining for the casket, and then 
they made a tiny little quilt out of the blue 
silk to cover the baby. (Cooper and Allen 49)

The quilt they so lovingly made would be buried with the 
child, but the affection and support would live on. By 
marking the important times in their lives through their 
guiltmaking, women were recognizing and revering their 
passage through life. The texts embedded in the textiles 
stand as testimony to the cycles of women's lives.

The quilt bee was a place where a woman found 
validation not only for the process of her life, but also
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for the work she did. Eliza Calvert Hall's Aunt Jane 
articulates the function guilts fulfil as markers of a 
woman's existence:

I've always had the name o' bein' a good 
housekeeper, but when I'm dead and gone there 
ain't anybody goin' to think o' the floors I've 
swept, and the tables I've scrubbed, and the old 
clothes I've patched, and the stockin's I've 
darned . . .  I reckon everybody wants to leave 
somethin' behind that'll last after they're dead 
and gone . . .  all the work I've got to leave 
behind me is jest these quilts, and sometimes, 
when I'm settin' here, workin' with my caliker 
and gingham pieces, I'll finish off a block, and 
I laugh and say to myself, "Well, here's another 
stone for the monument." ("Aunt Jane's Album"
79)

The work traditionally assigned to a woman tends to 
invalidate her. Her work is erased by use and time, 
trivialized by men, and undervalued by society, so that she 
leaves nothing permanent behind. If there is no record of 
her work, nothing to show for her labor, she has no 
history. There are no markers for those who follow to trace 
back to her. A woman without a monument is a woman without 
a history, a woman who has been erased from the
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consciousness of the people who follow. She no longer 
exists. The quilting bee, in a very practical way, gives 
her a place and space to create "monuments" to her own 
labor, with the support of other women. This is a place 
where a woman and her work are accepted, honored, and 
remembered.

Almost every description of a bee makes reference, in 
one form or another, to the importance of community among 
women 3s

"A common thread binding all these . . . groups
is that of friendship . . . emotional support" 
(Yabsley 56).
"The dominant characteristics of quilt making are 
companionship and concentrated interest" (Webster 
149) .
"Quilting bees could thus function for black 
women as they did for white, as invaluable agents 
of cultural cohesion and group identity"(Ferrero 
48)

One of Cooper and Allen's interviewees, a Texas woman, 
articulates the desire for community felt by many women who 
join a quilt bees

I've always belonged to some quiltin' club or 
church bee. When I was raising my kids the club 
was always my time to get off and get some
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relief. I ain't happy doin' nothing. But if I can 
take my relaxation with a needle and have some 
fun talkin', then I think it's all right. This 
club here now hasn’t been going too long but 
we're gettin' to know each other. Sometimes I 
sneak off and drive out to Hamilton to visit the 
girls there, catch up on all the news and quilt a 
bit. (Cooper and Allen 103)

"Sneaking off" and "catching up," the bee becomes a 
subversive activity, situated in the wild zone.

Even though many quilting bees were held in church 
buildings for the professed purpose of raising money for 
the church, the bee situates women outside patriarchal 
authority without appearing to threaten fathers and 
husbands. "Quilts occupied a preeminent place in the rural 
social scheme, and the quilting bees were one of the few 
social diversions afforded outside of the church," (151) 
says Marie Webster. Women who had slim hopes of speaking 
freely within the confines of the most authoritative 
representative of the patriarchy— the church organization—  
could speak openly to each other in the context of a bee. 
Whether they were conscious of it or not, the quilting bee 
gave women an opportunity to speak their stories in a safe 
environment. Yet, because the women are "only" sewing, men
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can approve the activity, encourage it even, without 
wanting to participate, interfere, or appropriate it.

Hen have tolerated this community because it appears 
to reinforce a view of women that the patriarchy is only 
too pleased to encourage. The needlewoman, an embodiment of 
the Angel of the House, constitutes the paradigm of 
traditionally socially constructed femininity:

By 1868, when Sarah Josepha Hale, editor of the 
influential Godev's Lady's Book, announced that 
not to sew was to be "unfeminine," the meaning of 
sewing had shifted: from being a useful, 
practical skill (which some boys also learned), 
it had become a way of socializing females into a 
narrowly defined and arbitrarily gendered notion 
of "femininity." (Ferrero 26)

Quilting makes an ideal form of needlework for the Angel of 
the House:

Both the work processes and the purposes of 
quilts . . . fulfilled cult ideals: the frugal 
and industrious use of scraps both of fabric and 
time, and the creation of a practical and 
beautiful product that embodied women's role of 
nurturing and serving others. (Ferrero 28)

What men did not realize was that the bee served to benefit 
women at least as powerfully as it functioned to reinforce
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a male stereotype of women. That male misperception, 
however, served women well for the quilting bee could be 
safely held with no resistance from men.

Women gathering together outside the knowledge and 
control of the patriarchy has significant repercussions. 
Luce Irigaray argues that men control women by keeping them 
apart from each other. Robbed of their community, they are 
also deprived of their sense of self, turned into objects 
rather than subjects, into commodities of exchange for the 
purpose of male bonding. This system of exchange is so 
deeply embedded that it may well go on at an unconscious 
level, both on the part of men and women. Whether women 
realize it consciously or not, the quilting bee is one way 
to disrupt that patriarchal exchange. Irigaray argues for 
what we could call a political "bee," a conscious gathering 
of women:

It is very important for women to be able to join 
together, and to join together "among 
themselves." In order to begin to escape from the 
spaces, roles, and gestures that they have been 
assigned and taught by the society of men. In 
order to love each other, even though men have 
organized a de facto rivalry among women. In 
order to discover a form of "social existence" 
other than the one that has always been imposed
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upon them. The first issue facing liberation 
movements is that of making each women 
"conscious" of the fact that what she has felt in 
her personal experience is a condition shared by 
all women, thus allowing that experience to be 
politicized. (164)

Irigaray6 s political statement is perhaps more radical than 
would be comfortable for many quilting bee participants, 
but the bee demonstrates in concrete terms what she 
theorizes: women feel they are valued as individual people 
in the context of the bee, not just useful items of 
exchange or units of labor. If, following Miriam Schapiro, 
we define the word "feminism" in terms of connecting with 
other women (Working 287), then quilting might be read as a 
quasi-"feminist" project.

Paradoxically, it is within the context of community 
that a woman discovers her individual power. In "The 
Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House," 
Audre Lorde gives voice to this paradox of individuality 
within community for women, articulating that the desire to 
nurture each other is not "pathological but redemptive, and 
it is within that knowledge that our real power is 
discovered"(98). The quilting bee, then, is literally and 
metaphorically a place for a woman to be:
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Interdependency between women is the only way to 
the freedom which allows the "I" to "be", not in 
order to be used, but in order to be creative. 
This is the difference between the passive "be" 
and the active "being". (Lorde 99)

We need to look at the work of Nancy Chodorow to understand 
why a woman1s sense of individuality can develop in the 
context of female community. Examining the child's early 
relationship with the mother, Chodorow discovered that 
"Mothers experience their sons as a male opposite" (166), 
which results in boys being more likely to experience a 
curtailed sense of empathic tie with the mother. Boys 
develop a sense of self, says Chodorow, by building firm 
ego boundaries of separation and difference. Girls, on the 
other hand, form identity within the context of an ongoing 
relationship with the mother because a mother experiences 
the female child as more like herself:

Correspondingly, girls tend to remain part of the 
dyadic primary mother-child relationship itself. 
This means that a girl continues to experience 
herself as involved in issues of merging and 
separation, and in an attachment characterized by 
primary identification and the fusion of 
identification and object choice. (166)
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Carol Gilligan, building on Chodorow1s argument, suggests 
that because society favors the male model of identity 
through separation, a woman's "failure to separate becomes 
by definition a failure to develop" (434).

Gilligan and Chodorow see gender identification as 
socially determined, mainly through the mother's nurturing 
style, rather than an inborn response. Men and women, then, 
tend to work from different models for establishing 
identity, as Nancy Harstock explains in an essay about 
feminist historical materialism:

In sum, then, male experience when replicated as 
epistemology leads to a world conceived as, and 
(in fact) inhabited by, a number of fundamentally 
hostile others whom one comes to know by means of 
opposition (even death struggle) and yet with 
whom one must construct a social relation in 
order to survive. The female construction of self 
in relation to others leads in an opposite 
direction— toward opposition to dualisms of any 
sort, valuation of concrete, everyday life, sense 
of a variety of connectedness and continuities 
both with other persona and with the natural 
world. (298)

The quilting bee, with close ongoing relationships between 
women and the merging of ego boundaries, reflects a
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feminine social construct. Women have met in quilting bees 
for centuries because the bee mirrors the relationship 
which, for women, is both the most secure and the most 
empowering. The bee replicates the primary mother/daughter 
relationship, thus becoming a source of great strength for 
women. We can also see why the quilting bee has been 
ignored by men: it represents a model that is so foreign to 
them they cannot even recognize it as threatening. The bee 
also poses as non-threatening because it seems to reinforce 
women's roles in the domestic sphere. However, the bonding 
between women acts to subvert that traditional cultural 
role of Angel in the House.

The sense of individuality within community in a quilt 
bee provides women with a safe and supportive place from 
which to begin to tell their stories. These stories are 
spoken across the quilt frame and stitched into the quilts. 
As they speak their truths, they create themselves:

I suspect that female narratives will be found 
where women exchange stories, where they read and 
talk collectively of ambitions, and 
possibilities, and accomplishments. I do not 
believe that new stories will find their way into 
texts if they do not begin in oral exchanges 
among women in groups hearing and talking to one 
another. As long as women are isolated one from
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the other, not allowed to offer other women the 
most personal accounts of their lives, they will 
not be part of any narrative of their own. 
(Heilbrun 46)

Although the bee was, and continues to be, an 
important place for women to meet each other, we have a 
skimpy history of them. Often only the quilts remain as a 
shadow, written in another language, of the self-creating 
narratives spoken in the privacy of the quilting bee. 
History, traditionally recorded by men about men, puts 
little value on this domestic gathering:

Historians* neglect of women has been a function 
of their ideas about historical significance. 
Traditionally, wars and politics have always been 
a part of "history" while those institutions 
which have affected individuals most immediately- 
-social relationships, marriage, the family— have 
been outside the scope of historical inquiry. 
(Gordon 75)

It*s no surprise, then, that we have so few records of 
quilting bees even though they have been an important way 
for women to gather for more than two hundred years.4 
Moreover, if a bee's historical significance is measured by 
its product, a "lowly" quilt, it sinks into even greater 
obscurity, for as Gordon, Buhle and Dye note:
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Historians are accustomed to measuring change by 
tangible and discrete events: wars are declared, 
presidential administrations begin and end. By 
comparison, women's lives throughout Western 
history are characterized by an apparent 
timelessness: their lives have focused on bearing 
and raising children and have been isolated 
within the confines of the family. The process 
affecting women's lives frequently have been slow 
and without immediate impact. To assume that as a 
result, however, their lives were without time 
and without change is to ignore very real 
developments and changes over history and to 
neglect the role the subjection of women has 
played in world development. (Gordon 76) 

Traditional history will not help us understand the 
quilting bee. Alice Walker suggests a rather different and 
more appropriate perspective: "my 'history' starts not with 
the taking of lands, or the births, battles, and deaths of 
Great Men, but with one woman asking another for her 
underwear" ("Writing The Color Purple" 453). We are only 
beginning to learn how to read this women's history, for it 
is written in a language we can barely decipher. My task 
here is to begin deciphering the quilting bee.
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A Textual Bee

Although my primary text, the quilting bee,is hardly 
accessible to us, a secondary text exists in the form of a 
linguistic quilting bee. The principal text in this written 
bee is the play OuiIters, created by Molly Newman and 
Barbara Damashek. These two women sewed their play together 
from fragments they inherited from two other women,
Patricia Cooper and Norma Bradley Allen, who collated the 
personal stories of Texas and New Mexico quiIters in The 
Ouilters. Women and Domestic Art. Each scene of the play is 
an enactment of the actual words spoken by the women Cooper 
and Allen interviewed. For example. Cooper and Allen 
recorded a woman describing her courtship. She used to sit 
outside to guilt on spring afternoons as a young woman:

Anyways, what I was doin' was settin' there under 
that quiltin' arbor one spring afternoon, April 
fourteenth, just quiltin' and dreamin' a dream on 
ever stitch and just plannin' who might share ’em 
with me. And this deep, fine Voice says, ''Pardon 
me,ma'am, but I've been seein' you out here ever 
day for weeks and I jest got up my nerve to come 
over and speak to you and see what you were 
workin' on with such care."
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Lordy, girl, I married him and, as I recall it 
now, that was the longest speech he ever said at 
one time to this day. (Cooper and Allen 72)

This memory is translated, almost word for word, into a 
scene in the play OuiIters (42).

Though Cooper and Allen photographed and named the 
women they interviewed, they often did not identify which 
speaker said what. They organized their oral history into 
four chronological sections— Childhood, Youth, Middle 
Years, Old Age— as though the many women they interviewed 
were also only one woman. Thus, their pieces of history are 
stitched into an anonymous communal patchwork of women1s 
voices. The power of the book lies with the gradual 
accumulation of this polyphonic chorus.

Female community infuses The OuiIters at every point, 
beginning with its authors, close friends, who began the 
project to strengthen bond between them:

In the summer of 1972 we met to discuss some plan 
for work that would bring us together more often, 
some common task that was an expression of our 
long friendship. (15)

They chose to interview Texas and New Mexico women because 
they wanted to connect with their own past and the 
generations of women they did not know. The book was a way
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to find community with their foremothers by listening to 
their voices:

This book is about a group of women who make 
quilts in Texas and New Mexico. They are our 
ancestors. We sought them out because we were 
interested in their art. We bought quilts from 
them, sold quilts for them, and in the process 

. became so impressed with their wisdom and 
strength as individuals that we wanted to record 
what we could of their lives. Through them we 
came to know our grandmothers and mothers, and 
finally to know ourselves. Through long 
conversations, visits, shared work, we got a 
sense of our history we had not before 
experienced. (15)

The women they interviewed often recalled the lives of 
women before them, thinking back through their mothers, as 
they told their personal stories. The authors also extended 
the connection outward to their readers, for they 
identified the purpose of their book as "a record of the 
art and lives of women who speak directly to you" (15). 
Past, present and future are connected through a complex 
community of women.

What emerged was a patchwork of stories, histories—  
her-stories— told in the lyrical language of strong women
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in rural communities, vibrant with wisdom and honesty. 
Allowing the women to speak for themselves, to tell their 
own stories, was more powerful than the authors could have 
imagined. The book took on a life of its own— a composite 
of all the lives Cooper and Allen had recorded. Writing 
twelve years after it was published, Allen described how 
"wonderful and amazing things began to happen right 
away"(155) as the book won awards, inspired other artists, 
including the writers of the play OuiIters. and brought the 
original quiIters renown and respect.

Cooper and Allen made the same discovery as Carroll 
Smith-Rosenberg. Smith-Rosenberg had spent most of her 
academic career working on nineteenth century women's 
history, but she had read it through the filter of the 
available records, written by men until, by chance, she 
came upon letters exchanged by two women who maintained a 
lifelong friendship. Those letters changed her approach to 
historical research. Reading the words actually written by 
women gave her more direct access to those women, free from 
the distorting spectacles of a male point of view. 
Significantly, her excitement as she discovered the "real" 
nineteenth century women, as contagious as Cooper and 
Allen's delight in their quiIters, is expressed through 
metaphors that recall the process of quilting as a vast and 
historical interaction between women?
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The complex pattern of women1s lives slowly 
emerged. I felt I was engaged in a dialogue with 
hundreds of American women— a dialogue that 
stretched across the continent and spanned two 
hundred years . . . They spoke simply about their 
lives. Yet their words revolutionized my vision 
of women, of the family, and of female-male 
relations . . . The diaries of eighteenth and 
nineteenth century women revealed the existence 
of a female world of great emotional strength and 
complexity. It was a world of intimacy, love, and 
erotic passion . . .  It was a world in which men 
made only a shadowy appearance. Living in the 
same society, nominally part of the same culture 
(bourgeois, farming, or working-class), certainly 
members of the same family, women and men 
experienced their worlds in radically different 
ways. (Smith-Rosenberg 28, my emphasis)

She discovered that the key to women's history is to listen 
to women. Without Smith-Rosenberg11 s theoretical and 
historical background, Cooper and Allen made the same 
discovery. The result, in both cases, like the quilt 
itself, is exciting, fresh, powerful work.•
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Ouilters

Ouilters. then, is not a single text by one author, 
but the amalgam of women of different classes, different 
geographical locations, and different generations—  
fragments sewn together into a dazzling textual quilt. Who 
is the author? Damashek and Newman? Cooper and Allen? The 
Texas and New Mexico Women? Their mothers and grandmothers 
who taught them to quilt? The answer, of course, is all—  
and more. It is impossible to say where one ends and the 
next begins.

The multiple authorship, this community of writers, 
extends into the present time and a local context. The play 
centers on a legacy quilt, each scene illustrating one 
block, the whole play a synthesis of those blocks. This 
organizing idea reaches its visual apotheosis when the 
legacy guilt is hung center stage at the end of the play, 
incorporating all the blocks that frame the individual 
scenes. After the actresses have bowed to the audience and 
received its applause, they turn to the quilt, raising 
their arms in acknowledgement of the guilt as their final 
gesture before leaving the stage. That gesture indicates 
not only respect for the magnificent seventeen foot square 
guilt, but suggests what should finally be the focus of our 
applause as well.
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Each production has its own legacy quilt, often made 

by local quiIters. The 1989 Tucson production legacy quilt 
was made by the Arizona Quilters Guild, under the direction 
of Rebekah Smith. The Arizona quilters9 participation is 
one more story in the patchwork of women's stories that 
constitutes the play. The first basting and cutting of the 
guilt took 21 days:

The work moved from Rebekah1s living room to the 
floor of a friend's garage where members of the 
group worked on their hands and knees around the 
clock to set the top of the quilt. Once the top 
was finished, the actual quilting could begin. 
Rebekah Smith's house became a mecca for quilters 
throughout the Tucson area. In a final push to 
complete the stitching, a Quilt-a-thon was held 
March 15th-18th at the Foothills Mall with 
quilters from Phoenix, Coolidge and Show Low 
caravanned down to work on the guilt. During that 
weekend, as many as 14 quilters at a time put in 
two minutes to eight hours stitching the quilt.
In total, over 40 members of the Piecemakers, 
Tucson Quilters Guild and Old Pueblo Quilters put 
in over 2400 woman-hours building this incredible 
piece of work. (Quilters program 56)
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Thus the women of Tucson are connected in a textual and 
textile bee, through generations of other women, to those 
original Texas and New Mexico pioneers„ In effect, the 
stories the original women told, the work of Cooper and 
Allen, the writing of Damashek and Newman, and even this 
dissertation, are blocks in a textual legacy quilt of 

, women's history that is embodied visually in the textile 
quilt left hanging at the end of the show.

Even in such sympathetic hands as this multiplicity of 
authors, recovering and rereading textile stories is not a 
simple matter. Quilts remain enigmatic texts, refusing a 
label or definition that would limit them. The problematic 
nature of reading quilts is explored in one of the most 
powerful scenes in the play, one generated by Cooper and 
Allen's book.

A young woman, discovering a small quilt in the attic, 
takes it to her mother for explanation. Her ’’mother" 
reveals that her daughter was adopted, then proceeds to 
tell her the story of her natural mother who was found 
wandering the countryside, carrying two children, one dead. 
The woman never talks, never reveals her name, where she 
came from, or who her family is. She is admitted to an 
asylum in a state of autistic silence. Intoned by the 
nurses, the official hospital report labels this anonymous
womans
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Female. Approximately eighteen years of age, 
destitute. Found wandering the roads carrying two 
infants. Female, approximately nine months old. 
Male, approximately three days old, deceased.” 
(28)

The words, couched in the official language of the report, 
tell us almost nothing about the woman. The child’s 
adoptive mother reveals more than the hospital report when 
she says, ’’She was silent. Sometimes you'd read about 
things like that happening. It happened a lot with young 
mothers havin' too many babies too fast” (28). It takes a 
woman to explain a woman to another woman. We learn from 
the adoptive mother that the anonymous birth mother cut off 
her hair, then began feverishly to make a quilt. First she 
took her world apart— in this case, her own body— then she 
started to create. We have seen this same process worked 
through by Celie, who also began without the power of 
words, in a catatonic state. But unlike Celie, this 
anonymous woman does not have the opportunity to recreate 
her life. She dies of "melancholia, insomnia, delirium, 
dementia caused by infant death "(31) before the quilt is 
finished. Her barely begun self-creation is the small, 
unfinished guilt that enfolds her baby when she is given to 
the adopting parents. The quilt is her only gift to her 
child. The daughter takes up her mother's task, retracing
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her mother's steps by ripping apart even the unfinished 
quilt, looking for a hidden message: »

When I was alone I looked hard. It was real worn 
out, not very pretty. It had a single butterfly 
up in the corner . . . I turned it over „ = . I 
could see something printed showing through the 
lining . . .  I got the idea that there was a 
secret message for me inside . . . maybe my name 
was written somewhere . . .  or hers. (30)

The hidden name, whether it is the mother's or the 
daughter's, can be read as the key to who these women are, 
to their stories. But there is no written message. The only 
words on the quilt, which come from the same place as the 
official report, "Chippewa State Asylum," are more 
frustrating than helpful. The patriarchy cannot tell the 
woman's name or her story because it cannot speak her 
language. Only the quilt speaks the mother's truth.

Daughter and adoptive mother reach towards the dead 
woman to begin to tell her story. The older woman, looking 
at the guilt, acknowledges and admires the quilting skill 
of the unknown woman, "Look at that quilt. She took four 
stitches at a time before pullin the thread through. Sick 
as she was"(30). The woman's humanity, her individuality, 
stripped from her by the hospital report, is, in part at 
least, restored to her. The daughter takes up her mother's
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work to begin restoring her mother to herself by finishing 
the sewing: "Now every day I'm sewing a little bit of it 
back together . . . four stitches and pull four stitches 
and pull o « c it's slow goin.” (30)

The anonymous woman whose story is only partially 
saved is brought nearer to completion by Sarah and her 
legacy guilt. Sarah's opening words, "My name is Sarah 
McKendree Bonham"(7), is a declaration of her unique 
individuality and subjectivity, but Sarah's quilt tells not 
only her life story but the story of all pioneer women. We, 
who cannot read that nineteenth century language unaided, 
have scenes to translate the meaning of "windmill," 
"shadowblock," and "log cabin." The message of the guilt is 
entrusted to the daughters who hand the guilt, and thus the 
stories, one to the other, just as they carry the quilt on 
stage together at the end of the play. This history can 
only be told by a community of women reaching down the 
generations. The quilt, so aptly named, is Sarah's non
verbal autobiography:

We're gonna put this quilt together block by 
block. Each block is different, each pattern has 
a thread of somebody's life runnin through it. 
You'll see my thread in there from time to time 
with all the others  ̂ . my memories, my hopes.
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my dreams and prayers . . . it's my LEGACY QUILT.
(8)

"Our road maps and compasses are not sufficiently 
sophisticated to guide us through the terra incognita of 
the world of nineteenth-century women," says Smith- 
Rosenberg. They "wrote to and about one another using words 
that we of the twentieth century no longer understand"
(Smith-Rosenberg 35).Unless we let women, and the women of 
that time, be our guides, as we do in OuiIters. "the 
complexity of reality will always elude the conceptual 
systems we construct for its capture" (Smith-Rosenberg 42). 
No wonder, then, that the New Yorker reviewer Brendan Gill 
dismissed OuiIters when it was first produced in New York 
as "smarmy, phony-wholesome nonsense" (116). His critique 
is so Confidently misplaced that it is worth quoting at 
length:

It is obvious that OuiIters is intended solely 
for makers of quilts and collectors of quilts 
and the rest of us may go hang. Now, I should 
have thought that there was comparatively little 
felt need on or off Broadway for a theatrical 
piece about quilting, but the production 
originated somewhere west of the Appalachians, 
and no doubt the authors have their fingers on 
the pulse of innumerable quiIters and quilt
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collectors scattered across the Great Plains, and 
perhaps they know something about the nature of 
New Yorkers that has eluded me for a life-time=
Is it indeed the case that an army of quilt 
lovers exists here, prepared to sit all evening 
before a set consisting of a couple of 
exceptionally ugly tan canvas backings and listen 
to a litany of tiresome cliches about how life 
was spent on the prairies in the pioneering years 
of the last century? (October 8, 1984. 116)

The uncomprehending medical report of the nineteenth 
century is recapitulated in the theater review of the 
1980s. Sarah, the main character in OuiIters says, "my real 
self is in this quilt . . .  I trust that you will be able 
to read what's written in it" (9). It's no simple matter, 
but we will attempt it.

Women's rituals in the play are marked and celebrated, 
remembered and mourned. Childhood and a girl's education; 
courting and marriage; childbirth, its pleasures and pains; 
old age and death. All the significant experiences of a 
woman's life are here, each one explored in a separate 
scene which is denoted by a particular, historically 
accurate, guilt block. "Rocky Road" introduces an enactment 
of the journey west; "dugout," the life in early pioneer 
days living in a sod house; "babies blocks" leads to an
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exploration of giving birth and rearing children; "double 
wedding rings," courting and marriage. Each of the sixteen 
different blocks opens the way to some aspect of women's 
lives. Each scene is a piece of that patchwork, which 
accumulates to form the magnificent legacy quilt.

There are seven characters in the play, all of them 
women. The central character, and the only named one, is 
Sarah McKendree Bonham, who is the mother of the other six. 
Through relationship with their mother the Others recall, 
re-enact and inscribe in the quilt, their own history and 
that of other women. Acting out Chodorow's thesis, this 
community explores the most elemental relationship of all, 
that between mother and child.

All the women, mother and daughters, take a variety of 
roles, including the part of men, to recreate scenes or 
illustrate whichever story is being told. Each woman is a 
recognizable individual type— the mother, the tomboy 
youngest daughter, the sensible oldest daughter, and so on- 
-but their ego boundaries are flexible enough that they 
merge into other characters with ease. Indeed, the play's 
dramatic effectiveness derives, in large part, from the 
ability of these seven women to move from one role to 
another, creating scenes not through a change of scenery so 
much as a shift in personality. Never do we feel that their 
individuality is threatened or lost. Rather, it's enhanced
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by their ability to join in this playful multiplicity of 
roles. We see enacted Gilligan1s observation that women 
are comfortable with blurred ego boundaries.

The women in this play reclaim and remake their 
history. In one scene, some young girls make a Cornelia 
Corncob doll from the bits and pieces they find around the 
farm. As bricoleurs. making something from nothing, they 
gather husks for hands, a hat out of a dried sunflower, and 
decorations from chicken feathers. Telling the story of 
Cornelia's creation in the language of Genesis, they 
appropriate the power to create from the Old Testament God, 
retelling Creation from a female perspective. So on the 
first day, the children make Cornelia; on the second day, 
Cornelius, thus reversing the order of Genesis. The two 
dolls procreate to produce a handful of nubbins. The scene 
ends with a punning song that suggests they are not 
imprisoned in a static model of creation but instead 
envision it as an ongoing process in which "the Fall" is 
translated into the occasion of engendering:

A new Cornelia Corncob doll 
Would be created every Fall 
And I could pretty much 
Make her up pretty 
From almost nothin'
Nothin' at all. (20)
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The scene affirms the girls8 freedom to create their own 
lives by repossessing and remaking the original creation 
story not as a scene of guilt, shame, and alienation, but 
as the source of endless life,

Cheryl Torsney, reflecting on the state of 
contemporary feminist criticism, figures its complexity 
through the quilt metaphor:

Not every block need be stitched by a woman, nor 
are contiguous blocks necessarily complementary. 
Yet even in its theoretical difference, each 
block is stitched to sister blocks. They share 
and make a space, creating the feminist critical 
guilt, offering myriad alternatives to 
androcentric criticism. So, instead of the 
metaphor, for example, of the well-wrought urn in 
which each element reinforces the value of the 
single artifact, feminist criticism offers us a 
critical quilt of plurality, strong and varied, 
pieced in community . . . Multipatterned and 
multicolored, stitched by women and men from 
various racial and national cultures with various 
critical predispositions, the feminist critical 
practice forms a sort of critical quilt, an 
alternative to the critical methods of the past. 
Moreover, like a pieced quilt, feminist literary
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theory is clearly meant for everyday use, in 
readings of all genres in all periods. (181, 191) 

In this context, Ouilters— with its conjunction of authors, 
the multiple roles of its actresses, the alternative 
interpretation of the world so evident in its script- 
might be read as feminist literary theory in action.

Eliza Calvert Hall

In their acknowledgements, Newman and Damashek give 
credit to Eliza Calvert Hall's Aunt Jane of Kentucky for 
the climax of Calvert Hall's short story, "Aunt Jane's 
Album," is recast as one of the Sarah's most important 
speeches in Ouilters:

You can't always change things. Sometimes you 
don't have no control over the way things go.
Hail ruins the crop or the fire burns you out.
And then you're just given so much to work with 
in life, and you have to do the best you can with 
what you got. The materials is passed on to you 
or is all you can afford to but . . . that's just 
what's given to you. Your fate. But the way you 
put them together is your business. You can put 
them in any order you like. Piecing is orderly. 
(Ouilters 55)
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Who was Eliza Calvert Hall? A simple enough question, 

but complex to answer. Lida Calvert was born in 1856 in 
Kentucky; married Major William Obenchain in 1885; had four 
children; wrote poetry, newspaper articles, three books of 
short stories and a couple of novels; and died in Texas in 
1935. That tells us everything and nothing.

Lida Calvert Obenchain wrote newspaper articles on the 
Women's suffrage movement. Standing behind the 
respectability of her married name— her husband was not 
only a major, but the president of Ogden College in Bowling 
Green, Kentucky— she argued lucidly, rationally, and 
persuasively for women's independence. That tells us a 
little more.

Eliza Calvert Hall also wrote fiction. Lida Calvert 
reached back into the history of her own foremothers, 
borrowed her grandmother's maiden name, Hall, and created 
herself as an authoress. Her choice of name connects her 
with previous generations, as do her tales, set before the 
civil war in a "time long ago," a title she used for one of 
her collections of short stories. That fiction may tell us 
more than any official set of facts.

Lida Calvert remains an enigmatic figure partly 
because she took whatever name would suit her purposes, and 
partly because she has sunk into historical obscurity. When
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she lived, she was so popular her books were favorably 
reviewed in such leading newspapers as The New York Times : 

Eliza Calvert Hall's delightful old lady, who 
endeared herself to so many readers in Aunt Jane 
of Kentucky (Review of The Land of Long Ago.
1909) . . . Lovers of Aunt Jane of Kentucky, and
they are many, will be glad to meet her again in 
the first of the stories collected in this 
volume. (Review of Clover and Blue Grass, 1916) 

There were indeed so many lovers of Aunt Jane that, 
according to the fly leaf of the facsimile edition of the 
book, "She was proud of the fact that the royalties from 
Aunt Jane of Kentucky paid for a comfortable new home for 
her family," a family that consisted of a husband and four 
children.

Yet, after extensive library research, including the 
most sophisticated computer data-base search, I found only 
a handful of New York Times articles, a few book reviews, 
and a biographical mention in Who Was Who Among North 
American Authors. Why had Eliza Calvert Hall and Aunt Jane 
of Kentucky fallen into obscurity? Jane Tompkins argues 
that the same characteristics that initially brought 
acclaim to nineteenth century American women writers, such 
as Calvert Hall, were cause for their dismissal in the 
twentieth century:
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Reading the scattered criticism of popular 
domestic novels led me to recognize . . . that 
the popularity of novels by women has been held 
against them almost as much as their 
preoccupation with "trivial" feminine concerns, 
(xiv) Twentieth-century critics have taught 
generations of students to equate popularity with 
debasement, emotionality with ineffectiveness, 
religiosity with fakery, domesticity with 
triviality, and all of these, implicitly with 
womanly inferiority. (123)

Further, Tompkins suggests that many of these women writers 
did not see themselves as producing "works of art embodying 
enduring themes in complex forms," but rather wrote in 
order to "win the belief and influence the behavior of the 
widest possible audience"(xi). As I discovered more about 
Calvert's intentions, I realized those were exactly her 
intentions in her Aunt Jane stories. Using Uncle Tom's 
Cabin as "the most dazzling exemplar," Tompkins goes on to 
argue that "out of the ideological materials at their 
disposal, the sentimental novelists elaborated a myth that 
gave women the central position of power and authority in 
the culture" (125). Even though Tompkins does not mention 
Calvert Hall, her short story, "Sally An's Experience," is 
also a "dazzling" example of just such an agenda. Little
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wonder, then, that Calvert’s work has been marginalized.
Not only does she embody the popular writer whose intention 
is to convert, she also bears a message the patriarchy 
needs to suppress at all costs.

The most detailed biographical information I could 
find on Calvert was, ironically, in the marginalia of the 
dust jacket for a facsimile reproduction of Aunt Jane of 
Kentucky, The book has been privately reprinted by Elaine 
Miles, who also wrote the marginalia. So I wrote to Ms, 
Miles, "You’d better include a stamped self-addressed 
envelope if you want an answer," said my partner, "and put 
the whole project on hold. It's unlikely she'll even reply 
when she doesn't know you." He didn't know realize 
community means to quilters. A week later, I received a fat 
packet full of xeroxed material— a magazine article dated 
1908, a master's thesis from 1929, a couple of newspaper 
articles I'd already tracked down, a full page letter in 
response to my enquiry, and my unused self-addressed 
envelope. Though we quilt in words, Elaine Miles and I make 
community with each other in the tradition of a quilting 
bee.

I discovered that Calvert took an active interest in 
needlework, a perfectly respectable hobby for a woman of 
her time. But Calvert's interest in weaving was 
revolutionary in intent. In 1912, five years after
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publishing the popular Aunt Jane of Kentucky, she wrote A 
Book of Hand-Woven Coverlets which parallels the purpose of 
this study in many ways. She laments the loss of interest 
and respect for the hand-woven coverlet. They are no longer 
valued, and by extension, the maker and her skills are also 
negated. Coverlet and maker have been marginalized: the 
maker is lost in obscurity, the coverlet given away, or 
used as a wagon tarp. Calvert sets about recovering the 
coverlet as well as the skills of its maker by listing the 
names of the different patterns and illustrating the 
different designs. What can you see in a name, an imaginary 
reader asks. Calvert replies:

What can I not see? I see poetry, romance, 
religion, sociology, philology, politics, and 
history, and if any Juliet asks me "What's in a 
name?" I answer: "All that's in human life."
(145)

Calvert understood that we create ourselves through 
language so that the naming process gives the coverlets 
individuality, validity, a place in the world. In a 
remarkably contemporary way, she invites the reader to join 
her in that process. Author and reader become Adam and Eve, 
co-creating the universe of coverlets through the act of 
naming:
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On the blank pages at the end of the book you may 
place the pictures of your family coverlets and 
write their history. Thus each book will become a 
collaboration, and I shall have almost as many 
collaborators as readers. (31)

Her purpose in this book is not merely to recall and name 
coverlet patterns, any more than my purpose is to re
evaluate the art of quilting. The deeper purpose is the 
same as Smith-Rosenberg with her diaries, or mine with the 
guilts: to find a woman's way back to her foremothers by 
listening to the voices of women from the past; to connect 
back through generations of women in order to rediscover 
the women and their history otherwise lost to us:

The dust of their bodies passed long ago into 
flower and tree as the strength of their bodies 
passed into the making of a nation. Their names 
are forgotten and unrecorded, except on a fallen, 
lichen-crusted stone in an old burying-ground or 
a dim page of family records which their children 
of the third and fourth generations are too busy 
to search out and read. But in nearly every 
American family there is a certain heirloom which 
is a memorial to the sturdy fore-mothers of the 
nation-— a hand-woven coverlet of which the very
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old will say in a tremulous voice; "My Mother 
spun and wove it." (Calvert 39)

The coverlets conveniently covered Lida Calvert’s 
intentions in her book. Her husband's name-, Obenchain, 
cloaked her with respectability when she wrote her 
newspaper articles. Who would suspect revolution from a 
woman writing about coverlets? Who would consider a 
respectably married woman an ardent advocate women’s 
rights?

Echoing Mary Wo11stencraft and J.S.Mill, Obenchain 
wrote an article for the New York Times. October 20, 1987, 
entitled "Marriage Reform Needed," in which she said, 
"Marriage is not an equal and loving partnership, but a 
form of slavery in which the husband is master and the wife 
slave"(10). The root of the inequity, according to 
Obenchain, in an argument that foreshadows Virginia Woolf's 
A Room of One’s Own, is a woman's "lack of a separate 
purse." Calvert championed the issue of women controlling 
their own finances in many of her newspaper articles. In 
this particular article, she connects money with respect, 
arguing that marriage will not improve until women have 
their own money;

It is rather a sad condition of things, but both 
parties are to blame, and the condition will last 
until women have sense enough to see that the
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work of wives and mothers possesses a distinct 
money value, precisely like the money value of 
the work done by a typewriter or stenographer=
(10)

Calvert ends the article with a vision of the future that 
speaks to Woolf's image of androgynous equality with the 
couple entering a taxi together in A Room of One's Own:

But there will come a time when no wife will need 
to ask her husband for money, and no husband will 
dream of offering his wife money for her personal 
needs. In that time every woman will be trained 
to some business or profession, she will earn as 
much as a man earns when she does the same work, 
and she will enter upon marriage with an income 
of her own, which will make her independent of 
her husband . . . Marriage will be a delightful 
comradeship, and life will be worth living, 
beyond a doubt.

One hundred years later, we continue to work towards this 
vision of equality.

i
Aunt Jane of Kentucky

Lida Calvert's pseudonyms suggest how she approached 
her writing— under cover, obliquely. This was never more so
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than in her fiction. Not only did she assume the name Eliza 
Calvert Hall, changing both first and last name, but she 
spoke her truth through a charming, apparently conventional 
old lady named Aunt Jane, who looks back nostalgically to a 
past long gone and relates witty little stories of 
provincial life. But though Aunt Jane speaks with the 
sweetness of honey, her story has the sting of a bee. For 
she bears the same message that Lida Obenchain argued in 
her newspaper articles: that oppressive patriarchal laws 
made women's lives miserable. She knew that merely 
denouncing what she saw as wrong would not win widespread 
sympathy for her cause. So she spoke in parable through her 
fiction.

Aunt Jane of Kentucky is composed of nine short 
stories, held together by the anonymous narrator, who 
recounts these pieces of her history to an unnamed niece. 
This ”everywoman," who inherits Aunt Jane's history, 
becomes an active participant in that inheritance by 
transforming oral history into written narrative. In this 
patchwork of women's lives and discourses, two of the 
stories incorporate quilting— "Sally Ann's Experience" and 
"Aunt Jane's Album"— explicitly as a figure for the 
politics of women's experience.

"Sally Ann's Experience" was first published in 1898 
by Cosmopolitan magazine. It was so popular that ten years
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later it was reprinted with an introductory essay by 
Calvert Hall explaining why she wrote it. This essay takes 
us back to Calvert Hall's fundamental concerns the immoral 
laws that prevent women from owning property and therefore 
from having any autonomy over their lives. Like the 
nineteenth century women writers Tompkins valorized, Hall 
wrote as a social activist with the aim of influencing as 
many people as possible. She begins by spelling out the 
legal situations

Under this old common law a husband could collect 
and spend his wife's wages. Marriage gave to the 
husband all the wife's personal property that 
could be reduced to possession, and the use of 
all her real estate owned at the time or acquired 
by her after marriages, with power to rent the 
same for not more than three years at a time and 
receive the rent. (Cosmopolitan 163)

She was so disturbed by these laws that she began to 
circulate petitions urging change. She wanted women to be 
able to make a will, keep their own earnings, and inherit 
fairly from their husbands. As she collected signatures, 
she heard horror stories of women left destitute after 
years of hard work or legally robbed by a husband or other 
relatives because of unjust laws:
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At the time I was circulating the petition above 
referred to, I had written many poems and a few 
essays, but fiction was an untried experiment. 
Nevertheless, with my brain full of pathetic 
stories from real life and my imagination fired 
with indignation at the law’s injustice, it was 
not a difficult task to write "Sally Ann's 
Experience." House-keeping and the care of 
children left me little time for writing, but 
night after night, when the children were asleep, 
I wrote my story on stray pieces of paper, using 
an old magazine as a portfolio and writing-desk.
(Cosmopolitan 165)

Charming story though it is, Calvert quite deliberately 
wrote "Sally Ann's Experience" as a political manifesto, 
made up, like a quilt, of scraps and fragments— "stray 
pieces of paper."

As the story opens we come upon Aunt Jane at home, her 
quilting on her lap, welcoming her niece into her parlour. 
The patchwork is a framing device for the story, and like 
the legacy quilt of Sarah McKendree Bonham, this is the 
last quilt she will make. This quilt represents the 
accumulation of a life time's experience and wisdom. The 
pieces she sews together trigger her memory, enabling her 
to reconnect with her own past as well as to that of other
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women. In this way. Aunt Jane patches together women's 
historyi

"Jest feel o' that," she continued, tossing some 
scraps into my lap. "There ain't any such caliker 
nowadays. This ain't your five-cent stuff that 
fades in the first washin' and wears out in the 
second. A caliker dress was somethin' worth 
buyin' and worth makin' up in them days. That 
blue-flowered piece was a dress I got the spring 
before Abram died. When I put on mournin' it was 
as good as new, and I give it to Sister Mary . .
. This black-an'-white piece Sally Ann Flint give 
me. I ricollect 1twas in blackberry time, and I'd 
been out in the big pasture pickin' some for 
supper, and I stopped in at Sally Ann's for a 
drink o' water on my way back. She was cuttin' 
out this dress . = . Did I ever tell you about 
Sally Ann's experience? (6)

And so the story starts. Filtered through the narrating 
niece. Aunt Jane's story also becomes Sally Ann's story, 
which embodies Lida Calvert's story, thus weaving 
generations of women in a fabric composed of fact and 
fiction. One recalls Woolf's observation that 
"Fiction is like a spider's web, attached ever so lightly 
perhaps, but still attached to life at all four
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corners"(43). One woman's story cannot be told without the 
telling of many others, for "we think back through our 
mothers if we are women"(Room 79)»

The narrative technique of the story is also quilt
like, with layers of women's voices ambiguously entwined» 
Where does one voice end and another begin? Whose story is 
this? Aunt Jane's? The niece's? Sally Ann's? Lida 
Calvert's? The dispossessed women of Kentucky? There is no 
simple answer. Lida Calvert, writes under the pseudonym of 
her grandmother's maiden name; the narrator is an 
unidentified niece who translates the oral into the written 
word-— how reliably, we cannot tell; the character, Aunt 
Jane, tells her own version of another woman's story; Sally 
Ann uses the stories of other characters to make her point. 
What we have is a community of women— author, narrator, 
characters, audience— amicably bound together to reveal the 
story and, at the same time, to conceal its meaning.

The indirect narration, the comic tone, and the 
Kentucky dialect diffuse the potentially threatening nature 
of the story, in what Tompkins describes as the creation of 
a myth, to give "women the central position of power and 
authority in the story" (125). Calvert, Aunt Jane, and her 
niece conspire to seduce the reader into feeling 
comfortable, rather as Virginia Woolf does in A Room of 
One's OWn. Woolf's strategy also muddies the water of the
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"I" ("only a convenient term for somebody who has no real 
being" [4]„) and Woolf, too, takes a humorous tone, 
although it's more sophisticated than Aunt Jane's. The 
women in both texts know only too well the danger for a 
woman to be angry or to speak directly of her subject. The 
diffuse "I," the amused tone, allow these women to speak 
their truth without being immediately condemned by men.
This is not only the "palimpsestic" double discourse 
Gilbert and Gubar describe in Madwoman in the Attic (54); 
it is also the language of the quilt: to speak one's truth 
in ways that will be understood by those who choose to 
listen without being denounced by those who may oppose it.

Aunt Jane's tale arises, significantly, out of 
silence. "She always made this pause before beginning a 
story, and there was something impressive about it''(6) . 
Employing the metaphor of the sea, Cixous writes of the 
rich depths of women's silence, a place where women 
connect with each other:

But look, our seas are what we make of them, full 
of fish or not, opaque or transparent, red or 
black, high or smooth, narrow or bankless; and we 
are ourselves sea, sand, coral, seaweed, beaches, 
tides, swimmers, children, waves. ("Laugh" 317)

No empty silence, Aunt Jane is creating a space for herself 
in which to situate her female history. Her story begins
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with the Ladies Mite Society of Goshen church. The women 
have scrimped up enough money to buy a new carpet for the 
church. The "mite'" designates, of course, the limitation of 
their financial means, a theme we already know was close to 
Lida Calvert0 s heart. But "mite" also hints at what they 
might and,in fact, will do, suggesting the potential power 
of this ladies' society.

They appoint a committee to select a carpet with $12 
they've saved when the treasurer, Elizabeth Taylor, 
announces that the money is missing. She gives no 
explanation but walks out of the Mite Society meeting. The 
women immediately come to her support even though they 
suspect she stole the money. They band together to protect 
Elizabeth (and themselves) by not telling their men folk, 
for as Sally Ann says, "They're always sayin' that women 
ain't fit to handle money, and I for one don't want to give 
'em any more ground to stand on than they've already got"
(8). The women agree not to speak, and thus use one of 
women's oldest and strongest forms of power: silence.

At the next prayer meeting Parson Page— who, as his 
name implies, is the representative of the patriarchal 
text— invites any of the congregation to "say anything they 
might feel called on to say concernin' their experience in 
the past week" (9). Elizabeth walks to the front of the 
church, facing not only the patriarchy of the local men but
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also the church authority that stands behind them. She 
explains that she took the money to pay her way to 
Louisville to visit her dying daughter, by a previous 
marriage, when her present husband refused to give her the 
money she needed. Elizabeth reaches her daughter hours 
before she dies, at which point in the story Aunt Jane 
stops to wipe away tears. She tells us, "I can't tell this 
without cryin1 to save my life . . . but 1Lizabeth never 
shed a tear"(12). The connection is so strong between these 
women, forty years later, that Aunt Jane can still weep for 
another woman6s distress.

At the end of her story, Elizabeth stands trembling at 
the front of the church. Aunt Jane remembered wishing that 
the Lord Jesus would "jest come in and take her part,"(13) 
but it's a woman who takes the role of saviour. Sally Ann 
marches down the aisle to stand by Elizabeth. "It popped 
into my head all at once that we didn't need the Lord after 
all, Sally Ann would do jest as well"(14). Jesus is indeed 
displaced and replaced by Sally Ann, as is the preacher.
At other points in the story, Sally Ann is described in 
terms that suggest the disruptive, uncategorizable nature 
of the woman who assumes the prerogative of the patriarchy. 
A neighboring farmer refers to her as a "he-woman" (19) 
after she wins a court case against him, and Aunt Jane 
calls her "a masterful sort of woman" (21).
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Sally Ann condemns the meanness of Elizabeth's husband 

with the vehemence of Christ with the money-lenders, her 
authority coming in part from her apparent omniscience. Her 
knowledge of these people's lives becomes a source of power 
she claims as she opens a Pandora's box of information:

"And I'd like to know how it is that a woman, 
that had eight hundred dollars when she married, 
has to go to her husband and git down on her 
knees and beg for what's her own. Where's that 
money 'Lizabeth had when she married you?" says 
she, turnin' round and lookin' Jacob in the face. 
"Down in that ten-acre medder lot, ain't it?— and 
in that new barn you built last spring. A pretty 
elder you are, ain't you?" (14)

Such a confrontation is met with shock by the men in the 
church. Deacon Petty tries to stop Sally Ann by condemning 
her behavior as inappropriate: "But when it comes to a 
woman standin' up in the house of the Lord and revilin' an 
elder as this woman is doin', why I tremble," says he, "for 
the church of Christ"(15). However, the Deacon, (whose name 
underscores the nature of his opinions), makes the mistake 
of calling on the authority of the "'Postle Paul" who has 
as much authority for Sally Ann as Christ: "The 'Postle 
Paul has been dead ruther too long for me to be afraid of 
him"(15), she snorts. Using the very authority that has
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always kept women in place, ("I've got a message from the 
Lord to the men folks of this church"[15], and later, "I 
can give my experience, can I? Well that's jest what I'm a- 
doin"° [1]), Sally Ann launches into an attack of the 
Deacons

Lord, how high can a man's prayers rise towards 
heaven when his wife ain't got but one flannel 
skirt to her name? No higher than the back of his 
pew, if you'll let me tell it, (16)

One by one, she calls the men of the church to account, 
taking the role of God on Judgement Day, In each case, the 
mortal sin is the same s the oppression of women, figured as 
a gender economy in which wives may be shamed, constricted, 
and humiliated by their husbands' refusal to give them 
money they either owned or had earned. Although Sally Ann 
refers to the Kentucky law that "gives you the right to 
your wives' earnin's and everything they've got, down to 
the clothes on their backs"(18), she threatens them with a 
vengeful God who will take no account of such laws. 
Significantly, Sally Ann's words are phrased so that God's 
gender is left indeterminate:

You'll have to stand before a Judge that cares 
mighty little for Kentucky law; and all the law 
and all the Scripture you can bring up won't save 
you from goin' where the rich man went.(19)
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There's room here for a female God although, of course, 
that possibility is never mentioned overtly. However, there 
is a direct parallel between the "Judge's" contempt for the 
masculine "law" and Sally Ann's, between her revisionist 
appropriations of Scripture and His conclusions.

What is clear is that Sally Ann is using the authority 
the men respect against them. They have no way to counter 
her, for she strikes with the very weapons they themselves 
use to gain control. She quotes the Bible, and repeatedly 
rewrites it, to support her views. She recalls how the men 
love the twenty fourth verse of the fifth chapter of 
Ephesians where Paul exhorts wives to submit to their 
husbands, but she goes on to read the next verse "about men 
lovin' their wives as Christ loved the church, and they 
loved their own bodies" (23). She reads from the pulpit, 
"same as if she'd been ordained," and then comments on the 
verses. In effect she is giving a sermon, using the format 
most familiar to the men, but her message is an heretical 
appropriation of masculine hermeneutics:

I'd jest say that when Paul told women to be 
subject to their husbands in everything, he 
wasn't inspired; and when he told men to love 
their wives as their own bodies, he was inspired. 
(23)
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Sally Ann deconstructs the scripture, opening it up to 
multiple interpretations by questioning the hegemonic 
claims that underlie the doctrine of inspiration. By 
claiming validity for herself and her individual 
interpretations, she dismantles her culture's dominant 
constitutions, using the site of the margins to undermine 
what claims itself as "central." Finally, at the climax of 
her "sermon," Sally Ann utterly con-fuses margin and center 
by showing that, because they are all sinners, none of the 
men have the right to turn Elizabeth out of the church.
With its role reversal— the women standing in judgement of 
the men— this scene becomes a powerful revisionist version 
of the woman taken in adultery. Sally Ann's "plain talk" 
is, in fact, a brilliantly constructed act of revolution.

In a show of solidarity, all the other women come to 
the front of the church, shake hands with Elizabeth and 
have a "reg'lar love-feast"(924). When the women openly 
bond with one another, the men admit defeat. The outcome 
of Sally Ann's "plain talk" is that the next spring, "every 
one o' them women come out in new clothes"(25). While on 
the one hand the new clothes may appear to ratify the 
women's commodity status, they also represent their first 
steps towards autonomy and dignity. The outer garments 
reflect the inner woman: new clothes suggest revitalized
women
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Sally Ann's story brings us back eventually to Aunt 

Jane’s story, for the niece asks whether Sally Ann said 
anything to Jane's husband, Abram. Aunt Jane speaks of her 
own marriage:

You see, I never was any hand at ’submittin'’ 
myself to my husband, like some women. I've often 
wondered if Abram wouldn't 'a' been jest like 
Silas Petty if I'd been like Maria. I've noticed 
that whenever a woman's willin to be imposed 
upon, there's always a man standin' 'round ready
to do the imposin' I never went to a law-book to 
find out what my rights was. I did my duty 
faithful to Abram, and when I wanted anything I 
went and got it, and Abram paid for it, and I 
can't see but what we got jest as well as we'd 
'a' done if I'd a 'submitted' myself. (27)

Because the words come from an old lady who is presented to 
us as old-fashioned, prim and proper, speaking to us in "a 
sweet old treble with a little lisp" (5), we are easily 
deceived into missing the radical nature of her message. 
Aunt Jane not only preaches a sermon on equality of the 
sexes by telling Sally Ann's story, she also gives a model 
of that sermon in the form of her own marriage. For its 
remarkable insight into the psychology of domination, her
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message is as salient today as it was when the story was 
written eighty years ago.

The narrative ends with yet another affirmation of the 
strength of women’s community. In our last view of Aunt 
Jane, she is standing at her front door:

And I knew by the strained attitude and intent 
gaze of the watcher in the door that somewhere in 
the sunlit space between Aunt Jane's doorstep and 
the little country graveyard, the souls of the 
living and the dead were keeping a silent tryst. 
(28)

Even death cannot separate this woman from her community of 
men and women folk.

"Aunt Jane's Album" centers more directly on quilting. 
The story opens with the unnamed niece coming upon Aunt 
Jane as she’s airing her quilts. Once again, the reader is 
beguiled into accepting this text as Aunt Jane, the main 
speaker, establishes herself as a model of traditional 
womanhood by comparing herself to the "shiftless" Sarah 
Jane, who did nothing but quilt. Aunt Jane is not 
threatening because she appears to set herself up as the 
Angel of the House:

But there never was any time wasted on my quilts, 
child. I can look at every one of 'em with a 
clear conscience. I did my work faithful; and
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then, when I might "a8 set and held my hands, I'd 
make a block or two o' patchwork, and before long 
I'd have enough to put together in a quilt. (58) 

She is not, however, the angel she appears. We catch a 
glimpse of another Jane when she makes reference to her 
husband, Abram, with whom she had an apparently ideal 
marriage. Aunt Jane describes her husband's generosity to 
her, suggesting that this was one of the causes of their 
happiness together:

I never had so many caliker dresses that I didn't 
want one more . . . Abram knew my failin', and 
two or three times a year he's bring me a dress 
when he come from town. (64)

The message embedded in this memory reminds us of Lida 
Obenchain, who argued for similar generosity in The New 
York Times, ten years before publishing Aunt Jane, saying 
that marriage would continue to be a form of slavery until 
women had money of their own for their personal needs. 
However, admirable though it is, Abram's generosity falls 
well short of Mrs Obenchain's vision of a world where 
women earn and own their own money.

From the beginning of "Aunt Jane's Album," it's clear 
that the old lady's quilts go beyond merely covering beds; 
they are a form of self-inscription:
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These quilts is my albums and my di'ries, and 
whenever the weather's bad and I can't git out to 
see folks, I jest spread out my quilts and look 
at 'em and study over 'em, and it's jest like 
goin' back fifty or sixty years and livin' my 
life over agin. (59)

Figuring her guilts as texts, Jane suggests that we are 
about to be given a reading. She underscores the point as 
she looks at the quilting done by different friends on one 
of her quilts, noting that ''there's jest as much 
difference in folks' sewin' as there is in their 
handwritin'"(64). Each piece of cloth is a synecdoche for 
the dead women in Aunt Jane's past:

Here's a piece of Miss Penelope's dress, but 
where’s Miss Penelope ? Ain't it strange that a 
piece o' caliker'11 outlast you and me? (63)

For Jane, quilts become a way to write woman's history, to 
make her mark on the world. Realizing that women's work is 
too easily forgotten, her quilts act as "monument"(79), 
for.

When I'd dead and gone there ain't anybody goin1 
to think o' the floors I've swept, and the tables 
I've scrubbed, and the old clothes I've patched, 
and the stockin's I've darned. (78)
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Aunt Jane is only too well aware of the fragility of her 
monument, just as women's history is fragile. It must be 
treated With care, heard with ears attuned to its language 
or it will be lost:

I reckon you think, child, that a caliker or a 
worsted quilt is a curious sort of a monument—  
'bout as perishable as the sweepin' and scrubbin' 
and mendin'. But if folks values things rightly, 
and knows how to take care of 'em, there ain't 
many things that'll last longer'n a quilt. (79) 

Aunt Jane sums up the quilts' importance at the end of the 
story when she says, with "a ring of passionate eagerness," 
why she won't give the quilts away yet: "it looks like my 
whole life was sewed up in 'em, and I ain't goin' to part 
with 'em while life lasts"(82).

In a communal act of translation, both the maker and 
the narrator act as guides to help us read this foreign 
language of quilts and women's history. By the time she has 
finished speaking to her carefully listening niece, the 
quilts have been transformed:

I looked again at the heap of quilts. An hour ago 
they had been patchwork, and nothing more. But 
now! The old woman's words had wrought a 
transformation in the homely mass of calico and 
silk and worsted. Patchwork? Ah no! It was
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memory, imagination, history, biography, joy, 
sorrow, philosophy, religion, romance, realism, 
life, love, and death. (82)

As Jane lays them out, the quilts also figure an 
alternative feminine value system. She begins by 
establishing the power of patchwork pieces to connect her 
to her past and those who came before her:

There ain't nothin' like a piece o' caliker for 
bringin' back old times, child, unless it's a 
flower o' thyme or piece o' pennyroy'1— anything 
that smells sweet. (60)

In fact, the past so thoroughly belongs to Aunt Jane 
through the guilts that she can enjoy rather than regret 
it:

I had long noticed that Aunt Jane always smiled 
when she spoke of the people whom the world calls 
"dead," or the things it calls "lost" or "past." 
These words seemed to have for her higher and 
tenderer meanings than are placed on them by the 
sorrowful heart of humanity. (61)

Four guilts are picked out for special consideration, each 
one recording something significant about women's ways of 
being. The first is a "ponderous red-lined affair" (65), 
which Aunt Jane entered in the county fair. Even in a 
context of competition, women's community holds sway,
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converting the masculinist roots of contest into a form of 
feminine gift. 5 The women use their influence to subvert 
the judging so that Sarah Jane, inept in everything and 
praised for nothing, wins the blue ribbon for her second- 
rate quilt. This gift of love, women supporting each other 
even in secret, is more important than the single ego 
winning the day. We realize the depth of this commitment to 
community when Aunt Jane shows her own premiums, wrapped 
carefully in yellow tissue-paper. She takes pride in what 
they represent— "All the triumph of a humble life was 
symbolized inn these shining things"(73)— yet her 
commitment to a community of women runs even deeper.

The second quilt is "a solid mass of patchwork, 
composed of squares, parallelograms, and hexagons" which 
the narrator comments has an "air of distinction" (69). The 
quilt connects Aunt Jane with classical history because the 
pattern is made from a sketch, brought to her by her 
granddaughter Henrietta, of a mosaic floor in Florence.
Aunt Jane has little formal education, but she reaches to 
the heart of the mosaic maker centuries ago:

I thought about the man that laid the pavement in 
that old church, and wondered what his name was, 
and how he looked, and what he’d think if he knew 
there was a old woman down here in Kentucky usin’ 
his patterns to make a bedquilt. (72)
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Florence, representing the center of western culture and 
art, becomes artistically equivalent to an unschooled 
Kentucky country woman's quilt, and vice versa. The center 
of androcentric culture is displaced by what it considers 
marginal:

It was indeed a far cry from the Florentine 
artisan of centuries ago to this humble worker in 
calico and worsted, but between the two stretched 
a cord of sympathy that made them one— the 
eternal aspiration after beauty. (72)

The third quilt is, significantly, the only pattern in 
Aunt Jane's collection that is conscpicious by its absence: 
"Did I say that every pattern was represented? No, there 
was one notable omission. Not a single 'crazy quilt' was 
there in the collection" (77). Aunt Jane tries her hand at 
making a crazy guilt but concludes, "If I was to make this 
the way you want me to, they'd be a crazy quilt and a crazy 
woman, too.” (77) From her perspective, there's no place 
for women to be crazy if they do what they want to with 
their lives. It's when they "make this"— quilt or life—  
"the way [someone else] want[s] me to" that they go crazy. 
Jane's life is, in many ways, a much needed model for the 
autonomous woman in touch with her own history.
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The last quilt is one which Aunt Jane holds in special 

regard, "two layers of snowy cotton cloth thinly lined with 
cotton, and elaborately quilted into a perfect imitation of 
a Marseilles counterpane" (81). This quilt has marked the 
important events in her life— her marriage, the death of 
her husband— and it will be on the bed when she dies. It 
represents the rituals of a woman's life and speaks of such 
intimate women's truths that Aunt Jane "lifted it and laid 
it on my lap without a word. Evidently she though that here 
was something that could speak for itself" (81). Language 
is insufficient here for the deepest experiences of a 
woman's life. Her silence, connecting her to the listening 
niece as well as her reader, speaks eloquently for her.

The four quilts map out both a woman's perspective on 
life and a narrative order: if she celebrates the elemental 
experiences of her life, (the white on white quilt), if she 
can establish a sense of individuality within community, 
(Sarah Jane's guilt), then she may validate herself and her 
life,(the mosaic guilt), and thus remain sane (crazy 
guilt). With these principles in place, we come to the 
central message of the story and the heart of this quilt 
philosophy. Aunt Jane refers to the Parson's sermons, which 
represent the word of the earthly lord as well as the 
heavenly. Unintimidated by the parson, his God, or his
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education (received significantly at Centre College), she 
undermines his authority:

Many a time I've set and listened to Parson Page 
preachin' about predestination and free-will, and 
I've said to myself, "Well, I ain't been through 
Centre College up at Danville, but if I could 
jest git up in the pulpit with one of my quilts,
I could make it a heap plainer to folks than 
parson's makin' it with all his big words." (74) 

Aunt Jane does not challenge Parson Page; she doesn't need 
to. She quietly but firmly displaces him by preaching her 
own sermon, a Sermon on the Quilt. She affirms women's 
freedom to choose how to live their lives through the 
metaphor of quilting.

She defines predestination as the fabric a woman 
starts with, the given circumstances of her life. But what 
she makes of those pieces is up to her:

When it comes to the cuttin' out, why, you're 
free to choose your own pattern. You can give the 
same kind o' pieces to two persons, and one'll 
make a 'nine-patch' and one'll make a 'wild-goose 
chase,® and there'll be two guilts made out o' 
the same kind o' pieces, and jest as different as 
they can be. And that is jest the way with 
livin'. The Lord sends us the pieces, but we can
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cut 'em out and put 'em together pretty much to 
suit ourselves, and there1s a heap more in the 
cuttin" out and the sewin’ than there is in the 
caliker. (74)

Lida Obenchain preached this same sermon but reached fewer 
readers. The message is radical; women can put their lives 
together however they choose, constructing them like works 
of art: ’’Things is predestined to come to us, honey, but 
we’re jest as free as air to make what we please out of 
’em” (75),

Aunt Jane is not so naive that she doesn’t realize 
that this is a long and difficult struggle for women. So 
she warns her listeners that all will be lost if women 
don’t persevere. Life may seem like a ”jumble o' quilt 
pieces before they're put together,” but eventually "you'll 
see the use and the purpose of everything in it” (76). The 
key is, yet again, community:

I've seen folks piece and piece, but when it come 
to puttin' the blocks together and quiltin' and 
linin' it, they'd give out; and that's like folks 
that do a little here and a little there, but 
their lives ain't of much use after all, any 
more'n a lot o' loose pieces o' patchwork, (76) 

The individual woman needs to connect with other women if 
the process of self reconstruction is to be successful.
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The Contemporary Bee

The quilting bee of the past has expanded into a 
flexible and powerful contemporary community of quiIters. 
The traditional model of a quilt bee, women meeting on 
Tuesday afternoons in the church hall, still exists. But 
national and international quilting bees, composed of men 
and women, are consciously quilting together to make an 
important contribution to western culture and politics, 
making literal Lida hall's revolutionary insights. The 
Boise Peace quiIters, for example, work as an international 
bee to further world peace. The Names Project is another 
quilt bee, stretching across the country in a community 
that joins together to mourn those who have died of AIDS. 
The elderly women forming temporary human quilts with their 
bodies under the direction of Suzanne Lacy, make a 
community of quiIters in order to bring dignity and 
recognition to older women in our culture. These women are 
simultaneously quilt and quiIter, the process and product 
of the quilting bee. Though the model changes to suit the 
times, the intention remains constant. The quilting bee is 
a source of support in the context of community, a safe 
place from which to speak one's "I am."
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONTEMPORARY QUILTING; THE QUILT SPEAKS TRUTH TO POWER

By deploying rather than deploring marginality, 
by affirming the power of the periphery and its 
potential to renew whatever in the moment 
constitutes itself as the "center," we can begin 
opening the doors of all the monuments, 
continually expand boundaries— including those we 
ourselves may be tempted to construct. (Susan
Hardy Aiken, "Women and the Question of 
Canonicity")

"The guilt speaks truth to power." (Tudor 
Cushman, Boise Peace Quilter)

Quilts and quilting continue to be a powerful means of 
communication for groups whose oral and written voice is 
often misheard or dismissed because of their marginal 
status in society. Radka Donnell Vogt, a contemporary quilt 
artist who Elaine Showalter describes as "the Kristeva of 
quilting, the Other Bulgarian," (Piecing 226) explains that 
this has always been an important part of a quilt's 
function;

For, apart from presenting this or that formal 
design aspect, quilts have been rallying points, 
platforms, banners, for the neglected and self- 
forgetting persons, for women. Mere semblances of
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quilts for art's sake, quilts for quilt's sake, 
are dictated by self-alienation and therefore 
never will speak to the heart. (51)

Paradigmatic of this use of quilting to conjoin politics 
and poetics is the work of three groups of marginalized 
people all of whom, though highly diverse, use quilting to 
communicate what words do not say powerfully enough for 
them. The first is a group of elderly women in Minneapolis, 
who under the direction of Suzanne Lacy, participated in a 
performance of The Crystal Quilt. The second is a group of 
suburban women from Boise, Idaho, who work towards world 
peace through The Boise Peace Quilts. The third group is 
the Names Project, comprised of those whose lives are 
touched by AIDS.

Each group challenges prejudicial stereotypes— of gay 
men and women, of suburban mothers, of the old— in order to 
be heard more clearly. The epigraph for the Names Project 
sums up the attitude of all three groups: "See the Quilt 
and Understand." Realizing that words alone will not win 
these groups support and sympathy, they have chosen a means 
of communication used by women for generations to speak 
their true names.

Before drawing common threads between the three - 
groups, we need to know their individual history and 
purpose. I have therefore divided this chapter into two
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sections. In the first, I explain the history, purpose and 
impact of each of the three groups. In the following 
section, I employ Bakhtin’s theory of the novel to analyze 
the nature of the quilts’ language.

The Crystal Quilt

Of the three groups, the most clearly feminist is that 
organized by Suzanne Lacy for The Crystal Quilt. Lacy, a 
performance artist, has worked for many years, often with 
other feminists such as Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro, 
exploring women's issues. Her particular interests, though, 
have changed over the. years: "Lacy has slowly turned from 
her earlier focus on specific, feminist, action-oriented 
issues to more general concerns with women's histories and 
communities" (Roth 45). One of Lacy's abiding figures is 
the witch who represents for her the misunderstood, 
marginalized woman, one whom Moira Roth describes as "the 
carrier of much that could not be spoken" (49).

In The Crystal Quilt, Lacy concerns herself with 
older women, "their bodies, their psyches, their lives, and 
the ways they have been socially marginalized" (Roth 53). 
The project, which took three years to prepare, culminated 
in a performance in which 400 older women, dressed in 
black, sat at tables in a prearranged pattern. The women
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used their bodies to make a living guilt, "and stitched it 
with the orchestrated movements of their arms" (Rothenberg 
70). The "quilt" was designed by Miriam Schapiro, who has 
used quilting and collage extensively in her own work, with 
guilt construction by Minneapolis quilter Jeannie Spears„

The performance took place on Mother's Day of 1987, in 
the large glass-covered courtyard of Philip Johnson's IDS 
building in downtown Minneapolis. Several thousand people 
stood on balconies overlooking the performers:

After a ceremonious entry and unfolding of black 
tablecloths to reveal red and yellow cloths, the 
women sat at tables in groups of four, talking 
among themselves while they slowly arranged and 
rearranged their hands in unison on the table
cloths. (Roth 48)

This polyphonic discourse occurred against background 
sounds of American and Hmong songs, thunder claps, birds 
and prerecorded conversations of the women talking about 
old age, dying, life and history. The aural collage 
complemented the visual patchwork as the women "created a 
visual accompaniment, or sign language, to the soundtrack 
of their lives" (Lippard 75). As Roth says, the quilt 
functions as "a superb visual metaphor for women's 
traditional networks of intimacy and applied creativity" 
(Art 162).
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Choreographed and prepared with minute attention to 

detail, the performance took months to prepare:
The careful orchestration produced the impression 
that women were casually assembling and from the 
audience it was difficult to say precisely when 
the performance began . » , It should be noted, 
however, that the timing and sequencing of both 
performances were highly orchestrated and 
directed by Lacy from a central viewing area. All 
production people were trained to respond to 
preset musical cues in the taped original 
compositions by Susan Stone. Further, an 
elaborate intercom system had been set up so that 
Lacy could communicate with the production staff, 
and they with selected others, in order to 
precisely control the sequence of events. This 
same system could be used for any emergencies 
that might arise (but fortunately did not) and 
medical assistants were prepared to respond 
appropriately and discreetly so as not to disrupt 
the performance. Both performances which appeared 
to flow so effortlessly and spontaneously were 
highly controlled and structured events. 
(Rothenberg 63)
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The tension between such controlled, careful planning and 
the apparent spontaneity of the performance reflects the 
same sort of contradiction that occurs in a fabric quilt. 
The visual celebration of color and design in a finished 
quilt often belies the careful planning and construction 
necessary to create it.

Lacy1 s "quilting11 process extended to embrace the 
audience. At the end of the performance, those watching 
came down to the performers, draped their shoulders with 
hand colored scarves, and talked with them. This quilt, 
constructed of people rather than pieces of fabric, took 
the shape of a traditional geometric pattern during the 
performance, but devolved into a "crazy guilt" at the end 
as the audience moved amongst the performers.

Finding a voice is the central if unspoken theme of 
this project. "In an art world increasingly concerned with 
addressing the notion of women as only being "spoken to," 
it is heartening to have art in which women not only speak 
for themselves but are listened to as well" (Roth 162). The 
name, Minnesota Whisper Project suggests that, even if only 
in a limited way, this performance seeks to "give voice to 
the disadvantaged, ignored women of contemporary American 
society" (Rothenberg 61) The group that formed after the
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performance to take the concerns of older women to smaller 
groups throughout the state named itself, appropriately, 
’’Speak Outs.”

. The Boise Peace Quilt Project

The second group of quiIters, comprised of forty-four 
women from Boise, Idaho who have worked together since 
1982, appears to be more traditional, for they make actual 
quilts, usually working together in a quilting bee. They 
use these guilts to address the threat of nuclear war, and 
to encourage world peace.1 Why quilts? Because, as one of 
the women says, a quilt serves as "an apt metaphor for 
stitching together bur ragged world. ” 2 They take as their 
motto the words of Pete Seeger who, hearing of their 
project, wrote, ’’The patchwork quilt is really a symbol of 
the world which must come: one new design made out of many 
old designs. We will stitch this world together yet. Don't 
give up.”

Together these women have made over twenty three 
quilts, each one designated for a specific purpose or 
person related to peace work. Their first, completed in 
1982, was given to the Soviet Women’s Committee, a gift 
which led to a joint project between quilters in Boise and 
Soviet needlewomen in 1986, in which American women made 40
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fabric portrait blocks from photographs of 20 American and 
20 Soviet children. The large border around the portraits 
was made by the Soviet women. The two groups worked 
independently until they met on the Isle of Wight, with the 
help of a British group called Mothers for Peace, to join 
together parts of the quilt. At the top and bottom of the 
quilt are stitched, in Russian and English, "For a peaceful 
and secure future for children all over the world."

This joint US/USSR quilt is paradigmatic of the Boise 
-Peace. QuiIters' purpose— a grass roots movement to foster 
peace by focusing simultaneously on the uniqueness of 
individual people while affirming their common humanity.
One of the American quilters, summing up the joint project, 
saw the quilt as, "the heart and people of the mothers of 
the Soviet Union and the United States," while a Soviet 
woman remarked that, "If women from different countries 
could create such a beautiful quilt, then we can create a 
beautiful world. The real world. It is possible."

The revolutionary import of the quilt as woman's art 
and the challenge that art represented to the patriarchal 
symbolic order, became apparent in subsequent events.
Having agreed that they wanted the quilt to hang at the 
US/USSR arms negotiations taking place at the United 
Nations in Geneva, the women arranged interviews with the 
US chief arms negotiator. Max Kampelman, and his Soviet
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counterpart, Viktor Karpov, to show each of them the quilt 
and urge their case for world peace. As Lyn McCollum said 
to Kampelman, "’We feel if we have given birth to life, it 
should continue and we should never let go of it„” 
Kampelman, responding with the patriarchal logic against 
which the guilt and its makers are aligned, (’’War becomes 
unthinkable because we have these deterrents"), refused to 
hang the quilt in the negotiating room as the women had 
requestedo No explanation was given, but Tudor Cushman, one 
of the quilters, read the rejection as testimony to the 
guilt’s threat to the masculine status quo: "the quilt 
speaks truth to power."

The quilt, for all its beauty and co-operative effort, 
is a strong expression of the women’s anger at a war- 
threatened world, at the mismanagement of power within a 
patriarchal system of politics, and at their exclusion from 
that power. "They’re not ready for the message yet— it’s a 
long hard struggle and we've got a lot to do yet," said one 
of the quilters when she heard that the quilt was hung in 
the corridor leading to the conference room. Even though 
the guilt has "been touring the planet," (letter from Heidi 
Read 12/5/89), including exhibitions in the Soviet Union 
and Westminster Abbey, it is not yet on permanent display 
in the United Nations building in Geneva.
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Rejection from the negotiating room left the women 

feeling frustrated, disappointed and angry, especially 
because the refusal was also a kind of silencing. In 
Writing A Woman's Life. Carolyn Heilbrun observes that 
anger and the desire for power are closely related:

If one is not permitted to express anger or even 
to recognize it within oneself, one is, by simple 
extension, refused both power and control . . . 
Forbidden anger, women could find no voice in 
which publicly to complain; they took refuge in 
depression or madness. (15)

Despite its rejection in Geneva, the American/Soviet quilt 
offered women a way not only to express their anger, but 
also to claim power by writing their own script, inscribed 
in fabric whose stitches joined women across national 
boundaries and official ideologies. Within a year, the 
Boise women were working on a "Libre Nicaragua" quilt, more 
radical than any previous project in that they explicitly 
displayed their opposition to the United States * policy of 
intervention in Central America. This quilt was hung in 
churches and halls all over Nicaragua as a way to show 
Nicaraguans how deeply the quilters cared about what was 
happening in their country. Through the guilt, the women 
also raised over $3,000 to buy supplies for schools in
Managua
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Despite setbacks, this community of women has found 

quiltmaking an effective way to persuade, to inform, to 
delight. "Oh yes," says Diane Jones, "It is very naive to 
think you can stop nuclear war, that you can stop the 
destruction that we might all be facing. Very naive. Yet 
you have to do it."

The NAMES Project

Speaking the unspeakable through a quilt is not 
restricted to women. In the struggle to come to terms with 
AIDS, one group has found in quilting a way to express 
grief, love and ultimately reconciliation. In October 
1988, a guilt containing almost 9,000 handmade panels, each 
one in memory of an individual who had died of the disease, 
was spread out on the Ellipse, south of the White House.
The 375,000-square—foot quilt with panels from 50 states in 
the U.S. as well as Canada, Germany, Italy, Mexico, The 
Netherlands, New Zealand and Sweden, attracted thousands of 
people to mourn for those who had died, drawing the living 
into community with each other. Before its final display in 
Washington D.C., the quilt, which weighs 11,510 pounds, 
completed a 20-city, 12,000 mile, 4-month national tour, 
raising $500,000 for care and services for people with

The deep and complex feelings evoked by the guiltAIDS.
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are reflected in the words of the director of the project, 
Cleve Jones, a man whom journalist Dan Bellm describes as 
"a political organizer who can't even sew" (34):

This quilt is a gift from the hands and hearts of 
thousands of Americans who have not despaired.
It stands as a statement of hope and remembrance, 
a symbol of national unity and a promise of love. 
(National Tour 3)

For all the love and hope, Jones is also acutely aware of 
the dark underside to the quilt:

It's a very beautiful thing, but it's built on 
corpses.(Ahern) . . . The quilt is not offered as 
entertainment. It's supposed to be excruciating. 
(Bellm 35)

What does it mean to fight AIDS with needlework? 
Clearly, the guilt offers no solution to the physical 
virus, and for all its impressive statistics, the quilt 
represents only 9% of the nation's AIDS deaths, but it does 
attempt to cure the psychological virus of prejudice and 
fear. Cleve Jones answers critics who feel that sewing is 
ineffective by saying, "what they do is they come to the 
quilt, and they cry, and then they empty their pockets, and 
then they sign up and get to work. We've seen that over and 
over" (Bellm 35). One such person was Dolores Bishop:
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I just sort of casually brought it [quilt panel] 
in here one day and I got riveted to the floor. I 
started reading the other panels and then I began 
to cry. Everybody gave me a hug, and then I 
started sewing. I've been here ever since, 
haven't been able to stop. These are tombstones 
we're working on here. It's a way to get past 
some of the frustration.” fNational Tour, press 
release)

"The quilt, without any rhetoric, speaks eloquently about 
how the country should respond to AIDS. Just the image of 
it touches something in people that is very pure and very 
good,” wrote one journalist (National Tour). As much as 
finding a way to commemorate the dead, the AIDS quilt self- 
consciously aims to transform attitudes: "As a nation, we 
have struggled not only against a disease, but also against 
the equally destructive enemies of ignorance, hysteria and 
bigotry” (National Tour).

The NAMES Project provides a way to speak about AIDS 
while avoiding the harmful language of difference and 
discrimination, for as Susan Sontag argues in AIDS and its 
Metaphors, "much in the way of individual experience and 
social policy depends on the struggle for rhetorical 
ownership of the illness: how it is possessed, assimilated 
in argument and in cliche” (93). She goes on to point out
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that AIDS has been "'possessed'® by political and military 
metaphors, 3 setting up an opposition between "we" who are 
healthy and "they" who are sick. As Sontag observes, such 
an opposition is dangerous;

There is a link between imagining disease and 
imagining foreignness. It lies perhaps in the 
very concept of wrong, which is archaically 
identical with the non-us, the alien. A polluting 
person is always wrong, as Mary Douglas has 
observed.(48)

Us and them, winners and losers, sick and healthy, "the 
construction of the illness on notions that separated one 
group of people from another— the sick from the well, 
people with ARC from people with AIDS," (31) represents the 
binary oppositions that lead ultimately to the underlying 
opposition of "better" and "worse." Feminists such as 
Cixous and Clement expose such dualism as one of the 
elemental ways women have been denied power:

Through dual, hierarchical opposition. Superior/ 
inferior. Myths, legends, books. Philosophical 
systems . . . And the movement whereby each 
opposition is set up to make sense is the 
movement through which the couple is destroyed. A 
universal battlefield. Each time, a war is let 
loose . . . We see that "victory" always comes
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down to the same thing; things get hierarchical. 
Organization by hierarchy makes all conceptual 
organization subject to man. (Newlv Born Woman 
64)

AIDS, like women, threatens the patriarchy and is therefore 
reduced to a place of inferiority on the binary grid. Even 
apparently innocent language can bear sinister 
implications. '“Risk group," for example, is a "neutral
sounding, bureaucratic category which also revives the 
archaic idea of a tainted community that illness has 
judged." (Sontag 46) The Names Project is all too well 
aware of the damage such language has done, as this press 
release indicates:

Professionals in the media are especially aware 
of and sensitive to the power of language. They 
know that words carry great weight in shaping the 
way people think about and respond to the issues 
the media bring before them . . . We at the Names 
Project suggest that media representatives use 
the terms "people with AIDS" or "person with 
AIDS" (or the abbreviation, "PWA") whenever 
possible in writing and communicating about AIDS. 
One of the terms that is often used to describe 
People with AIDS is "victim." The term "victim" 
dehumanizes people with AIDS by emphasizing their
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deaths rather than their strength in living with 
AIDS. Many people feel that the term "victim" 
invites a statistical approach to AIDS, and 
denies the individuality of each person who has 
lived--and dies— -with AIDS. More than that, the 
use of "victim" creates the false impression that 
People with AIDS are distinct from everybody 
else. In a very real sense, we are all living 
with AIDS. (National Tour)

The quilt provides an opportunity for People With Aids to 
repossess the rhetoric and thus reinscribe the story to 
claim dignity and status rather than being marginalized 
into mere victims.

Where words have not been harmful to the AIDS cause, 
they are often less effective than the quilt. Cleve Jones 
recognizes that "Part of making an event real is just 
saving it, over and over". Yet traditional arguments have 
been ineffective: "My whole career, it seems, was spent at 
Castro and Market streets, screaming at people through that 
bullhorn" (Bellm 35). Jones gestures to its place up on the 
windowsill. "In retrospect I realize I wasn't getting 
through to many people; I was riling up the people who were 
already there. By comparison, this quilt seems so quiet and 
simple. Ha! Hardly"(Bellm 35).
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The repetition that would have riled people up is 

transformed, through the quilt, as panel after panel is set 
out in a visual display that reinforces the message. "One 
of the most moving moments to me during Thursday's 
unfurling of the quilt was listening to a woman I know talk 
about the ceremonial reading of the nearly 3,000 names" 
(Morse). The repetition of names and panels, a seemingly 
endless list, moves the listeners and viewers in a way that 
logical arguments could not.

Words mix with the more powerful sounds of whirring 
sewing machines, crying and laughter: "there hasn't been a 
day since I've been here that I haven't cried," he [Jones] 
says. "But the miracle of it is that over the sound of 
sewing machines, you hear the sound of laughter all the 
time" (Ruskin People 45). Speaking its paradoxical visual 
and verbal language, the Names Project sets about claiming 
power for people with AIDS by creating a story of their own 
makings

But man— let me offer you a definition— is the 
story telling animal. Wherever he goes he wants 
to leave behind not a chaotic wake, not an empty 
space, but the comforting marker-buoys and trail 
signs of stories. He has to go on telling 
stories. He has to keep on making them up. As 
long as there's a story, it's all right. Even in
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his last moments, it's said, in the split second 
of a fatal fall— or when he's about to drown— he 
sees, passing rapidly before him, the story of 
his whole life, (Swift 47)

"These are not stories of an illness," writes Cindy Ruskin, 
"Rather, they are stories of courage, fear and anger, and 
mostly, they are stories of love" (13).

Through the patchwork of different panels. The NAMES 
project seeks to restore individuality to those who have 
died of AIDS:

They [NAMES Project] target, seek out, and 
display the named individual's personality— his 
center of narrative gravity, the orchestral tone 
of his being, life as his gesture, The panels are 
snapshots of the soul as posed in memory. The 
unique depicted name is itself frequently not 
merely a label, caption or handle, but in its 
decor is the very vehicle of its person's story. 
(Mohr 8)

Indeed, each panel tells several stories, all of them 
about human love and suffering; first, of the person who 
died of AIDS, and then the story of the person or people 
who made the block:

Each panel is accompanied by a letter from the 
maker, telling something about the feelings of
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the survivors. A letter on pale-blue paper from a 
woman in New Jersey who has seen two of her 
children die of the disease began, "I hope it's 
acceptable for me to put the names of both my 
sons on a single panel." (The New York Times 
October 5, 1987)

Even the audience that comes to view the quilt is invited 
to participate in rewriting the story:

In the corner of the quilt is a large square that 
visitors can write on. The Vietnam War Memorial 
induced people to make charcoal rubbings of their 
loved ones' names that had been chiseled into the 
wall. At the Names Project quilt, they leave the 
names of loved ones. It is a powerful ritual. 
First a person looks at the fabric, takes off his 
or her shoes before kneeling to write on the 
square. Then the person gets up, in tears, you 
see drying teardrops all over the cloth. (SF 
Examiner)

The ephemeral tears speak along with the signatures. Love 
and grief are stitched in and worked out in every panel.
The inexpressible finds expression. How effective is the 
quilt? Cleve Jones says, "I used to takes some pride in the
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fact that I could move people to tears with my oratory. Now 
I find that I just get up to speak and they start weeping" 
(Bellm 35).

The Quilt as text file)

All three groups consciously employ guilts to 
communicate a message that might not find effective 
expression in words: these textiles function as texts. But, 
"language is not limited to words," says Carroll Smith- 
Rosenberg in Disorderly Conduct. She continues:

If by "language" we mean symbolic communication, 
then a host of nonverbal forms can be adopted. 
Dress and food codes, religious rituals, theories 
of disease etiology, the varied forms of 
sexuality, all function in societies around the 
world in highly expressive ways. They constitute 
shared systems of signs or symbolic languages 
rooted in, and expressive of, social 
relationships and social experiences." (43)

Women have long recognized quilts as just such symbolic 
communication, one indeed that sometimes suffers from 
translation into words, as Lucille Hilty suggests in "A 
Passion for Quiltmaking":
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Ours is a wordy, verbose society. We try to 
articulate all of our experiences and ideas with 
language. But there remains a need to express 
some ideas in an intuitive, non-verbal form. 
Writing this paper, for example, is almost 
counterproductive, for I am trying to convey, 
with words, my feelings about making guilts. In 
so doing, I lose some of the essence of 
guiltmaking." (17)

We cannot, however, simply read the work of the three 
groups under discussion here as if they employed no other 
language than their fabrics. The written and spoken words 
conjoin with the guilts in a complex, multivocal 
interaction of text(ile)s. Like a text, these guilts invite 
a reading, open themselves to interpretation. Open-ended, 
protean, populist, contemporary political guilts most 
resemble the novel, especially if we approach them through 
Bakhtin1s theory of that genre.

Both novel and guilt refuse definitive definition 
because they exist in a continual state of change. The 
novel, "this most fluid of genres"(Bakhtin 11), resembles 
the mutability of both Lacy's work and the AIDS guilt. As 
the women in the Crystal Quilt move, so the guilt pattern 
changes, until broken up and carried away at the end of the 
performance by the individual women, it exists only in our
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imagination. The AIDS guilt literally changes shape as more 
panels are added to it, increasingly becoming the "baggy 
monster" Henry James defined as the novel.

Inherent in that fluidity is a certain self- 
consciousness. Writing of the novel, Bakhtin says, "It is 
plasticity itself. It is a genre that is ever questing, 
ever examining itself and subjecting its established forms 
to review"(39). The three quilting groups constantly open 
themselves to self-examination in order to assess their 
effectiveness in a process of self-conscious meta-quilting. 
The Boise Peace QuiIters and the AIDS quilt assess their 
"success" by the reaction they, provoke; Suzanne Lacy1s 
Crystal guilt reached its apotheosis when performed live 
for audience reaction and participation.

Both novel and quilt develop from a grassroots 
movement, drawing on the individual experience of actual 
people. The novel is "characterized by a deliberate and 
explicit autobiographical and memoirist approach"(27), for 
"at its core lay personal experience and free creative 
imagination" (39). Individual experience has been the 
impetus for the three groups under discussion here. The 
Boise Peace Quilters and the NAMES Project, in particular, 
grew out of the personal frustration of particular people. 
Cleve Jones was initially motivated by his own sense of
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helplessness after his friend, Marvin Feldman, died of AIDS 
in October 1986s

"After Marvin died— and Bill and Gary and Allen 
and Jay— I started to despair,” he admits. He was 
tempted to ”go numb and stop feeling, stop 
remembering” those people, the close friends who 
had shaped his life. Instead, he hit upon the 
quilt as a way to give shape and purpose to his 
memories. (People October 12, 1987)

Making the quilt gave Jones an opportunity to affirm his 
individual humanity rather than suppress it with the 
numbness of despair. For many other participants, the NAMES 
Project provides a way to transform the facelessness of 
AIDS into respect for individual men and women, for "each 
of these guilt panels bears the name of someone who has 
died of AIDS . . . each embodies the love and grief of the 
family, friends and lovers who created it" (Ruskin 9). The 
Boise quiIters use their work as a way to turn helplessness 
in international peace negotiations into an active, 
assertive voice: "It's been a lot of work, but at the same 
time it's given my children a sense of hope. It's given me 
a sense of hope” (Heidi Read). Suzanne Lacy also 
acknowledged the importance of her performers' personal 
involvement:
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Participants had to personalize the goal, or some 
part of it, as their own; had to be allowed some 
degree of autonomy and self-expression if they 
desired it, and had to be made to feel essential 
to the realization of a project that was worth 
realizing . . . the participants were bound to 
Lacy by feelings of affection and 
sympathy.(Rothenberg 68)

At the Same time these three groups affirm 
individuality, they also, paradoxically, build community. 
Miriam Schapiro points to this interplay between the 
personal and the communal in Lacy's Crystal Quilt and the 
AIDS quilt when she describes the projects as

Eloquent contemporary testimonies that the 
collaborative, satisfying, embracing traditions 
of female domestic art still enable people to 
connect and express personal grief, political 
rage, and joy. (12)

We can go further to say that the success of the 
projects depends directly on community co-operation and co
creation as the organizers of all three groups recognize. 
Cleve Jones says of his work with the NAMES Project, "I may 
veto things now and then, but I really don't own this 
project. I could get hit by a car tomorrow and these people 
around me wouldn't falter" (Be11m 35). The Boise guilters
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are self-consciously co-operative, reaching decisions 
through consensus, creating quilts as a group, and making 
connection the main message of those guilts, whether with 
Russian women or Nicaraguans. Suzanne Lacy also values 
community, working as she did with 1,500 women to realize 
her project: "What distinguishes Lacy’s work is the months, 
even years, of preparation with the participants— a crucial 
element in the process of empowerment that ensues" (Lippard 
71). The performance is as much a celebration of a diverse 
group of women successfully working together as it is of 
old age: "We are given vast, pageantlike gatherings of 
women celebrating their differences, their commonalities, 
their survival, and their wisdom" (Roth 47).

Like the novel, these quilts are meant for popular 
consumption. The groups aim to reach beyond those 
participating in the quiltmaking itself to a wide, non- 
privileged, diffuse audience: the more people the better, 
regardless of who they are. The following description of 
Suzanne Lacy’s approach to her audience could as well 
describe the Boise quilters or the NAMES Project workers: 

Her proposed audience is not the hermetic art 
world, though they are certainly invited— it is 
society. The performance is neither performed by 
nor is it about the artist, though her personal 
mythology created the image and the vision which
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informs it. Following a tradition already well 
established by decades of art moves Lacy avoids 
the spaces of art galleries and museums and the 
neighborhoods of art enclaves, mounting her 
pieces in well-used public spaces. (Rothenberg 
62)

Inherent in a focus on such an all-inclusive audience 
is the belief that, even though we would like to dissociate 
from them, we are intimately implicated in the issues the 
groups raise. The NAMES project, for example, reminds us 
that we are all involved, all responsible. "AIDS cannot be 
stopped in any country unless it is stopped in all 
countries," declared the retiring head of the World Health 
Organization, Dr Hafdan Mahler, at the Fourth International 
Conference in Geneva on AIDS (Sontag 91). Susan Sontag, 
summing up AIDS as "one of the dystopian harbingers of the 
global village" (93), says:

Like the effects of industrial pollution and the 
new system of global financial markets, the AIDS 
crisis is evidence of a world in which nothing 
important is regional, local, limited; in which 
everything that can circulate does, and every 
problem is, or is destined to be, worldwide. (92)
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Heidi Read, one of the principal Boise peace quilters, 
expresses the same underlying belief in community on a 
global scale:

We8re all connected, part of the same organism. 
When one part succeeds, then we all succeed. I 
think that8s the female way of looking at things 
versus the male way which is that the only way to 
power is to vanquish another.

A British Mother for Peace responded to Heidi Read, "Why 
enemies? Not who is the enemy, but why?88

Inclusive audience bears the corollary of inclusive 
participation: no one is excluded on the grounds of 
insufficient knowledge or skills. Hawthorne's 1855 
complaint against that "damned mob of scribbling women,88 
threatening the exclusivity of his art, finds its twentieth 
century parallel in these quilt groups (Gilbert 185).
Anyone can pick up a needle and start stitching. Suzanne 
Lacy's participants were not artists or actresses, but 
local elder women who volunteered. Cleve Jones' concern 
with including everyone spreads to the very language the 
NAMES Project employs:

We want the grandmother from Iowa who hand- 
stitched her boy's flannel shirts together to be 
comfortable enough with us to come and see the 
panel. We don't use the rhetoric of the gay
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liberation movement or the Left of the "New Age =" 
We don't allow ourselves to be defined in a way 
that will exclude anyone. (Bellm 35)

Journalist Rob Morse's comment on the quilt display he 
witnessed could be made of all three projectss "Everyone 
belongs there, everyone is transformed" (Morse). Indeed, 
exclusivity, according to The Boise quilters, has brought 
us many of the military problems we face today: "We can't 
leave the process of diplomacy and peacemaking to the 
experts," says Janet Gorman, "ordinary people have to take 
the initiative if there's to be peace on the planet."

Ideally, everyone's voice is heard. The groups 
practice in textiles the heteroglossia Bakhtin identifies 
as essential to the novel. Bakhtin's sense of 
heteroglossia describes precisely the multivocal nature of 
these guilt groups;

The language of the novel is a system of 
languages that mutually and ideologically 
interanimate each other. It is impossible to 
describe and analyze it as a single unitary 
language. (47)

Boise Peace Quilters' US/USSR quilt, Lacy's recorded 
voices, and the individual panels of the AIDS quilt all 
constitute a system of languages that mutually and 
ideologically interanimate each other. No single language
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exists; only specific sayings, and individual voices 
speaking separately and together. Heteroglossic language 
shifts the focus from individual author to a concatenation 
of voices within and without the text(ile)= Each quilting 
group has created a situation where individual voices are 
heard in the context of community, not in competition with 
each other, not necessarily in harmonious concert, but 
jostling together in a celebration of separate voices. The 
heteroglossic interplay undermines neat borders and 
distinctions which, of course, is a central purpose for 
each of these groups. As Michael Smith, general manager of 
the NAMES Project, says "There are no casual observers. We 
all suffer from the devastation of AIDS in our lives" 
(National Tour).

The heteroglossia Bakhtin identifies as the central 
art of the novel is also at play in these quilts. Phil Nash 
correctly identifies the communal interplay of voices in 
the AIDS quilt as an art form that defies the usual 
categorization into contestorial binary opposites:

Stitched together, they are a patchwork of 
diverse and rich lives that were ended by a virus 
that has mindlessly woven its way into the fabric 
of human history . . .  It may better be seen as a 
new art form— one that has risen from the depths 
of our collective awareness as Americans, as a
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tribe, as a people yearning to express our common 
sorrow and hope, as warriors against a culture 
where power and profit depend on dividing people 
into "markets," "minorities," "risk groups," or 
other convenient parcels that can bought, sold or 
ignored» The Quilt weaves these pieces back 
together.(12)

Heteroglossia works at every level of these groups * 
work. Within each quilt the individual pieces, the layers 
of fabric, the different makers, and the audience create a 
continuous polylogue that does not privilege any one 
component. The author/maker, in particular, is toppled as 
king of creation. As Bakhtin says of the novel, "The author 
participates in the novel (he is omnipresent in it) with 
almost no direct language of his own"(47) . The 
reader/audience becomes an active participant in the 
novel/quilt, changing the text and changed by it in a 
complex and continual interplay. "We ourselves may actually 
enter the novel (whereas we could never enter an epic or 
other distanced genre)"(Bakhtin 32).

We see the dynamic of multivocity worked out when we 
trace one panel made for the AIDS quilt. Gary Baker died of 
AIDS July 3, 1989. His support group, particularly his 
mother, Jean, decided to make a panel for him. Together 
with a friend. Miles, who is HIV positive, she selected
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fabric and started the panel. Jean called a dinner party 
for many of Gary's friends to work on the panel, as well as 
sending pieces of fabric to family and friends for their 
contribution. Even Gary himself contributed posthumously in 
that his photograph and the cover of LAN Magazine, which he 
edited, was reproduced on fabric and incorporated in the 
quilt. Jean said:

It just grew . . .  a bit of a hodge-podge, I 
guess. But that was the kind of panel that most 
interested people to see when the quilt was 
displayed. (Interview)

About 30 or 40 people were involved in making this hodge
podge polylogue of voices. Creating the panel changed the 
participants for they began to move through their own grief 
as they worked: "It was very hard to do alone— too painful. 
Doing it with the support of other people was very 
important" (interview).

This multi-vocal panel is then connected to other 
panels, speaking their own voices. The panels, attached 
together in groups of eight, are arranged for display to 
make space for people to walk between them, so that the 
viewers also become part of the quilt, adding their voices 
to the quilt. Because of its heteroglossic nature, it 
remains, like the novel, forever open-ended, absorbing and 
reflecting "a plenitude of meanings" (Holquist xx).
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The novel and these quilts share other 

characteristics. The quilt groups champion issues our 
culture would rather marginalize. The novel, too, Bakhtin 
tells us, has been marginalized: "The enormous success of 
the novel in the nineteenth century has obscured the fact 
that for most of its history it was a marginal genre, 
little studied and frequently denounced" (xxvi). Each of 
these groups seeks to disturb the marginalized status of 
the issues it raises through the quilts. Sewing is a 
particularly effective way to counter that marginalization 
if we accept Ozzie Mayers' interpretation of the craft in 
"The Power of the Pin: Sewing as an Act of Rootedness in 
American Literature." He argues that "In its archetypal 
nature, sewing can suggest a kind of rootedness" (666). He 
goes on to say.

Sewing can be understood as a symbolic act of 
survival, expressed through an urge not to flee 
but to pin oneself down in order to discover the 
unconscious, unarticulated, and private modes of 
expression buried within. (667)

Mayers describes the intentions of all three quilting 
groups under examination here to root themselves and their 
issues in cultural consciousness. He notes that this is 
not merely a woman's way:
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It is important to stress that the associations 
of rootedness . = . transcend gender. Otherwise, 
we might end up reinforcing a stereotypical 
spatial dichotomy in which females are imaged 
primarily in terms of inner spaces and males of 
outer spaces, a dichotomy formalized by Eric 
Erickson's famous experiments ("Inner and Outer 
Spaces Reflections on Womanhood"). Sewing, though 
an external process, is naturally an inner 
experience. (675)

Mayers' point is an important one if we are to avoid 
remarginalizing these three groups by defining quilting and 
its aesthetic as women's work, setting up a female 
aesthetic in opposition to a male model, for that would 
turn rootedness into one more form of imprisonment. Susan 
Aiken, writing about the literary canon, elegantly argues 
the same points

Should we, then, attempt to draw up an 
exclusively female tradition to set against the 
male, thus endorsing a view of competing, 
mutually exclusive canons? Anyone who engages in 
such an attempt should be wary of the Hegelian 
master-slave paradoxs that one may, by attacking, 
reify the power of what one opposes. To seek our 
own canonical hegemony is at once to imitate the
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sterile centrism of the male tradition and, given 
the continuing power of that tradition, to invite 
a renewed and more extreme ghettoizing of women's 
texts» (298)

The three guilt projects claim power for themselves, not 
through one more set of binary opposites, but in an 
alternative, heteroglossic way that leaves no one 
marginalized.

The quilt groups continually call margin(sj and 
center(s) into question, but perhaps never so radically as 
the Boise Peace Quilters' Greenham Common quilt, a quilt 
which inverts what we commonly consider center and margin. 
They chose to make a crazy guilt to honor the Greenham 
Common peace activists, reflecting the crazy society we 
live in and also the world's perception of the British 
women as crazy.4 But who is crazier? The military or the 
women? Center and margin are called into question:

The women live 'on the wire', 'on the perimeter', 
neither fully outside nor fully inside, and they 
have triggered powerful associative chains which 
connect the international issue of nuclear 
missiles with pigs' blood and excremental 
vandalism . . . The exorbitant contrast between 
the closed, monumental, classical body of the 
multi-million dollar American Military Complex
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and the open, muddy, exposed huddle of higgledy- 
piggledy polythene tents is a scandal to 
hegemonic dignity which it can scarcely sustain, 
it is indeed wonderful that so little can make so 
great a difference. (Stallybrass and White 24) 

Imposed on the Boise crazy quilt is a spider's web 
inscribed with the words "web of life," and "weaving and 
reweaving," thus connecting the Greenham Common women with 
Penelope who wove and rewove her tapestry, keeping her life 
intact, and by extension, Ulysses's world together. At 
Greenham Common, women literally weave a web around the 
military, encamped as they are around the edges of the 
military base. Their influence is as fragile and durable as 
the spider's web: so easily disrupted, insistently 
replaced. The crazy women of Greenham Common are trying to 
weave a new web, tell a different story, impose a non
military web of peace on our crazy world. Even though they 
are culturally marginal and marginalized, their gesture 
carries enormous significance:

What is socially peripheral is often symbolically 
central, and if we ignore or minimize inversion 
and other forms of cultural negation, we often 
fail to understand the dynamics of symbolic 
processes generally. (Babcock 20)
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The women, who are literally and metaphorically peripheral 
to the military installation evoke far greater negative 
response than any inconvenience they may cause. They occupy 
a "powerful symbolic domain despite and because of their 
actual social marginalization" (Stallybrass and White 24). 
The Boise quilt encodes symbolically in fabric the same 
inversion of power and powerlessness that the Greenham 
Common women insistently live out in their muddy camps.

The Greenham Common women constitute "an intermediate 
and taboo-laden category" (Stallybrass and White 24) 
because they embody our worst fears— much easier to 
marginalize, through disgust and rejection, a group that 
reminds us too vividly of fears we would rather ignore or 
deny. We abhor old age, we are terrified of AIDS, and much 
as we dislike war and nuclear weapons, we are frightened of 
those we categorize as our enemies. We fear in each case 
our own extinction through the processes of old age, or 
nuclear war, or disease. All three quilting groups gently, 
but firmly insist that we face our greatest fear. Lacy 
connects us with our fear of death from old age; the AIDS 
guilt touches our fear of death from uncontrollable 
disease; the Boise Peace QuiIters remind us of our fear of 
violent death through war. Phil Nash's analysis of our 
terror of AIDS speaks for the issues raised by each of the
groups;
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AIDS threatens the ideals on which all our 
cultural values are balanced: the quest for love 
and the fear of death . . . The stunning and 
paradoxical reality of AIDS is that death— for 
many the greatest fear— has found its way into 
our most passionate and tender moments. (9)

These quilt groups remind us that death lies at the very 
heart of the rose we call organized culture, and like 
Blake's invisible worm that flies through the night, death 

Has found out thy bed 
Of crimson joy,
And his dark Secret love 
Does thy life destroy.

If we turn back to Bakhtin's heteroglossia, we begin 
to understand how the quilts can speak effectively to 
issues we find so frightening:

Two myths perish simultaneously: the myth of a 
language that presumes to be the only language, 
and the myth of a language that presumes to be 
completely unified. (68)

The quilts consciously disrupt a unified myth we have about 
ourselves as a culture by offering alternative views about 
AIDS, old age, and the peace process. By shifting the 
consciousness of a whole society from a single, fearful 
view of AIDS, or the peace process, or old age to a
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multivocal diversity we can begin to face that fear. Acting 
as a critique of our cultural constructions of AIDS, old 
age, or peace, the guilts fulfil the same purpose as the 
novel:

8Novel’ is the name Bakhtin gives to whatever 
force is at work within a given literary system 
to reveal the limits, the artificial constraints 
of that system. (Holquist xxxi)

The anticanonical nature of the novel parallels the 
counter-cultural activity of these quilt groups as they set 
about upsetting cultural status quo. Bakhtin8s description 
of the novel as 88the leading hero in the drama of literary 
development in our time precisely because it best of all 
reflects the tendencies of a new world still in the making88 
(7), could also be said about these quilts. Characteristic 
of the novel and the quilt 88is an eternal re-thinking and 
re-evaluating88 (31) .

The groups elicit ambivalent reactions, not only 
because of the issues they raise but also because of the 
guilts themselves. Quilting has its darker, pejorative 
side. If, for example, we look for references to 
88patchwork,88 and "quilting" in the apparently well-educated 
and open-minded academic world, we cannot help noticing how 
often "guilt" and "patchwork" are loaded with negative 
connotations: 5
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1. The commission would . . . address such 
fundamental questions as , . . whether 
Pennsylvania can tolerate its patchwork and 
chaotic classification of postsecondary 
educational institutions. (Reibman)
2. By adopting his theory on the use of various 
kinds of organizers, the designer may frame a 
pedagogical grammar that promotes meaningful 
learning, something which a patchwork grammar, 
naively eclectic and a theoretical, is unlikely 
to do. (Smith)
3. Among findings were the following: gifted 
underachievers were more quilt prone and less 
self-assured, more casual, socially less 
controlled, emotionally less stable, more 
submissive, and less assertive than gifted 
achievers. (Monteith)
4. Morton published all his raw data, and it is 
shown here that his summary tables are based on 
a patchwork of apparently unconscious finagling. 
(Gould)

"Patchwork" and "quilt" are used interchangeably, (although 
they are, of course, distinct in meaning), to suggest 
disorganized, amateurish, sloppy, inferior, lacking in 
rigor, and even dishonest. Quiltmaking, in fact, demands
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such careful planning and meticulous workmanship at every 
stage of the process that this association with lack of 
control and disorder indicates more than mere 
misunderstanding of the craft. Could it be that because 
quilting is primarily women's territory it is also 
associated with the patriarchal fear of what Showalter 
terms 'the wild zone'? Because "men do not know what is in 
the wild" (262), they try to contain it with the language 
of distrust, disgust and rejection. "In this sense, the 
"wild" is always imaginary; from the male point of view, it 
may simply be the projection of the unconscious,"(262) 
Showalter comments, a point that perhaps explains the use 
of "patchwork quilt" in the following dissertation 
abstract:

The ego, due to its synthesizing function, 
becomes the organizing center of the psyche while 
the id appears like a patchwork quilt of untamed 
drives without organized structure. (Lang)

But that which we cast out is also that which defines us. 
Our disgust bespeaks our desire:

Cultural categories of high and low, social and 
aesthetic, like those mentioned above but also 
those of the physical body and geographical 
space, are never entirely separable. (Stallybrass 
and White 2)
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Stallybrass and White develop the idea that 
"“representations of the lower strata (of the body, of 
literature, of society, of place)" are both "reviled and 
desired"(4)» They go on to say that high and low are 
inextricably connected:

The "topt attempts to reject and eliminate the 
"bottom" for reasons of prestige and status, only 
to discover, not only that it is in some way 
frequently dependent upon that low-Other, but 
also that the top includes that low symbolically, 
as a primary eroticized constituent of its own 
fantasy life. The result is a mobile, 
conflictual fusion of power, fear and desire in 
the construction of subjectivity: a psychological 
dependence upon precisely those Others which are 
being rigorously opposed and excluded at the 
social level. It is for this reason that what is 
socially peripheral is so frequently symbolically 
central.(4)

The quilts, then, act as a perfect symbol of the issues 
they raise for they, like the issues themselves, embody 
both disgust and desire.

The quilts also act as an appropriate symbol of the 
issues raised by these groups because they are 
traditionally situated culturally in a domestic context.
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The very ordinariness of quilts draws the issues out of 
distant seriousness into carnivalesque proximity. The 
quilts allow us to play with horrific ideas, making an 
amalgam of fear of death with the material pleasure of 
color and fabric. Like the novel, each of these quilts / 
brings us into

a zone of direct and even crude contact . . . 
where one can finger it familiarly on all sides, 
turn it upside down, inside out, peer at it from 
above and below, break open its external shell, 
look into its center, doubt it, take it apart, 
dismember it, lay it bare and expose it, examine 
it freely and experiment with it. (Bakhtin 23) 

Direct contact is at the heart of the activities of all 
three groups. The Boise Peace Quilters not only made their 
US/USSR quilt, but insisted on presenting it, in person, to 
both ambassadors in Geneva; Suzanne Lacy encourages the 
audience to mingle with the participants after the 
performance of The Crystal Quilt; the AIDS quilt evokes 
strong emotional reactions from those who come to see it. 
Indeed, the quilts' power is most evident at those points 
of direct physical contact.

This physical contact takes place in the present, for 
both novel and quilt: "The novel comes into contact with 
the spontaneity of the inconclusive present; this is what
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keeps the genre from congealing"(Bakhtin 27). The present 
is all open-endedness;

The present is something transitory, it is flow, 
it is an eternal continuation without beginning 
or end; it is denied an authentic conclusiveness 
and consequently lacks an essence as well. 
(Bakhtin 20)

All three groups rely on that transitory present for the 
efficacy of their work. The Boise Peace Quilters generate 
most of their publicity from the presentation ceremonies 
when they give their quilts to carefully selected 
recipients. The AIDS quilt is designed entirely for 
display, not at a museum, but as one or two day events in 
cities all over the U.S. Suzanne Lacy's quilt actually 
disappears when the performance is over, carried away in 
the bodies of the living participants. Each of the groups 
is driven by a belief in the immediacy, the pressing 
presentness of their issues.

Situated primarily in the present, neither novel nor 
quilt reaches a conclusion, but exists in a continual state 
of becoming. The novel, says Bakhtin, "is the sole genre 
that continues to develop, that is as yet uncompleted" (3). 
The work of these groups has no conclusion. As more people 
die of AIDS, additional panels are sewn on to the quilt.
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The Boise quiIters complete several new quilts each year.
As one participant in Suzanne Lacy's Crystal Quilt said:

I feel like I need to live about two years more 
to bring in my crop before the frost, as I call 
it. I've got three books to finish . . . but 
that's a patriarchal statement too. Women don't 
finish things.(Lippard 72)

This direct, physical, present contact takes place, 
both in the quilt and the novel in the world of carnival, a 
place that,

celebrates temporary liberation from the 
prevailing truth of the established order; it 
marks the suspension of all hierarchical rank, 
privileges, norms and prohibitions. Carnival was 
the true feast of time, the feast of becoming, 
change and renewal. It was hostile to all that 
was immortalized and complete. (Bakhtin 109)

The AIDS guilt displayed, the annual ice cream festival to 
raise money for the Boise Peace QuiIters, Suzanne Lacy's 
performances all constitute a kind of carnival. They aim to 
disrupt set ways of thinking, to encourage change and 
renewal, to open up what has been closed as complete 
through "symbolic inversion," a term Barbara Babcock 
defines as:
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any act of expressive behavior which inverts, 
contradicts, abrogates, or in some fashion 
presents an alternative to commonly held cultural 
codes, values and norms be they linguistic, 
literary or artistic, religious, social and 
political. (14)

Carnival is not necessarily revolutionary, nor would the 
three groups want it to be. They aim to change attitudes by 
acceptance and participation, not through setting 
themselves apart from or overturning society. They 
highlight the inextricable link between the ruling cultural 
order and the marginalized carnival spirit the groups 
represent, the one dependent on the other. AIDS is not 
something set apart from our society, but is effecting and 
infecting every one of us. Old people cannot be separated 
from the rest of us for we carry the seeds of old age 
within us. Nuclear arms negotiations are not something that 
happen in Geneva, but effect the lives of families in 
Boise. The groups are bringing home what we would rather 
leave in the dark woods of our unconscious.

But can that social inversion last beyond the 
carnival, or is it merely a temporary, legalized 
interruption of traditional cultural order ? Terry Eagleton 
suggests its very structure contains any truly long-term 
effect carnival might have:
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Carnival, after all, is a licensed affair in 
every sense, a permissible rupture of hegemony, a 
contained popular blow-off as disturbing and 
relatively ineffectual as a revolutionary work of 
art. As Shakespeare's Olivia remarks, there is no 
slander in an allowed fool. (Stallybrass 13)

In other words, the protest because it is allowed, in fact 
preserves and strengthens the existing order. The question 
is unresolvable, but perhaps these groups aim to maintain a
state of permanent carnival as they persist in making,

\celebrating and displaying their quilts.
Focused though they are on the present, they are not 

imprisoned by it. All three groups reach back into the past 
and forward into the future. From the vantage point of that 
insistent present, the groups reevaluate, rewrite and 
reintegrate past and future. Sontag observes that AIDS ties 
the act of sex, which is very much situated in the present,- 
to an ominous past and future;

The fear of AIDS imposes on an act whose ideal is 
an experience of pure presentness (and a creation 
of the future) a relation to the past to be 
ignored at one's peril. Sex no longer withdraws 
its partners, if only for a moment, from the 
social. It cannot be considered just a coupling;
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it is a chain, a chain of transmission, from the 
past. (72)

Displaying the AIDS quilt in the present serves not only as 
a poignant way to grieve for the past, but also as a way to 
raise money and hope for the future. Fear of past and 
future is transcribed into reconciliation with the one and 
hope for the other.

The Boise women feel that official American policy 
about the future is dangerously shortsighted, that 
politicians are not making sufficiently strong connections 
between past, present and future. Particularly with the 
joint US/USSR quilt, the Boise quilters use a traditional 
craft to warn us that we threaten our future by our 
behavior now. Inscribing the words "For a peaceful and 
secure future for children all over the world" and 
incorporating children's portraits focuses attention on 
today's children and the future they will inherit. The 
quilts rewrite the future: "When we sit down and make a 
quilt out of thousands of tiny stitches, I feel it's a real 
act of faith in the future, in our ability to create the 
future" (Diane Jones).

If the Boise quilters feel a driving commitment to a 
better future, Suzanne Lacy is concerned to revise the 
past. The Crystal Quilt recognizes and celebrates in the 
present the wealth of experience embodied in older women.
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There can be little doubt that all three groups aim to 

make permanent changes in the way we see ourselves. Once 
again, the guilts parallel the novels "Finally, in a novel 
the individual acquires the ideological and linguistic 
initiative necessary to change the nature of his own 
image"(Bakhtin 38). But those changes need to be made with 
care to avoid erecting a replica of the existing order. As 
Luce Irigaray says, "when these same movements aim simply 
for a change in the distribution of power, leaving intact 
the power structure itself, then they are resubjecting 
themselves, deliberately or not, to a phallocratic 
order"(81). She continuess

It is not a matter of toppling that order so as 
to replace it— that amounts to the same thing in 
the end— but of disrupting and modifying it, 
starting from an "outside" that is exempt, in 
part, from phallocentric law. (Irigaray 68)

Thus the marginalized status of the guilts and their issues 
gives these groups an advantage as they plan to change 
society. Irigaray argues that "it is essential for women 
among themselves to invent new modes of organization, new 
forms of struggle, new challenges." (166). However, this is 
easier said than done. Not only have women been denied 
power, they have had a difficult time claiming it for 
themselves s
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Women of accomplishment . . . have had to 
confront power and control. Because this has been 
declared unwomanly, and because many women would 
prefer (or think they would prefer) a world 
without evident power or control, women have been 
deprived of the narratives, or the texts, plots, 
or examples, by which they might assume power 
over— take control of— their own lives. (Heilbrun 
17)

Because traditional definitions of power have been 
both unavailable and unpalatable to many women, Berenice 
Carroll's redefinition in "Peace Research: The Cult of 
Power" provides an alternative already practiced by the 
three quilting groups under discussion here. Carroll's 
Fork, as Elizabeth Converse defines it, distinguishes 
between the traditional definition of power-as-social- 
domination, meaning "power to assert one's will, over other 
persons" (591), and the alternative, power-as-social- 
competence, which Carroll defines as emphasizing process 
rather than product in the context of an all-inclusive 
community which values its individual constituents. Carroll 
defines Power-as-competence as,

the idea of power as independent strength, 
ability, autonomy, self-determination, control 
over one's own life rather than the lives of
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others, competence to deal with one's environment 
out of one's own energies and resources, rather 
than on the basis of dependence. (607)

Focusing on world peace, she argues for peace-as- 
social-competence as not merely an alternative, but the 
only viable choices

The prevailing preoccupation with the powerful —  
with major powers and their elites, with nation- 
states and their capabilities for war and for 
imposing their will on others— is unlikely to 
bring us any closer to peace, since it assumes 
the perpetuation of the power system which may 
well be at the root of war. (614)

Carroll then explores the implications of power-as-social- 
competence, outlining a route that the Boise quiIters are 
takings

The search for a solution to the war problem in 
the international arena is in effect abandoned as 
hopeless. The only hope appears to lie in turning 
attention away from the "fixed-sum game of 
international hierarchy" altogether, to focus on 
domestic concerns instead. And the vehicle of 
hope for the future is not the elite decision 
makers, but the movements of "domestic unrest," 
Which is to say, the agitation of the
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"powerless," who today are "fostering the belief 
that national status position is not always worth 
fighting for." (604)

Powerlessness, according to Carroll, has been associated 
with impotence, inability, inadequacy and "effeminacy"
(607) when aligned with the power-as-social-domination 
model. Carroll then outlines nine forms of power available 
to the powerless, most of which are "invisible," but not, 
she argues, ineffective. At least four of these invisible 
forms of power operate within the three groups under 
discussion here.

The first, "inertial" power, resists the existing 
hierarchy, taking, "no organized or politically conscious 
form, but which confronts topdogs in all their efforts to 
organize societies according to their will and design"
(609). The Boise quilters' resistance to the arms 
negotiations in Geneva constitutes inertial power. 
"Innovative" power also challenges "topdogs" in that it 
usurps their traditional association with creative power: 

Contemporary experience, however, suggests 
strongly that the most innovative demands and 
proposals, those that seem most extreme and 
unrealistic because they depart furthest from 
accepted norms, come from the underdogs and the 
alienated, not from their middle-class
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sympathizers nor from the topdog groups 
struggling to keep up with the demands. (611)

All three groups use unexpected and creative ways not only 
to put their message across but also to exercise what 
Carroll defines as "legitimizing" power, "shaping the 
habits and attitudes of the individuals and small groups of 
which any society is composed, and upon whose habits and 
attitudes its governing power depends." (611) Finally,the 
quiIters0 efforts can be seen as expressions of 
"expressive" and "explosive" power, which is:

Warning power and, to some extent, an educative 
power unlikely in itself to bring about 
significant change or even significant response 
from above, in the short run, but likely in the 
long run to spread and mount in intensity and 
strength if ignored or met with attempts at 
repression. Expressive and explosive power are 
warnings of the ultimate disintegrative, 
dissociative, and delegitimizing power of the 
"powerless." (613)

Using the means available to them, each of the groups aims 
to claim power, not as an end in itself, but for what 
changes it can effect. These quiIters have entered into a ' 
process of self-empowerment that will lead to healing and 
transformation.
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In each case, these groups visualize transformation on 

a grand scale. The Boise women aim, as one of them says, to 
"create a change at grassroots level from a culture of war 
to a culture of peace . . . that's an extremely radical 
change." The NAMES project works towards turning around a 
nation's thinking about homosexuality and AIDS; Lacy is 
inspired to transform our attitudes towards women, 
particularly the most marginalized group of all, old women. 
These constitute unlikely goals, impossible dreams, and yet 
the quilters strive for them regardless of the apparent 
impractibility. Their work does have effect, does change 
attitudes, and in each case, with far greater success than 
at first seems possible. Using the power of the powerless 
via quiltmaking, these three groups seek nothing less than 
transforming our most fundamental cultural beliefs.

That transformation, however, is a long-term, on-going 
process, one that takes precedence over any finished 
product. The sewing itself is more means than end. Although 
the Boise quilters produce beautiful quilts, their 
needlework is essentially a medium through which they 
empower themselves and communicate with others. This is 
more apparent with the NAMES Project, which takes no 
account of the participants' previous sewing experience or 
expertise. Only their intentions count. Lacy takes this one 
step further by creating a symbolic quilt. The process of
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making the Crystal Quilt matters, all that it stands for 
matters, but the quilt itself does not. When the 
performance is over, the quilt disappears, literally and 
metaphorically carried away in the hearts, minds, and 
bodies of the participants. '"Sewing, with the rootedness it 
connotes, becomes an expression of creativity and a means 
of revolutionizing a conventional female act into a source 
of endurance and vision," says Ozzie Mayers (673). The 
three projects show that we can go further to say that the 
sewing itself, the finished quilt, the material product, is 
of secondary importance to the process of healing, 
community and transformation it represents:

Quilts are vehicles— they're not the end. They're 
just the process. Just like a runner— it's the 
process of running not just the winning, and I 
can see the stitches going along just like a 
jogger. It's the process of these stitches that 
truly effects people and changes people. And for 
me, I can't imagine what my life was like before 
the quilt project. (Boise Peace Quilter, Tudor 
Cushman)
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CHAPTER SIX

BETWEEN IS ALL

The center no longer completely holds. And, from 
the centered perspective, the 1marginal * and what 
I will be calling the 'ex-centric1 (be it class, 
race, gender, sexual orientation, or ethnicity) 
take on new significance in the light of the 
implied recognition that our culture is not 
really the homogeneous monolith (that is middle- 
class, male, heterosexual, white, western) we 
might have.assumed. (Linda Hutcheon, A poetics of 
Postmodernism)

Waterland and Between the Acts would seem an unlikely 
way to conclude this study. Neither novel mentions guilts, 
both were written outside the American quilting tradition, 
one by a woman who never quilted, the other by a man. Yet 
many of the ideas explored so far in the context of 
quilting, (the importance and validity of fragments, the 
strength of women in community, the difference between 
,ehisg,tory and "her"story) are valid in the wider world of 
literature. These two novels illustrate, as do many others, 
the quilt aesthetic.

The two novels are strikingly similar in some ways. 
Both texts suggest that traditional culture and history no 
longer serve us well. Marginality and fragmentation disrupt
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the ruling model, demonstrating an unexpected strength. 
Because the peripheral shapes the central in subtle but 
strong ways, we can no longer look at what is marginal as 
unimportant. The two novels suggest that the marginal and 
the fragmented point the way forward: things falling apart 
lead not so much to Yeats" "mere anarchy" as to the birth 
of creativity and renewed life. «

The re-vision suggested above finds more specific 
shape in the question of history. Both novels explore the 
breakdown of the traditional center of culture, history, 
and simultaneously, a recognition of the power of women 
excluded and marginalized by that culture. Women who at 
first appear marginal are revealed as central, often 
underpinning "historical" events in a more influential way 
than the men. Thus both novels re-view women's part in 
"the tricky category of history" (Fuss 104). Traditional 
views of history as "a reliable, homogeneous monolith"
(Fuss 99) are undermined by a more feminocentric vision of 
the past as "layered rather than linear, sedimented rather 
than sequential" (Fuss 105). We also discover that myth and 
story telling are viable ways to arrive at some sort of 
"truth" about the past, whether it's Crick's chorus of "Let 
me tell you," or Miss La Trobe's play. As if to underscore 
the dis-unity of history, both novels are written as a 
series of fragments, suggesting what Diana Fuss calls "a
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feminist cartography that will make possible a more radical 
historiography11" ((106) .

In both texts, history is acted out in the context of 
theater— -a literal stage in Between the Acts. the classroom 
for Crick. The characters are self-reflexive actors, aware 
of themselves as creating their own personas, their own 
reality. Life becomes a series of backdrops, scripted 
scenes, the putting on of a performance. Susan Dick's 
comment on Between the Acts could as easily applied to Tom 
Crick in Waterland;

The characters' awareness of the familiar roles 
they play and their tendency to cast those around 
them in supporting parts, like the success with 
which Miss La Trobe implicates the audience in 
her unfolding pageant, contributes to the book's 
pervasive theatricality. (76)

The patrilineal line, such an important a part of 
traditional history, is also called into question in both 
novels. Crick bases his narrative on his paternity, 
constantly referring back to his forefathers; the paternal 
line at Pointz Hall dominates Between the Acts. But that 
patriarchal inheritance is threatened by sterility in 
Waterland and instability in Between the Acts. Though 
similar in theme, these two texts act them out in rather 
different ways.
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Between the Acts

Mirrors, images of self-reflexivity, frame the 
beginning and end of Between the Acts. While Miss La Trobe 
concludes her pageant, and the novel, with fragments of 
glass held up to reflect the audience, Isa, in one of the 
earliest scenes of the novel, looks at her reflection:

She . . . stood in front of the three-folded 
mirror, so that she could see three separate 
versions of her rather heavy, yet handsome face; 
and also, outside the glass, a slope of terrace, 
lawn and tree tops. Inside the glass, in her 
eyes, she saw what she had felt overnight for the 
ravaged, the silent, the romantic gentleman 
farmer. "In love," was in her eyes. But outside, 
on the washstand, on the dressing-table, among 
the silver boxes and tooth-brushes, was the other 
love, love for her husband, the stockbroker— "The 
father of my children," she added, slipping into 
the cliche conveniently provided by fiction. (14) 

As she looks into the mirror, Isa is split between her 
irreconcilable inner dreams and the outer reality. The 
looking-glass, when it is whole, gives a distorted and 
stressful reflection of reality, reminiscent of Woolf's 
comment in A Room of One *s Own:
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Women have served all these centuries as looking- 
glasses possessing the magic and delicious power 
of reflecting the figure of man at twice its 
natural size. (35)

The broken mirror shatters the traditional function of 
women as reflectors of men, replacing that deceptive 
wholeness with a disturbing but liberating vision of men 
and women as fragmented.

This significant looking-glass image, from wholeness 
to "scraps, orts and fragments" (192), signals a shift in 
the perception of history that takes place in the novel: 
from a whole view, a solid if distorted image of the past, 
to a series of fragments that shatter the traditional 
reflection. The audience at the pageant, and by implication 
the reader too, face a radical revision of themselves and 
their histories as they look at their fractured reflection 
in "The Present Time. Ourselves." (178)

The title indicates the nature of this change: "Acts" 
can be read as segments of English history dramatized in 
the pageant, or the more private and particular human 
relations that are in continuous and chaotic flux 
throughout the novel. But "Between" precedes "Acts," 
indicating that this is primarily a novel about the space 
between those "acts." The emphasis of the novel is not on
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the acts, but what happens between them— the space that 
breaks continuity into fragments„

That fragmentation has been viewed as a reflection of 
Woolfs sense of hopelessness about her world. We cannot, 
of course, forget its background: penned under the imminent 
approach of World War II, it was the last book Woolf wrote. 
She committed suicide before revising the final draft. The 
book itself, composed of scraps, orts and fragments, 
suggests the frightening disunity of Yeats' "Second 
Coming"s

Things fall apart; the center cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.

Indeed, the source of the oft used quote, "orts, scraps and 
fragments" seems to confirm a revulsion of dis-unity. 
Betrayed and disgusted by her faithlessness, Troilus says 
of Cressida:

The fractions of her faith, orts of her love.
The fragments, scraps, the bits and greasy relics
Of her o'er eaten faith are bound to Diomed.

(V,ii,193-5)
Not surprisingly, some critics deny this disturbing 

fragmentation by identifying an underlying unifying theme. 
The novel is made cohesive by love (Poresky 245), or by 
Miss La Trobe's creativity, her art (Naremore 229), or 
cultural history (Johnston 260), or Nature (Blodgett 27).
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One of the most subtle attempts at cohesion comes from 
J.Hillis Miller who at the same time that he acknowledges 
the fragments, ties them into "a heart of darkness”;

The special genius of the woman writer, Woolf 
suggests, may be for shivering into splinters the 
old vision for the sake of offering insight, in 
the silence left, of the true vacancy behind.
(227)

Because women are aware of the void, they have become 
expert illusionists with a talent "for creative veiling of 
the emptiness” (227). He goes on to say, "Women know that 
death, emptiness, silence underlie every surface”(228). 
Miller does admit, as "a final possibility,”(229) that "the 
gap may hide a positive truth, an ontological principle, 
"being' the "heart of darkness"" (229). Although he appears 
to accept the fragmentation at the heart of Between the 
Acts. Hillis Miller's interpretation is disturbing because 
he cannot resist replacing those fragments with some sort 
of menacing feminine unifying force: the gap between 
things, that female space, becomes a frightening void to be 
covered at all costs. But Woolf's text resists both "heart 
of darkness" and the idea of hopeless fragments. Between 
the Acts is more ambivalent, less easily categorizable, and 
more playful than an essentialist approach allows. As 
Barbara Babcock 1 points out,
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It is surely, as its title implies, the most 
deconstructive of her works in its non- 
essentialist play of language, in its 
multivocality and rejection of the concepts of 
identity and a unified self, and in its 
dismantling of binary oppositions and insistence 
on inhabiting interstices-— "a little not quite 
here or there" [BTA 149]. (5)

By avoiding essentialism, we can view the space between 
things as an energizing, liberating force at play in the 
novel.

Hillis Miller suggests, in his final interpretation of 
the novel, that although men and women view life 
differently, (men in a linear way, women in fragments), 
they can work together to build a complete, androgynous 
truths "women should not so much reject the male enterprise 
as complete it" (228). Miller's vision of that completion 
is what he calls a new female rhythm that "would be capable 
of filling the spaces and going out into the unknown, 
making the unknown into the known" (229). However, he is 
merely constructing a more subtle male rhythm, one that 
fills gaps to make everything intelligible. Is this really 
any better than Mr.Ramsay methodically making his way 
through the alphabet? The space, by very definition, must 
remain unfilled and unknown, unknowable.
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Between the Acts is a celebration of fragmentation; 

not the despair of life falling apart, but the affirmation 
of fragmentation as contributing to a creative and valid 
way to live» If we look at life as only linear, whole, 
smoothly connected and continuous, then the pageant fails 
and human life is hopeless. But if we are willing to shift 
our perception to see that fragments are also essential to 
life, and that the tearing that begins things can be 
constructive, making necessary creative spaces, then the 
pageant is transformed into a triumph of mimesis, and human 
relations are invested with renewed dignity.

Indeed, the indefinable space takes on as much 
significance as that which usually connects things. More 
than anything else, words and history make our convenient 
"whole," but neither works well here. A text exists only in 
words, yet Between the Acts continually plays with the 
inadequacy of words to bridge the gap between writer and 
text, between reader and text, and between characters in 
the text. For example, characters fail repeatedly to reach 
each other through dialogue. Disturbing on a first 
reading, we realize that, rather than words, "The vast 
vacancy" (78) Mrs Manresa senses between herself and the 
others signifies the best starting place for 
communication.
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This is not a novel about the failure of 

communicationo Connection is difficult, but it happens all 
the time, taking place primarily in the space between 
wordso What William and Lucy, for example, say aloud is 
inadequate, superficial. William can only say "I'm 
William," but even that is an interruption (72). Unspoken 
though it is, intense communication takes place:

"I took you," she apologized, " away from your 
friends, William, because I felt wound tight here 
. . . " She touched her bony forehead upon which 
a blue vein wriggled like a blue worm. But her 
eyes in their caves of bone were still lambent.
He saw her eyes only. And he wished to kneel 
before her, to kiss her hand, and to say: "At 
school they held me under a bucket of dirty 
water, Mrs. Swithin; so I married; but my child's 
not my child, Mrs Swithin. I'm a half-man, Mrs 
Swithin; a flickering, mind-divided little snake 
in the grass, Mrs Swithin; as Giles saw; but 
you've healed me . . . "  So he wished to say; but 
said nothing; and the breeze went lolloping along 
the corridors, blowing the blinds out. (73) 

William's non-verbal communication tells Lucy and the 
reader so much more about him than the articulated "I am 
William."
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Though Isa and Giles utter hardly a word to each 

other, they continually communicate with each other. Their 
deepest connection happens in the space between articulated 
words:

Giles then did what to Isa was his little trick; 
shut his lips; frowned; and took up the pose of 
one who bears the burden of the world's woe, 
making money for her to spend. "No," said Isa, as 
plainly as words could say it. "I don't admire 
you," and looked, not at his face, but at his 
feet. "Silly little boy, with blood on his 
boots." Giles shifted his feet. Whom then did she 
admire? Not Dodge. That he could take for 
certain. Who else? Some man he knew. Some man, he 
was sure, in the Barn. Which man? He looked round 
him. (Ill)

The subtle tensions of their marriage are communicated back 
and forth without a word being said on either side.

When Isa and William break through to verbal 
communication, Woolf doesn't bother to report the 
conversation— the words don't matter:

"I'm Isa," she answered. Then they talked as if 
they had known each other all their lives; which 
was odd, she said, as they always did.



considering she'd known him perhaps one 
hour.(114)

Conversations that do take place are interrupted, 
unfinished, or held under the breath, so no-one else hears: 

"I'd no notion we looked so nice, " Mrs Swithin 
whispered to William . . .
"Marking time," said old Oliver beneath his

breath.
"Which don't exist for us," Lucy murmured. "We've 
only the present."
"Isn't that enough?" William asked himself. (82) 

If we look merely at spoken words, this is novel about the 
failure to communicate, but if we are willing to accept a 
world in which words are fragmented, broken up by a vibrant 
but unarticulated space, then Between the Acts can be seen 
as a stunning affirmation of our connectedness to one 
another, not so much through words as, ironically, through 
the space between them.

As important as words is the theme of history in this 
novel, and history is shown to be no more viable than words 
unless we also look at it in terms of fragmentation.
Between the Acts is a novel deeply concerned with history: 
the personal history of the family at Pointz Hall as well 
as the "History of England" as enacted in the pageant.

268
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Yet history as a linear connection of significant 

events that somehow explains life, an Outline of History, 2 
is shown to be an unattainable myth. History is comprised 
of experiential reality, scraps, orts and fragments, such 
as the "watch that had stopped a bullet on the field of 
Waterloo" which is kept under a glass case. (7) The watch- 
that-stopped- the-bul let becomes more important than who won 
or lost the battle, for perception makes history as much as 
any "objective" facts. Batholomew, for example, pointing to 
the family portraits, explains,

That was my ancestor. He had a dog. The dog was 
famous. The dog has his place in history. He left 
it on record that he wished his dog to be buried 
with him. (48)

The man goes unnamed. Against the backdrop of linear 
familial past of Pointz Hall, history is revealed as 
flotsam and jetsam, individual memories thrown up into the 
present, often unrelated in any logical way to the rest of 
life's experiences.

The pageant, of course, stands as the central example 
of historical flotsam. Shaped by a chorus, the traditional 
representatives of wisdom and order, the audience hears 
only a few unconnected words:

All the time the villagers were passing in and 
out between the trees. They were singing; but
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only a word or two was audible " . . . wore ruts 
in the grass . . . built the house in the lane . 
o o "The wind blew away the connecting words of 
their chant, and then, as they reached the tree 
at the end they sang: "To the shrine of the Saint 
. . .  to the tomb . . . lovers . . . believers .
. . we come . . . "(80)

The chorus cannot provide a cohesive sense of order, merely 
fragments of non-sense. Like the chorus, the pageant is a 
collage of interruptions, forgotten and unheard lines. The 
play itself is interrupted once by a rain squall, and twice 
by intervals, at which time the audience act out their own 
dramas with one another. The vicar's interpretation, which 
is itself a series of barely decipherable scraps and 
fragments, is interrupted by the plane flying over. The 
final scene of "ourselves" is composed entirely of 
reflected fragments of the audience in the famous pieces of 
mirror. At one level, the history of England appears to 
have failed. The audience are mystified and confused; the 
performance did not go smoothly. But from a point of view 
that embraces fragments, we see that Miss La Trobe has 
brilliantly revised history as a long series of scraps, 
orts and fragments.

Set, like the history of Pointz Hall, against the more 
familiar linear story we know of our literary past, the
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pageant has neither a tidy beginning nor end. People hardly 
seem to know when it1s started:

Then the play began. Was it, or was it not, the 
play? Chuff, chuff, chuff sounded from the 
bushes, It was the noise a machine makes when 
something has gone wrong. Some sat down hastily; 
others stopped talking guiltily. All looked at 
the bushes. For the stage was empty. (76)

The novel itself is a little tidier, taking place in a 
twenty-four hour period. But we start at the tail end of a 
conversation, and we finish at the beginning of Isa and 
Giles9 renewed relations. Beginnings are hard to 
distinguish from ends in the fragmented world:

The ebetween1 of '19391 marks, if it marks at 
all, an end to the possibility of endings. There 
is no plot and no conclusion, no triumph of love 
or of hate, no resolution; and the terms of these 
oppositions themselves fall apart in the break-up 
of the syntax: "The gramophone gurgled Unity—  
Dispersity, It gurgled Un . . . dis . . . And 
ceased." (Bowlby 158)

What matters is not so much the plot as the emotions, 
for history is being rewritten here as vivid, minute, 
emotional memories that inform the present, not merely a
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logical progression of external events. Lucy, for example 
remembers her childhood with Bart:

Once, she remembered, he had made her take the 
fish off the hook herself. The blood had shocked 
her— "Oh!" she had cried— for the gills were full 
of blood. And he had growled: "Cindy!" The ghost 
of that morning in the meadow was in her mind as 
she replaced the hammer where it belonged on one 
shelf; (21)

History, because it is dependent oh human emotion and 
memory, is also faulty and interrupted:

"But don't-you remember . . . "  Mrs Haines began. 
No, not that. Still he did remember— and he was 
about to tell them what when there was a sound 
outside . . . " (4)

History becomes a pageant as much as Miss La Trobe's play, 
an emotional scrapbook, dependent on fragments of memory.

Indeed, when we look only for historical continuity in 
a traditional way, we tend to be undermined, fooled, 
tricked. There's a note of surprise in the narrator's 
voice when the same view is described one hundred years 
later, ("The Guide Book still told the truth [520]") as if 
it could just as well have been different. And although we 
come to the Pageant scenes— particularly the Comedy of 
Manners and the Victorian scene— with relief, as to
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something familiar, we find that those acts are essentially 
illusionso Within both scenes, the main tension is 
deception— one character deceiving another. And of course, 
when we step back we remember that these people are local 
villagers reciting lines created by Miss La Trobe. Nothing 
is "real" about these scenes. They offer layer after layer 
of deception, to pageant audience as well as reader. As one 
member of the audience says, "What's history without the 
army?" (157). This audience is accustomed to certain cues 
for history— kings, battles, treaties, acts of parliament.

Even the literary canon is called into question in the 
form of the neatly ordered library bookshelves, presenting 
the illusion of some sort of objective truth about the 
history of literature. But the books in the library 
representing this myth, are "tarnished, spotted" mirrors of 
the soul (16), and the library itself is described as empty 
(17). We are more aware of the space in the library than 
the books that constitute the canon. The books merely line 
and surround, uphold the space of the empty library. Giles 
finds no comfort there:

Books: the treasured life-blood of immortal 
spirits. Poets; the legislators of mankind. 
Doubtless, it was so. But Giles was unhappy.
(115)
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Like linear history, the tidy literary canon cannot replace 
the confusion of living, breathing relationships. Giles 
will be saved not through some mythical order, but by 
fighting in the dark with his vixen. The only living 
literature in Between the Acts is Miss La Trobe's 
troublesome pageant which belongs to no canon, indeed mocks 
the canon, but which contains more truth and life than all 
the closed books lined up in the library.

History is always under question, as Lucy realizes in 
her comment: "The Victorians . . .  I don't believe . . . 
that there were ever such people. Only you and me and 
William dressed differently (175)." "You don't believe in 
history," asks William Dodge in reply (175). But that's not 
it. Even though she's reading An outline of History. Lucy 
doesn't believe only in linear history:

[She] had spent the hours between three and five 
thinking of rhododendron forests in Picadilly; 
when the entire continent, not then, she 
understood, divided by a channel, was all one; 
populated, she understood, by elephant-bodied, 
seal-necked, heaving, surging, slowly writhing, 
and she supposed, barking monsters; the 
iguanodon, the mammoth, and the mastadon; from 
whom presumably, she thought, jerking the window 
open, we descend. (8)
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She takes Wells" objective "facts" and adds the fragments 
of her own imagination in order to bring history to life.

History is cyclical as well as linear, bringing us 
back to the same place again and again, and that place is 
individual human experience. History becomes patchwork 
pieces, drawn together into a constantly repeating pattern, 
the individual elements making up a collage— a beautiful, 
multicolored, idiosyncratic assemblage of human experience.

What we don't know is as significant as what we do 
know. History is not only what we remember, but what we 
forget or never knew. Most history, the part of the iceberg 
under water, is space in human perception because it is 
unknown to us. So we have the gaps in the pageant, the 
discontinuities, the intervals. We are also aware of the 
unknown in individuals' pasts which are misty and 
arbitrary. Nobody seems to know Mrs Manresa' "history," or 
where she comes from: •

Her hat, her rings, her finger nails red as 
roses, smooth as shells, were there for all to 
see. But not her life history. That was only 
scraps and fragments to all of them. (39)

But a gap is often an uncomfortable place to be situated, 
so the other characters put together a story— "but it was 
only gossip"(39)— and thus construct Mrs Manresa, like the 
novelist herself, out of imagination as much as "fact."
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Miss La Trobe knows only too well the discomfort of 

fragments and spaces, "the torture of these interruptions!" 
(79)o The audience are horrified when they see themselves 
in the mirrors„ "Human kind cannot bear very much 
reality," says T.S.Eliot. "Reality too strong" (179) 
comments Virginia Woolf. When faced with the reality of 
themselves in terms of scraps, orts and fragments, the 
people are outraged, confused, frightened. "Death, death, 
death . . . when illusion fails"(180). We live more 
comfortably by the illusion that life is linear, solid, 
connected than by acknowledging its fragmentary nature.

That indefinable space, frightening though it seems at 
times, constitutes a vital element in the creative process 
as we see demonstrated at the end of the novel when Giles 
and Isa finally confront one another:

Before they slept, they must fight; after they 
had fought, they would embrace. From that 
embrace another life might be born. But first 
they must fight, as the dog fox fights with the 
vixen, in the heart of darkness, in the fields 
of night. (219)

Separate throughout the day, they come together in the dark 
space of the night, without words, without history, to 
reconnect. The result is not destruction, but intimacy and 
the creation of new life.
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In this confusion of history, the women in Between the 

Acts play a series of archetypal female roles. Miss La 
Trobe is the unmarried one— in effect, the virgin— the 
outsider. Isa is wife and mother, very much the insider; 
Lucy is the wise old woman with a hint of magical powers; 
and Mrs Manresa plays the seductress. In each case, the 
woman is denigrated and repressed by her culture for the 
role she plays. The villagers find Miss La Trobe strange, 
abandoning her when the pageant is over:

The bells had stopped; the audience had gone; 
also the actors. She could straighten her back. 
She could open her arms. She could say to the 
world. You have taken my gift! Glory possessed 
her-— for one moment. But what had she given? A 
cloud that melted into the other clouds on the 
horizon. It was in the giving that the triumph 
was. And the triumph faded. Her gift meant 
nothing.(209)

Isa goes unrecognized and unappreciated by her husband, and 
Lucy is dismissed as eccentric by most of the others. Yet 
these women are holding the world together between them. 
They emboby Julia Kristeva's chora. that underlying 
"modality of significance in which the linguistic sign is 
not yet articulated as the absence of an object and as the 
distinction between real and symbolic"(94). Like Kristeva's
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representation of the symbolic, the androcentric world in 
Between the Acts "moves with and against the chora in the 
sense that it simultaneously depends upon and refuses it" 
(94).

Though they are denigrated, the women play a vital 
role as "fragment weavers, holy patchers" (Baker 713) of
their society. We can see Hiss La Trobe as a brilliant

\

quilter, cutting up the patchwork pieces of English 
history, allowing creative space to exist before connecting 
the pieces together in a multi-colored kaleidoscope:

Miss La Trobe has sought, as Isa recognized, to 
cut the 'knot' in the center, to let silence and 
emptiness become, perhaps, the prologue to a 
radical new story. Her pageant performs the 
disruption, the decreation, which must precede 
recreation. (Dick 79)

Hers is perhaps a crazy quilt, with bits and pieces of 
memory jumbled together. As bricoleur she stitches her 
history together from the talent and materials available to 
her. She has only ten pounds to spend, so the whole pageant 
is pulled together from scraps of people and things: the 
local policeman, the village idiot, dishcloths, and 
borrowed mirrors are built into her quilt. Hers is also a • 
work of femmage, for most of her fragments show history 
through a female perspective. England is "a small girl,
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like a rose-bud in pink"(76) who is followed by Eliza Clark 
as Elizabeth I, "Queen of this great land"(83). In the 
literary parodies, the catalysts are women in the shape of 
Lady Harpy Harraden in the comedy of manners, and Eleanor 
in the Victorian scene. However, Miss La Trobe's work is 
mostly underestimated or misunderstand, as we see in the 
audience's reaction:

O my dear, I thought it utter bosh. Did vou 
understand the meaning? . . . Then there was the 
idiot . . . Also, why leave out the Army, as my 
husband was saying, if it’s history? (197)

Yet she is a quilter of village life, drawing the community 
together, year after year, in the most important social 
event of their rural lives. Her name suggests her role, as 
the one who stirs things up, makes trouble, tears apart, 
and by so doing, also brings together.

Other women quiIters do their work in the novel. Isa 
quilts in the context of domestic family life. She holds 
parent and child together; she will initiate better 
relations with her husband; She has produced the child that 
will continue life at Pointz Hall; as the center of Oliver 
family life, Isa draws together the patchwork pieces of 
domestic life.

Lucy guilts past and present together. She stretches 
back to primeval history through her reading of the Outline
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of History, bringing it to life in the present through her 
vivid imagination. She also constantly reminds Bart of a 
more personal past they shared.

Mrs Manresa stitches the world of men together, 
attracting heterosexual and homosexual alike to her, 
drawing them into community. Indeed, she is recognized 
only in relational terms, particularly with the men, and is 
hardly known in her own right.

We need to return to the image of the mirror for a 
better sense of women's relationship with the androcentric 
world. Even though they are cast in traditional roles, the 
women do not serve "as looking glasses possessing the magic 
and delicious power of reflecting the figure of man at 
twice its natural size" (Room 35), but rather represent a 
diverse fragmented reality that cannot be easily 
appropriated into "his"tory.

The change we see represented in that broken glass is 
the shift we also see from Modernism to Postmodernism. 
Literary Modernism can be encapsulated in E.M. Forster's 
"Only connect," a plea for unity endorsed by a whole 
generation:

To become enthusiastic about connecting it is 
first necessary to perceive things as regrettably 
disjoined if not actively opposed and polarized. 
(Fussell 106)
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Writers of the Modernist period saw their world fragmented, 
and despaired over it. Casting around for some unifying 
force—-myth, religion, culture— to create wholeness, they 
rarely questioning the validity of that unifying principle: 

Generally, when archetypal imagery occurs in a 
modern novel, the imagery implies a lost and 
noble glory, an ancient greatness in relation to 
which the pettiness of modern lives is mourned, 
as in The Wasteland, or benignly mocked, as in 
Joyce's Ulvsses. Neither Eliot nor Joyce actually 
mocks the basic idea and value of, say, the Grail 
quest or the quest of Ulysses or Penelope's 
faithful waiting. Neither of these writers 
implies that our modern culture's lost intimacy 
with mythic imagery is good riddance. By 
contrast, Woolf . . . often mocks the archetypal 
imagery itself; [she] mocks a character's 
archetypal identity— that is, the mythic, 
spiritual, and cultural norm which a character 
has accepted or is struggling with or is trying 
to reject. When [she] is not mocking the myths, 
[she] is are radically altering them, especially 
with regard to the sex identity of the questing 
and conquering figures. (Little 11)
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Although written in the Modernist period. Between the Acts 
makes more sense when we see it through postmodern eyes. 
The shift, in literary terms, moves us from a desperate 
seeking for wholeness we perceive in modernism to an 
embracing of fragmentation in postmodernism. "The visible 
paradoxes of the postmodern do not mask any hidden unity 
which analysis can reveal" (Hutcheon 21). Between the Acts. 
like postmodernism, allows fragments to be fragments.

Waterland

Waterland works on a number of different levels. The 
story is told by retiring history teacher, Tom Crick, who 
speaks, in rather cynical terms, to his pupil, Price, about 
the use and purpose of the subject he has so long taught 
and studied. Interspersed with an assessment of history 
with a capital H, is a more personal history of the fens 
and the Crick family's association with this waterland. The 
novel is a series of biographies, from the most personal 
autobiography of Tom Crick, the narrator, to the wider 
stories of the Fens, as well as the story of men's efforts 
to control the land, time and events they lived through.

If Between the Acts bridges Modernism and 
Postmodernism, Waterland is squarely situated in 
Postmodernism in that it contests the 19th century
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assumptions of the realist novel and narrative history to 
Mselect, construct, and render self-sufficient and closed a 
narrative world that would be representational but still 
separate from changing experience and historical process” 
(Hutcheon 109)„ Waterland acts as an example of what Linda 
Hutcheon calls historiographical metafiction, a self
reflexive exploration of the problems involved in story
telling and history-making with little if no attempt to 
resolve those problems;

Historiographic metafiction . „ , keeps distinct 
its formal auto-representation and its historical 
context, and in so doing problematizes the very 
possibility of historical knowledge, because 
there is no reconciliation, no dialectic here—  
just unresolved contradiction. (Hutcheon 106)

The past is opened up to the present, brought in to Swift's 
"Here and Now," Woolf's "Here or Now" in a continual but 
unresolved encounter between past and present. 
Historiographic-metafiction "is not a transcending of 
history but a problematized inscribing of subjectivity into 
history" (Hutcheon 118), mostly because history and 
literature emerge from similar sources: other texts and an 
uncertain past:

There is not so much a loss of belief in a 
significant external reality as there is a loss
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of faith in our ability to (unproblematically) 
know that reality, and therefore to be able to 
represent it in language. Fiction and 
historiography are not different in this regard. 
(Hutcheon 119)

How objective are an historian's facts? Can history be 
understood in any way that does not involve interpretation 
of some kind? What effect does interpretation have on both 
past and present? These are the kinds of questions raised 
by historiographic metafiction, most of which find no 
answers

It [postmodernism] rejects projecting present 
beliefs and standards onto the past and asserts, 
in strong terms, the specificity and 
particularity of the individual past event. 
(Hutcheon 122)

This exactly describes Tom Crick's problem. From the 
vantage point of the present he looks back on the past, 
constantly forced to question both his own past, his 
present, and the intersection of the two. Much as he would 
like it to, Tom's "history" will not follow a straight, 
cause-and-effect line:

Backing and filling . . . withholding essential 
information until the right dramatic moment, 
pausing to deliver a homily on the mysterious sex
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life of the eel, Tom's discourse resembles a 
series of epicycles. It's part autobiography, 
part confession, part a history of 200 years of 
effort to reclaim the fens from water, part a 
meditation on the circular movement of history 
and water— and above all an inquiry into man's 
curiosity. (Prescott 74)

Tom himself uses the image of the river Ouse to illustrate 
the non-linear movement of history. The river appears to 
flow, like history, in one, predictable direction. But on 
closer inspection, the movement of both river and history 
is confusingly cyclical:

So that while the Ouse flows to the sea, it 
flowed, in reality, like all rivers, only back to 
itself, to its own source; and that impression 
that a river moves only one way is an illusion. 
(110)

Tom challenges the linear movement of river and history in 
a re-vision of Heraclitus' prescription that we cannot step 
twice into the same river. Tom's experience teaches him 
that "we are always stepping into the same river"(110). 
Reflecting this constantly disrupted cycle, the novel is 
presented in short chapters, fragments and pieces, quilted 
together not with the chronological logic of an historian, 
but with a thread spun from Tom's imagination and memory.
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The ultimate question that obsesses Tom, both personally 
and as an historian, is "Why":

Isn't this seeking of reasons itself inevitably 
an historical process, since it must always work 
backwards from what came after to what came 
before? And so long as we have this itch for 
explanations, must we not always carry round with 
us this cumbersome but precious bag of clues 
called History? Another definition, children:
Man, the animal which demands an explanation, the 
animal which asks Why. (Swift 80)

Propelled by the question Why, Tom digs up his past, but 
inevitably that is the one question that goes unanswered by 
the end of the novel. If he could answer the question Why, 
Tom would have a sense of wholeness, seamlessness; but that 
kind of reality is no longer available in the postmodern 
world which is perhaps why Tom never writes the history of 
the fens he has talked of for so long. Instead, Tom 
constructs an historical guilt: the theory of history that 
Tom Crick expounds to his pupil. Price, is a quilting 
design imposed on the patchwork pattern of a more personal 
history of the fens that culminates in Tom's family's 
history and his own story. In the end, we have a completed 
story, all the parts in place, but like a patchwork quilt,



we cannot look at it without being aware of its many 
fragments,

Tom's approach to history as cross-disciplinary, non
linear, and ultimately unknowable is characteristically 
postmodern:

For it is certainly no longer true that so much 
of what preoccupies Crick— sexuality, 
superstition, magic and folk medicine— is outside 
the purview or beyond the comprehension of 
historical inquiry. Historians have made the 
private and "irrational" as much a part of 
history as the public and the "rational." (Brewer 
50)

Tom's distress lies in his inability to marry the 
traditional view of history with his own, more postmodern, 
experience of it. Instead of embracing the questions or 
accepting the fragmented nature of his knowledge, he 
agonizes over what is never recuperable. Both frustrated 
and exhilarated by his departure from professional norms, 
he expounds an idiosyncratic theory of history:

What is a history teacher? He's someone who 
teaches mistakes. While others say, Here1s how to 
do it, he says. And here's what goes wrong. While 
others tell you. This is the way, this is the
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path, he says. And here are a few bungles, 
botches, blunders and fiascos. (177)

His-story is a series of bungles at both the personal and 
the public level. It refuses to unfold in it's designated 
straight line, it is almost completely unknowable, its 
meaning shifts.

The problem of history is also the problem of 
paternity. History is a formalized, public version of the 
familial patrilineage. But traditional paternal authority 
no longer works, with its clear line of descent from father 
to son, each generation rising higher in the world. The 
Atkinsons, from whom Tom descends, the family that dominate 
the Fenland, strive over generations to build a paternal 
line of power. But for all their efforts, the Atkinson line 
culminates in Dick, the mentally retarded son of an 
incestuous liaison.

The desire to be father and the frustration of being 
denied that role constitutes the central theme of the 
novels

Fathers stalk through Graham Swift's novels like 
silent, mutilated giants. Their strangely shaped 
shadows unfurl across the lives of the narrators, 
but their selves have always just turned a 
corner, disappeared into another room. (Gilbert 
35)

288
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The main action of the novel is predicated on both Tom and 
Dick6s paternal desire to claim Mary's illegitimate child = 
But it's never entirely clear who is the father, and Mary 
aborts it before either can become a father.

This frustrated desire for fatherhood, and by 
extension for masculine power of ownership, reaches its 
apotheosis at the climax of the novel when Dick discovers 
his true origins. In an attempt to prevent his suicide, his 
step-father calls out to him, "Dick, it's all rightI Dick, 
I'll be your father"(269). But desire is not enough: "Dick 
is obeying other, authentically paternal instructions"
(263), that draw him to his watery death.

Masculine power, in the form of a desire to be father, 
is frustrated by the women in the novel because while 
maternity is easily established, paternity never is. The 
question of origins resonates down the generations. Who 
fathers Mary's aborted child? Freddie Parr, Dick, Tom? We 
are never entirely sure. Who is Dick's father? Henry Crick 
or Helen's own father? We have only the narrator's 
historical research, which by his own admission is 
unreliable. Going back even further, Sarah's husband 
strikes her hard enough to propel her into a permanent 
autistic state because he fears she may be threatening the 
paternal line by having an affair with
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His own brewery manager; a King's Lynn corn 
merchant; the younger members of the Drainage 
Commission; the very doctor who calls to treat 
his gout. (57)

In other words, any man might become father, and no man can 
actually claim the title. The implication of such uncertain 
relations is that ownership of women is called into 
question, Mary, Helen and Sarah do not belong to any man 
because the title of ownership can never be established. 
Like the women in Between the Acts. Waterland*s women 
situate themselves in such a way that they cannot be used 
as commodities of exchange between men.

Enigmatic paternity is at the heart of the three 
pivotal events associated with the three central female 
characters in the novel^— Sarah’s potential affair, Helen's 
incestuous offspring, and Mary's aborted child. Indeed, 
those three incidents form the crux of the novel as the 
women slip out of any man's control. Sarah's autism, the 
birth of Dick, and Mary's abortion, emerge, by the end of 
the novel, as the most important and influential events in 
the life of Tom Crick and most of those around him. They 
are moments of "Here and Now," those moments of often 
difficult confrontation with the present:

And yet the Here and Now, which brings both joy 
and terror, comes but rarely— does not come even
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when we call it. That's the way it is: life 
includes a lot of empty space. We are one-tenth 
living tissue, nine-tenths water; life is one- 
tenth Here and Now, nine-tenths a history lesson. 
For most of the time the Here and Now is neither 
now nor here. (46)

The Here and Now is an eruption of the uncontrollable, 
unknowable feminine that disrupts and reconfigures the 
well-controlled explainable linear movement of historical 
time. In Kristeva1s terms, the Here and Now represents the 
thetic phase of the signifying process, the break between 
semiotic and the symbolic which predicates often 
uncomfortable change in the symbolic order of an 
androcentric culture:

Though absolutely necessary, the thetic is not 
exclusive: the semiotic, which also precedes it, 
constantly tears it open, and this transgression 
brings about all the various transformations of 
the signifying practice that are called 
'creation.' Whether in the realm of metalanguage 
(mathematics, for example) or literature, what 
remodels the symbolic order is always the influx 
of the semiotic. (113)

In Waterland, the carefully constructed patrilineage, the 
symbolic order, is disrupted again and again by the
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semiotic in the form of those unmanageable births on the 
part of Sarah, Helen and Mary. Each birth is shrouded in 
mystery, eluding and resisting the answer to the question 
Why. Tom Crick, who makes a profession of accounting for 
things, cannot find a fitting explanation for any of them. 
"The moment, the Here and Now, may bring transfiguration; 
more often it will bring pain; but it is the locus of real 
meaning"(Janik 78).

Many the questions, few the answers. Was Sarah really 
in an autistic state or did she fake it? Was she able to 
influence the town while still alive, and was her ghost 
ranging free when she was dead? How did she die and where? 
Why did Helen become sexually involved with her father? Why 
did her father believe that Dick would be the "saviour of 
the world"? How much could Dick, the "potato head," 
understand his predicament? Why did Mary choose to abort 
rather than bear the child? All these questions go 
unanswered, and as a reflection of that unanswerable state 
of affairs, the narrator constantly breaks off his 
sentences without finishing them, subsiding into dashes, 
question marks and ellipses.

Waterland appears at first to be a story in which men 
are in control. The narrator, after all, makes a profession 
of telling man's (generic and specific) story in the form 
of history. His-story and history are one and the same
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thing to Tom Crick who does not deviate from the 
traditional body of historical fact- His story, whether 
it’s the French revolution or his personal history, is 
populated by men: the Atkinsons who rose to power and 
wealth through their brewery; Dick and Henry Crick, and 
Freddie Parr who feature so prominently in Tom’s youthful 
past; even his present-day school situation features a 
headmaster and mostly male students. The dominant history, 
however, told to us by the professional historian, is 
quietly but certainly undermined by the women in the story 
who, though they appear marginal, shape the lives of those 
among whom they live.

The most influential figures in the story, then, are 
not the men but the women, each of whom embodies a 
particular role, a feminine type, much like the women in 
Between the Acts, forming a consort of female power that 
rules the Fenland world. In both novels the women 
interconnect with each other, if ever so lightly, one with 
another as they challenge the ruling hegemony. Their 
liminal and shifting status threatens to disrupt the 
existing social construct that, though it seems 
unassailable, is actually quite fragile. Sherry Ortner 
describes in broader, anthropological terms, the dynamic at 
work in Waterlands
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Insofar as women are moved around in marriage, in 
a social exchange system controlled by, and 
culturally seen as composed of, structured groups 
of men, women appear interstitial within the 
fundamental kinship architecture of society. 
Further, the ambiguity of women would derive not 
only from a marriage perspective; insofar as 
there is descent ideology, whether patrilinear or 
matrilinear, women are seen as "in between’ in 
these sorts of systems as well, for descent 
groups (such as clans) see themselves as groups 
of males, with Women as their reproductive 
agents. (Ortner 24)

Ortner’s conclusion that women "may appear ambiguous, and 
hence potentially polluting and dangerous" (24) is 
manifested in Waterland’s female characters.

First, is Sarah Turnbull, young, lively and pretty, 
who marries the up-and-coming brewer, Thomas Atkinson. She 
is an affectionate, fecund and obedient wife but in her 
playful femininity she represents all that Thomas cannot 
control:

In 1819 she is thirty-seven. The playful, girlish 
looks which once won his fancy (and suited his 
business ends) has been transformed by the years 
into something richer and mellower. Mrs Atkinson
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is beautiful; with a beauty which is apt to 
remind Hr Atkinson of the beauty of an actress—  
as if his wife occupies some strongly lit stage 
and he, for all his public eminence, watches from 
a lowly distance. It seems to him that he has 
worked hard and achieved much and yet failed to 
give due attention to this wonderful creature 
with whom, once, he bounced so casually through 
the rituals of procreation. (57)

Frustrated by his inability to own her, Thomas strikes her 
so hard she hits her head on a piece of furniture and 
lapses into an autistic state that lasts until her death, 
fifty-four years later. Autism, for Sarah, is a position of 
power. The narrator implies that she chooses to live in 
this removed place: "as for his wife, no magic in the world 
could bring her out of the state which she herself— had not 
Thomas looked closely enough into her eyes?— wished to 
remain in" (60). She gains a growing reputation as a seer: 

In short, children, that blow on the head had 
bestowed on Sarah that gift which is so desired 
and feared— the gift to see and shape the future. 
(62)

That power lies in direct contrast with the historian's. He 
looks back to the past, she looks forward to the future. He 
finds a slippery, unknowable, confusion of information that
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raises more questions than it answers. She takes control of 
the Atkinson's prosperity, the well-being of the town and 
even the extremes of weather. As the story unfolds, Sarah 
represents increasing spiritual and political powers "was 
this Sarah's work? (65) . . . Sarah's work? (67) . . . But
was she there in spirit? (68). She becomes "Guardian angel, 
Holy Mother, Saint Gunhilda-come-again . . .  an intrepid 
Britannia"(70). Even after death, her ghost is seen in town 
and her influence is felt.

The dark side of the seer is the crone, the wicked 
witch who represents fear to the townspeople. Martha Clay, 
the old woman who lives in the midst of the Mere in a mud 
marsh hut, embodies the witch:

That face! Small, moist, needly eyes. Leather 
purse of a mouth. Noses bony (but in no way 
hooked). Forehead: bumpy-shiny, tobacco-hued.
Hair:waxy-grey, pulled tight down to her scalp by 
a knot at the neck stuck through with two lengths 
of quill. And those cheeks! Those cheeks! They're 
not just round and ruddy. They're not just red. 
They don't merely suggest alternate and continual 
exposure over several decades, without any 
intermediate stages, to winter gales and 
scorching sun. They're bladders of fire. They're
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fleshy pimentos. They're over-ripe tomatoes.
(227)

She, like Sarah, can work magic, but it is a dark magic. 
Sarah brings things into existence— prosperity, floods, 
fire— while Martha removes what already exists for she 
performs Mary's abortion. The effect of both women's work 
ripples through time, shaping the narrator's entire life.

The crone and the seer form one pair of women, the 
virgin and the mother another. 3 Helen is the ideal 
mother. A faithful loving wife, mother of two sons, modest 
and obedient to her father and husband. Yet she has the 
power to arrange matters between her father and her husband 
to suit her own purposes. She probably does not set out to 
do so, but her actions eventually destroy both men. Helen's 
motherhood is monstrous: she gives birth not to renewed 
life, but to an inheritance of destruction. Her firstborn, 
the son of her father, is poor retarded Dick who, rather 
than becoming the "Saviour of the World" (177), murders a 
playmate and destroys himself. This kind of motherhood, 
semiotic maternity, cannot be comfortably contained in the 
abiding symbolic order. That which should strengthen and 
support paternal authority, motherhood, becomes instead a 
dangerous threat to it, disrupting the established order 
through three generations.
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Virginity is as threatening to that authority as 

motherhood. Mary is described as "an untouchable 
madonna"(36), a "Princess . . „ a nun, a Magdalene"(90).
But her virginal purity is subverted by an insatiable 
sexual curiosity that leads to the murder of one boy, 
Freddie Parr, the suicide of a second, Dick, and the 
eventual shame and distress of a third, her husband. Her 
womb, that which defines her as female, is a cause of 
trouble to Tom Crick, both when she is an adolescent and in 
middle-age:

Women are equipped with a miniature model of 
reality: an empty but tillable vessel. A vessel 
in which much can be made to happen, and to issue 
in consequence. In which dramas can be brewed out 
of nothing. And it was Tom Crick, history- 
teacher-to-be, who during the middle years of the 
Second World War, not knowing what reactions, 
what repercussions, and not without rivals . . . 
was responsible for filling the then avid and 
receptive vessel of Mary Metcalf, later Mrs 
Crick. (31)

Mary becomes, in effect, both mother and virgin, a 
combination Sherry Ortner describes as "all the best things 
at once" (26). But her fecund womb produces all the worst 
things for Tom. She chooses to abort her child, forfeiting
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biological motherhood, and then returns to virginity in the 
form of several years in seclusion that Tom describes as 
"sackcloth and sanctity"(31). Many years later, she gives 
birth again, but this time to an act that seems outrageous 
to society, and distressing to Tom— she steals a child:

But it must have been always there, lurking, 
latent, ripening like some dormant, forgotten 
seed. (Seed indeed1) Because in the year 1979, a 
woman of fifty-two, she suddenly began looking 
again for Salvation. She began this love-affair, 
this liaison— much to the perplexity of her 
husband (from whom she could not keep it a 
secret)— with God.(31)

Describing Mary as having an affair with "God" is Tom's way 
of expressing his loss of control, for at every turn Mary's 
virginity and her motherhood, that which should place her 
under patriarchal control, actually situates her beyond the 
control of men. As Mary slips out of Tom's control, he 
finds the rest of his world falls apart, for as Luce 
Irigaray points out, "What makes such an[drocentric] order 
possible, what assures its foundation, is . . . the 
exchange of women"(184). Mary continually takes herself out 
of circulation. Finally, like Sarah, she chooses autism, 
emotional rather than physical, stepping permanently beyond 
the possibility of exchange. Both Sarah and Mary enter a
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place of permanent space that allows both women an 
unknowable autonomy«

By the end of the novel, the reader realizes that the 
historian who has spent his life looking for explanations, 
answering the question Why, seeking control, has been 
subtly but surely controlled by the seer, the crone, the 
mother and the virgin = Even his desire to become an 
historian, which prompts the telling of the story, is the 
influence of a woman, his mother:

Children, my becoming a history teacher can be 
directly ascribed to the stories which my mother 
told me as a child, when, like most children, I 
was afraid of the dark. (46)

Commenting on postmodernism, Linda Hutcheon writes that it 
"always works within conventions in order to subvert them" 
(5). The same can be said for the women in Waterland.

These are not apparently powerful women— they have no 
central place in their society. They say very little. Tom 
waxes far more eloquent about history than any of the 
women. None of the women is particularly assertive. They 
are not consciously revolutionary. They merely live their 
lives, on the edges of history. But it is exactly in doing 
that, that they have such power in the novel. Their power 
lies not so much in what they do, which is the men's 
province, as in what they are. Their being resonates down
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the years, each woman connecting with the next, weaving a 
thin but strong web that holds the-men's lives in its 
controlo

The interweaving of his-story and her-story, of male 
and female is illustrated in the metaphor of the Fenland 
itself, the physical, psychological and emotional context 
of the novel. The fens are a place where water and land 
merge, the one reclaiming the other. Man is constantly 
working to claim the land, the water persistently resists 
and undermines man's work. So the territory is uncertain, 
the boundaries between land and water always shifting, and 
if the men ever stop the eternal dredging, the water will 
claim back its own. The human geography parallels the 
fenland dredging. The men are constantly working to claim 
their territory, to establish paternal authority. The women 
quietly but persistently resist through the generations, 
replacing paternity with their own authority. Water is more 
powerful than land, women stronger than men in Waterland.

What begins as traditional history becomes a powerful 
"her"story of marginalized women: Sarah entombed in her 
room in a state of autism, Helen secluded from public life 
by her father, Martha living out in the Fen marshlands,
Mary buried in a respectable marriage. A "her"story not of 
words and ideas, but of lives lived at the level of birth 
and babies, death and destruction, all of which are in the
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women's hands. All Tom can do is talk about it. He cannot 
control it or change it. The women do that.

Between the Acts and Waterland share a number o’f 
common threads. They question the linear, objective history 
dominated by the paternal line. They demonstrate that 
history is more piecemeal and more unknowable than we would 
like to believe; our understanding of history is always 
subjective, colored by individual and cultural 
interpretation. Both novels suggest that women, even from a 
marginalized place, have a more profound influence on the 
past and the present than traditional history allows.

Re-visioning history includes re-visioning quilting. 
Quilts and quiltmaking appear to support and reinforce 
patriarchal power by placing women in a domestic role: the 
quiltmaker as Angel of the House. But when she is 
reconfigured, the piecemaker, with texts or textiles, is 
quietly but surely patterning the world to suit her needs. 
Her marginal status, her misunderstood quilts, belie the 
importance and influence of her endeavor.
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Ic HERSTORY; QUILTING IN NORTH AMERICA

1 I chose to write this history as a "patchwork"
text(lie), using quotations as my fragments of material, 
sewn together with the thread of my argument to demonstrate 
a pattern of marginality.
2 For a more detailed history of dyes, see James N„ Liles, 
"Dyes in American Quilts Made Prior to 1930, With Special 
Emphasis on Cotton and Linen," Uncoverinas. 1984. 29-40.
3 For a more detailed study of quilt names, see Barbara 
Brackman, "What's in a Name: Quilt Patterns from 1830 to 
the Present," in Lasansky's Pieced Bv Mother: Symposium 
Papers. Brackman concludes that although there are many 
variations on quilt names, not much scholarly work has been 
done on the topic. Also see Holstein, American Pieced 
Quilts. pp 58 and 59; and Hall and Kretsinger's The 
Romance of the Patchwork Quilt in America which catalogs 
and names all known patchwork patterns up to the 
publication date of 1935, pp 48-127.

Barbara Brackman has also studied quilt patterns as a 
way to date a quilt. See "A Chronological Index to Pieced 
Quilt Patterns." Uncoverinas. 1983. 99-128.
4 See Ricky Clark, "Mid Nineteenth Century Album and 
Friendship Quilts 1860-1920," in Pieced Bv Mother:
Symposium Papers, ed. Jeanette Lasansky.
5 Ferrero, Hedges and Silber, in their richly illustrated 
and fascinating book Hearts and Hands, research and record 
the influence of quilts and women on nineteenth century 
American society. Their work is unique in that they argue 
for women's quilts as not only a reaction to issues, but 
also as an influence on those issues: "through their guilts 
women became, in fact, not only witnesses to but active 
agents in important historical change" (11).
A For a history of the crazy quilt, see Virginia Gunn's 
"Crazy Quilts and Outline Quilts: Popular Responses to the 
Decorative Art/Art Needlework Movement, 1876-1893," in 
Uncoverinas 1984.
7 Linda Otto Lipsett, in Remember Me: Women and Their 
Friendship Quilts, records the stories of four pioneer 
woman who made or received friendship quilts before making 
their long and arduous journeys West. See also Annette 
Kolodnv's The Land Before Her.
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8 For further information on quilts in the civil war, see 
Virginia Gunn, "Quilts for Union Soldiers in the Civil 
War," and Laurel Horton, "South Carolina Quilts and the 
Civil War," in Uncoverinas 1985.
9 For fuller discussion of early feminism, see Nancy Cott's 
The Grounding of Modern Feminism, and Ellen DuBois's 
Feminism and Suffrage: The Emergence of An Independent 
Women's Movement in America 1848-1869.
10 Some of the major quilt exhibitions held in the 
twentieth century in North America include:
1928: for the next 33 years, Kansas City Star exhibited 
quilts made from quilt patterns they had published, see 
Louise O. Townsend, "Kansas City Star Quilt Patterns," in 
Uncoverinas 1984, p.115-130.
1933: "Century of Progress" - centennial of Chicago's 
incorporation in addition to the World's Fair. Sears and 
Roebuck sponsored a nationwide quilting contest that drew 
25,000 submissions in a period of 5 months.
1939: New York World's Fair sponsored a guilt exhibition 
entitled "America Through the Needle's Eye."
1970: Whitney Museum mounted "Abstract Design in American 
Quilts," curated by Jonathon Holstein and Gail van der 
Hoof.
1976: "Great Quilt Contest" 51 prizewinning quilts 
selected from 10,000 entries with a first prize of $2,500. 
1986: "Great American Quilt Festival," held in New York to 
celebrate the Statue of Liberty Centennial with a first 
prize of $20,000.
11 I am grateful to Professor Barbara Babcock for calling 
my attention to this paper.
12 "The Art Quilt" exhibition was displayed at the 
Foothills Mall in Tucson between July and September 1988. 
The same gallery has scheduled a display of Afro-American 
guilts for the summer of 1990. Since the 1970 Whitney 
Museum exhibition, quilt-as-art shows are becoming 
increasingly popular.

Penny McMorris's introduction to The Art Quilt surveys 
the history of quilting in the twentieth century, 
paralleling the work of Ferrero, Hedges and Silber in the 
nineteenth century with Hearts and Hands. McMorris focuses 
on the emergence of the quilt as art rather than craft. She
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points out that the art guilt differs from its predecessors 
in that it is specifically intended as art for walls, not 
beds, created by artists who have abandoned media such as 
painting, printmaking and ceramics to express themselves in 
original designs of cloth and thread.
13 Tucson has at least one guilt shop, The Quilt Basket, 
which offers a variety of classes to beginners and 
experienced guilters throughout the year.
14 The Tucson QuiIters Guild, a group of local guilters who 
meet once a month, organize a spectacular annual exhibition 
of their guilts every February.

2. NOTHING CAN BE SOLE OR WHOLE THAT HAS NOT BEEN RENT

1 Most critics recognize the novel as a journey of self- 
discovery. Daniel Ross, for example, argues that Celie's 
starting point in her journey takes place when, with the 
help of Shug, she looks at her genitals in the mirror for 
the first time. This is indeed an important step in her 
process, but not the first one. Quilting with Sofia is the 
beginning, not only because it happens earlier in the 
novel, but because the act of guilting those "messed up 
curtains" parallels so closely putting together her 
fragmented life.
2 Celie's choice of guilt pattern has further 
ramifications. As its title suggests, she is implicitly 
reaffirming her connection with her beloved sister, Nettie. 
Moreover, at the heart of the pattern is a nine-sguare 
patch, which is the design Corrine chooses to make her 
African guilt. And later, Celie and Shug make a choice for 
each other as sexual sisters. Hence the guilt pattern joins 
all the major female characters in the novel.
3 Curtains also function as a kind of veil, alternately 
concealing and revealing what is behind them, just as Celie 
is involved in a process of concealing and revealing 
herself.
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3. WOMEN IN COMMUNITY; THE QUILTING BEE

1 For fuller discussion of alternative views of time, see 
Julia Kristeva's "Women's Time/" an essay in which she 
distinguishes between "linear” and "monumental" time.
2 A whole literature exists on the difficulties women faced 
moving west. The westward imperative was largely a male 
invention; women often had little choice in making the 
journey. See Annette Kolodny1s The Land Before Her.
3 Occasionally, the quilting bee is the central social 
event in a rural community, involving both men and women. 
For example, Ernest Dixon began the "Eli Whitney Quilting 
Party" in the community of Eli Whitney in southern Alamance 
County, North Carolina in 1932. Dixon, the high school 
principal, instigated the bee because he believed that 
schools should be community gathering places. Fifty years 
later, the bee still takes place:

No matter what the future holds, it is clear that 
Uncle Eli's Quilting Party has been and is 
presently a source of pride to this small rural 
community. For example, in 1948 when the county 
celebrated its centennial, each community was 
invited to participate in the parade and Eli 
whitney chose Uncle Eli's Quilting Party as the 
theme for its entry. (122)

Erma Kirkpatrick, who wrote a history of Uncle Eli's 
Quilting Party, identifies the same reason for its 
continuance as the anonymous Texas quiltmaker quoted in my 
text— a need for community:,

"The Common thread” was the name of the quilt 
made for the fiftieth anniversary celebration in 
1981. In some ways today's party has very little 
resemblance to the ones of earlier years, but 
there is a common thread. The common thread is 
that quiltmaking, through all the changes in the 
nature of Uncle Eli's Quilting Party, has been 
the means of bringing people together, once more 
demonstrating that the process of quiltmaking 
often has greater value than that of the quilted 
product. (125)
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4 There is very little written on the quilting bee. The 
following two articles are the sum, except for references 
in books and articles mentioned in the text of this 
chapter:
Ice, Joyce, and Linda Norris. Quilted Together: Women. 
Quilts and Communities. Delaware County Historical 
Association, 1989.
Pershing, Linda. "She Really Wanted to Be Her Own Womans

Scandalous Sunbonnet"Sue" in Feminist Messages s Coding 
in Women's Culture. Ed. J.Radner and S. Lanser. 
Forthcoming.

Roach, Susan. "The Kinship Quilts An Ethnographic Semiotic 
Analysis of a Quilting Bee" from Women's Folklore. 
Women's Culture. Ed. Jordan and Kaleik, 1985.

5 "Contest"— as Walter Ong shows in Contest and Sexuality, 
is rooted in the testes— a peculiarly masculine property, 
in every sense.

4. CONTEMPORARY QUILTING 1

1 The twenty three quilts made by the Boise Peace QuiIters 
since 1982 includes
1982 1st Boise Peace quilt. Presented to the Soviet 
Women's Committee as a gesture of friendship from ordinary 
people in Boise to ordinary people in Russia. This quilt, 
comprising
35 blocks depicting life in Boise, has been displayed in 
towns in Lithuania.
1983 3rd Boise Peace Quilt. Presented to the people of 
Hiroshima, Japan.
1984 5th Boise Peace Quilt. Presented to peace activist, 
Dr Helen Caldicott.
1984 9th Boise Peace Quilts The National Peace Quilt. 
Comprising of one square for every state in the union, each 
one based on a child's drawing, this quilt was made with 
the intention of having every U.S. senator sleep under it 
for one night. A log book accompanies the quilt for 
senators to make a note of how they slept, their dreams, 
and their reaction to the quilt. By 1987, 70 senators had 
slept under it.
1985. Local Peacemaker's Quilt. Presented to the 
Peacemakers of Boise, Idaho.
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1985 10th Boise Peace Quilt. Presented to peace activist, 
Sister Marjorie Tuite.1986 Nicaraguan Quilt, bearing the words "Nicaragua 
Libre!" 1986 15th Boise Peace Quilt. Presented to peace 
activist. Dr Charles Clements.
2 All quotes from the Boise Peace Quilters are taken from 
the film, A Stitch For Time.
3 If we read military metaphors as a form of male 
occupation, then the quilt, with all its female 
associations, becomes as different a way to speak about 
AIDS as female is from male.
4 The Greenham Common quilt is the only crazy quilt made 
by the Boise Peace Quilters. We cannot underestimate the 
significance of this choice of design.
5 The following quotations Were taken from dissertation 
and paper abstracts for Psychology and Education, 1975 to
1984.

5. BETWEEN IS ALL
1 I am grateful to Professor Barbara Babcock for helping 
me to develop some of the ideas in this chapter. Professor 
Babcock gives an elegant and sophisticated reading of 
Between the Acts in her essay, "Mud, Mirrors, and Making 
Up: Liminality and Reflexivity in Between the Acts." 
forthcoming in Kathleen Ashley, ed. Between Literature and 
Anthropology: Victor Turner and the Construction of 
Cultural Criticism.
i2 H.G.Wells' Outline of History, which Lucy reads in bed 
(8), constitutes "his"tory at its most linear and seamless. 
Published in 1920, Wells' informed and influenced an entire 
generation.
3 For a fuller discussion of the complex relationship 
between mother and virgin, see Sherry Ortner's "The Virgin 
and the State," Julia Kristeva's "Stabat Mater," and 
Barbara Babcock's "Taking Liberties."

Note: Illustrations of many of the quilts under discussion 
in this dissertation are available from the author.
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